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ABSTRACT

An Application of Strategic and Systemic Family Therapy

Analysis Perspectives
to Organizational Development

May 1983

Joan M. Brandon, B.S., Shimer College
M . Ed

.

Ed . D .

,

Directed by:

This study is

a

,

University of Massachusetts

Sheryl Reichmann-Hruska

Ph.D.

,

comparison of two interpretations of the

applications of General Systems Theory to human systems.

The

fields which are compared are Strategic and Systemic Family Therapy
and Organizational Development (OD)

.

The study focuses on the

processes of problem analysis in the two fields with an effort
toward designing an OD analysis system based upon the family

therapy interpretations of General Systems Theory.
The paper begins with an extensive theoretical comparison of
OD,

especially applications of systems theory currently in use in

OD, with Strategic and Systemic Family Therapy.

comparison is followed by

a

This theoretical

case study which compares the results

of two analyses, one from each of the above perspectives, of the
same problem within an organization.

The case study took place in the customer service division of
a

large insurance company.

A work

vii

group of forty people was the

focus of the two analyses.

The Strategic and Systemic Family

Therapy analysis used was developed by the researcher and based
upon the work of the Washington, D.C. Family Institute, the Mental

Research Institute of Palo Alto, and the Institute for Family Study
in Milan,

Italy.

The traditional OD procedure was based upon

Rensis Likert's "Profile of Organizational Characteristics."

The

two analyses are compared in terms of their values, processes, and

implications for change interventions.
Results of the case demonstrated that both analysis procedures

surface useful data.

Several difficulties which surfaced with the

Strategic and Systemic Family Therapy analysis will need to be
addressed in future studies.

An integration of the analysis

procedures from both fields is proposed, with more work needed in
refining that integration.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

Organizational change is

a

highly complex field.

Often change

efforts prove to be difficult, ineffective, or temporary (Short,
1981).

Two explanations for this have been presented.

is that Organizational Development (OD)

,

the discipline most

concerned with helping organizations to change, lacks
theory (Huse, 1980).

The first

a

unifying

The second is that organizational analysis is

either too complex or too narrowly focused to offer
for change efforts (Margulies & Raia,

General Systems Theory offers

a

basis

1978).

unifying theory in OD.

offers concepts which allow for the analysis of

phenomena in a comprehensive manner.

a sound

a

It

broad range of

Thus far it has changed the

OD perspective from looking at elements or components of an

organization in relative isolation to conceiving of the
organization as

a

composite of elements which interact with one

another and the world around them (Katz

&

Kahn, 1966).

Current OD

applications of General Systems Theory, referred to as the Open
Systems Perspective in this study, emphasize the analysis of the

relationship between the organization and its environment and the
functioning.
impact of this relationship on internal organizational

1

2

The Open Systems Perspective allows a consultant to analyze an

entire organization from

a

General Systems Theory Perspective.

However, most organizations are made up of groups of people and,

although OD is concerned with group functioning, General Systems

Theory and particularly the Open Systems Perspective has been
applied only occasionally to the analysis and understanding of

groups within organizations (Beer, 1980; Huse

,

1980; Likert,

1967).

In order to address this gap in attention to groups within

organizations from

a

systems perspective, this study offers

Strategic and Systemic Family Therapy as another application of

General Systems Theory to the field of organizational change.

For

the purposes of simplicity and clarity, aspects of the combined

perspectives of Strategic and Systemic Family Therapy which seem
applicable to OD are referred to in this study as Systemic Thought.
The phrase Strategic and Systemic Family Therapy refers to the

overall processes, theories and techniques which are the essence of
the family therapies of the Washington, D.C. Family Institute, the

Mental Research Institute of Palo Alto, and the Institute for
Systemic Thought emphasizes the

Family Study in Milan, Italy.

aspects of these which seem applicable to work with groups within

organizations (see Figure

1,

p.4).

When used with families, Systemic Thought concepts apply to
all aspects of change from problem analysis to various kinds of

interventions.
wide

a

It is possible that Systemic Thought could have as

range of effects on OD.

However since it is such

a

new

3

approach to working with organizations, the focus of this
study is
on Systemic Thought primarily as an analysis method.

As an

approach to organizational analysis. Systemic Thought is focused on
how to understand the nature of interactions within the

organizations and how to influence groups within an organization
toward easier, more effective and longer lasting change.

Purpose of the Study

This study is intended as a preliminary investigation of how
the diagnostic elements, which Systemic Thought has derived from

General Systems Theory and has applied thus far only to families,

might be applicable to other kinds of organizations.

Primarily,

this study is a comparison of a systemic method of analysis which

has been used extensively with families with

a

systemic method of

analysis that has been used extensively with organizations and, to
some extent, with groups within organizations.

These two methods

are compared with the intention of each acting as a foil to the

other so that the researcher and the reader may come to understand

each better.

Although the researcher has

a

clear bias toward one

method, this study is not intended to prove one method to be better

overall than the other.

The study is intended to reveal attributes

of each with the intention of clarifying them

so that

practitioners of both may be able to learn from the other if they
so choose.

4

By comparing and contrasting the Open Systems Perspective of

OD and the Strategic and Systemic perspectives of family therapy

(both of which are based upon broad principles of General Systems

Theory)

,

this study is intended to aid in the development of

discipline

—

Systemic Thought

—

a

new

an integration of OD and family

therapy based upon General Systems Theory principles.
The relationship of all these terms can be confusing.

diagram below (see Figure

1)

may help to clarify this.

The

OD, family

therapy and General Systems Theory (the circles) are broad areas.
This study focuses on the areas where disciplines have been (and

perhaps will be) integrated.

The Relationship Between OD, General Systems Theory, and
Figure 1:
Family Therapy with the Resultant Fields of Overlap.

integrated
The area where OD and General Systems Theory have been

Perspective” of
is referred to in this study as ’’the Open Systems
OD.

The area where family therapy and General Systems Theory

5

overlap are referred to as "Strategic and Systemic Family Therapy"
in this study.

OD

,

The point where all three circles overlap

—

where

General Systems Theory and family therapy may be able to be

integrated

—

is referred to as Systemic Thought in this study.

This diagram represents an approximation of the relationship

between the terms.

Because the application of Strategic and

Systemic Family Therapy to OD is is still in its infancy, Systemic

Thought is currently more

a

part of family therapy than of OD.

The

diagram does not reflect this imbalance, but the researcher hopes
that, in spite of this limitation, it will help the reader clarify

the relationship between the various terms used in this study.

This study includes a case where a comparison is made of an

Open Systems Perspective analysis of an organizational problem with
a

Systemic Thought analysis of the same problem.

Using analysis as

the focus for comparison of the perspectives of these two fields
(OD and Systemic Thought) allows this study to be both broad based

and limited.

Nearly all the theory, values, and processes of

discipline are imbedded in its analysis procedures.

a

Consequently,

by comparing the analysis processes of OD and Systemic Thought, the

essence of each discipline can be captured.

Yet, analysis is a

small enough piece of each field that the information generated

will be concrete and readily applicable to the field.

This study is

a

first step.

It is broad in scope and yet

specific in application so that it may generate data which,

hopefully, will stimulate further study.

It is intended as a

6

beginning and not an end in itself.

The possibilities of

integrating OD and Systemic Thought appear vast.

This study is

intended merely to open some doors and allow some new ideas to flow
together.

The results, while helpful, are likely to indicate many

more doors which can be opened.

Since

a

Systemic Thought analysis procedure for use with

organizations did not exist, this study had two purposes.

The

first was to provide an opportunity for an initial formulation of

a

Systemic Thought method of analysis to use with an organization.

Systemic Thought has been applied only occasionally to OD.

Aside

from the researcher's pilot study, there are only three documented

cases (Hirschorn and Gilmore, 1981; Short, 1981; Terry, 1982).

In

two of these documented cases the work was done by OD practitioners

with some, but limited, training in Systemic Thought.

In both

these studies Structural Family Therapy was the only model used

(Hirschorn and Gilmore, 1980; Short, 1981).
work was done by

a

In the other study

family therapist with limited knowledge of

traditional OD practices.
This study has the advantage of being conducted by

a

researcher with nearly equal training and experience in both
fields.

Although all three previous studies reveal useful and

interesting information concerning applications of Systemic Thought
to OD situations, none attempted, as this study does, to compare

the two approaches and to offer suggestions concerning the

integration of the two fields in relation to the analysis of

7

specific problems.
The second purpose was to provide

a

vehicle for the comparison

of Systemic Thought and traditional OD on both

practical level.

a

theoretical and

It was hoped that this comparison would clarify

more of the fundamental and practical differences between the two
approaches.

This comparison also generated

3 ome

new questions or

information concerning the intergration of the two approaches to be
studied at

a

later date.

Definitions

The following are defintions of the terms used in this

dissertation which are particularly central to Systemic Thought,
OD, and the comparison presented in this study.

Additional

definitions which pertain particularly to General Systems Theory
concepts can be found in Chapter II, Section 2.
Alliance

Two or more people who are united around
interest or task (Haley, 1963).

:

a

common

posture,
Analogical Communication
All nonverbal communication:
gesture, facial expression, voice inflection, the
sequence .rhythm, cadence of the words themselves as
well as the context in which an interaction takes
place (Watzlawick, et.al., 1967).
:

A description of a situation which includes
Circular Explanation
the various interactions involved without concern for
"cause” and "effect." Each event is a response to all
the interactions which precede it and also a stimulus
for all the events which succeed it.
:

Coalition

:

An alliance where two people are united against
third person (Haley, 1963).

a
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Com piemen tar i ty

A relationship in which two people are exchanging
different types of behavior. Once gives and the other
receives, one teaches and the other learns. The two
people exchange behavior which complements or fits
together. One is in a "superior" position and the
other is in a "secondary" one in that one offers
criticism and the other accepts it, one offers advice
and the other follows it, and so on (Haley, 1963).
:

Digitial Communication
Primarily the content message of a
communication. The aspects of the message which
convey factual information without values or
additional messages implied. That meaning which is
conveyed by the words alone without consideration of
expression, tone, and other aspects included in
analogical communication (Watzlawick, et.al., 1967).
:

Disqualification
A response in a relationship to a communication
concerning the nature of the relationship which
neither confirms nor rejects the communication but
bears the implicit message, "I do not notice you, you
are not here, you do not exist." (Selvini, et.al.,
:

1978)

Environment

:

The set of all objects a change in whose attributes
affect the system and also those objects whose
attributes are changed by the behavior of the system
(Pasmore & Sherwood, 1978).

A change in an interaction in which the
First Order Change
content changes, but the process stays the same
(Watzlawick, et.al., 1974).
:

Homeostasis

I.p.:

:

A steady-state system formed by the group such that
the characters of the members and the nature of their
interaction maintain a status quo (Jackson, 1957).

Identified problem. The person or situation in the
group which is identified by the organization or the
management as being the problem.

A description of a situation in terms of
Linear Explanation:
"cause" and "effect." The situation had a clear
beginning and a clear ending.

Metacommunication: Messages which communicate about a
communication or a process of communication
(Watzlawick, et.al., 1974).

.

.
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Myths

A series of

well-integrated beliefs shared by all
group members, concerning their relationships, and
which usually go unchallenged in spite of reality
distortions they may imply. Myths usually serve to
maintain the homeostasis of the system (Jackson,
1957).

:

The Open Systems Perspective

Those applications of General
Systems Theory currently in use in OD based upon the
work of Katz and Kahn (1967) which view the
organization as an open system and thus, when
analyzing an organizational situation, emphasize the
organization's relationship to its environment.

Organization

:

:

Human or behavioral systems composed of activities
and people performing in an intentionally coordinated
manner to achieve some goal or mission (Lawler,
et.al., 1980).

Organizational Analysis
Determining the components and/or
processes which constitute a specific organization
and especially a specific organizational problem.
:

Organizational Assessment
The process of measuring the
effectiveness of an organization from the behavioral
Effectiveness includes
or social-system perspective.
both the task-performance capabilities of the
organization (i.e. how well various components of the
organization are structured and function to perform
tasks) and the human impact of the system on its
individual members (Lawler, et.al., 1980).
:

Punctuation

Reframing

:

:

An arbitrary, linear explanation of the nature of
events (Watzlawick, et.al., 1 97 4 )

Redefining the meaning or implications attributed to
behaviors so that they will be responded to
differently (Weakland, Fisch, Watzlawick & Godin,
1974)

Rules:

Typical and repetitive patterns of interaction among
group members which characterize the system as a
whole, and more than a collection of individuals.
Agreements which prescribe or limit the behaviors of
the individual members so that the system has some
order and stability (Jackson, 1957).

A change which changes the interactional
Second Order Ch ange
patterns of a system. One whose occurence changes the
system itself (Watzlawick, et.al., 1974).
:
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System

A recognizably delimited aggregate of dynamic
elements
that are in some way interconnected and interdependent
and that continue to operate together according to
certain laws and in such a way as to produce some
characteristic total effect (Boguslaw, 1965).

:

Systemic Thought
The researcher's title for the overall
processes, theories and techniques which are the
essence of the family therapies of the Washington,
D.C. Family Institute, the Mental Research Institute
of Palo Alto, and the Institute for Family Study in
Milan, Italy
especially as these relate to the
analysis of problems in organizations and work groups.
:

—

Symmetry

:

A relationship where two people exchange the same type
of behavior.
Each person will initiate action,
criticize the other, offer advice and so on. This
type of relationship tends to be competitive (Haley,
1963).

Significance of the Study

Organizations are

a

basic component of human society.

People's lives revolve around their interactions in

organizations.

Most people work in organizations

a

series of

(factories,

schools, governments, businesses), play in organizations (clubs,
teams), and live in organizations (families, communities, cities).

When organizations are functioning effectively, they provide an

efficient means for large groups of people to perform complex
operations.

That many organizations do not function effectively

can be demonstrated by the generally low level of job satisfaction

among workers in American industries.

In a survey conducted in

1971 over one half of the workers questioned expressed

.

.
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dissatisfaction with their current jobs (Department of H.E.W.,
1973)

Aside from the time spent with their families, work settings

provide the most significant time and energy commitments which most
people make in their lives.

Family therapy has focused upon

enhancing the effectiveness of family-type organizations.

Organizational development has focused primarily upon enhancing the

effectiveness of work-type organizations.
The field of OD has developed in the last forty years to

help promote effective work settings.

Organizational effectiveness

in work settings leads both to greater success for the

organizations, (i.e., higher profits), and to greater satisfaction
for individual workers (e.g. job security, good working conditions,

smooth relationships with fellow workers)

Conversely, ineffective organizations have far reaching

detrimental effects on the society as
members.

a

whole and on its individual

The ultimately ineffective organization could be defined

as one which ceases to exist.

According to U.S. Department of

Commerce statics, an average of over 10,000 business fold every
year in the U.S. alone (Lopata,

1981).

When an organization goes

out of business, its services are lost to society as well as the

jobs it provided for its members.

Its loss impacts other

organizations which depend upon its products to continue producing
their own.

.
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Merely staying in business, however, is not necessarily
of a healthy organization.

sign

a

Many businesses continue to exist even

though they are experiencing various problems.

Ineffective

organizations are not only costly in terms of misuse of funds and
raw materials.

They are costly in terms of human suffering.

Many

people who work in ineffective organizations work poorly, become

frustrated and are less able to function in other aspects of their
lives.

"Without work all life goes rotten.

But when work is

soulless life stifles and dies" (Camus in H.E.W., 1973).
People belong simultaneously to

a

variety of organizations.

They live with families or other groups in communities.

They work

as volunteers as well as in their regular jobs; this makes them

members of still other organizations.

In addition, they play in

teams and clubs which are another sort of organization.

organization memberships are overlapping,

a

Since

person having

difficulty in one organization can present problems to other

organizations in which he/she participates.

Family problems, for

example, can often be related to loss of employment or work

difficulties of one of the spouses (Kanter, 1977; Komarovsky,
1940)

As the world grows more complex, as products become

specialized and as the work force becomes more sophisticated, the
need for more effective organizations grows (Huse, 1980;

et.al.,

1980).

Lawler

As organizational effectiveness increases in

importance, the need for new, more effective, and more informative

13

OD technology also increases (Likert, 1967).

Rationale

Overview of rationale

.

This study is considered to be a

continuation of a process currently going on in OD.

Simply stated

this process is that, as it has developed, OD has experienced some

difficulties.

General Systems Theory has been employed in the form

of the Open Systems Perspective to solve some of these

difficulties, but some difficulties still remain.

Systemic Thought

is offered as another application of General Systems Theory to

solve some of the difficulties which OD is now experiencing.

This section explains some of the OD difficulties and the

solutions which the Open Systems Perspective offers.

It then

explains some of the difficulties which remain and some

speculations as to solutions which Systemic Thought might offer.
This section concludes with

a

discussion of the rationale for

focusing this study on the process of organizational analysis along
with an explanation of the selection of the term ’’analysis" itself
for this study.

Some OD difficulties

.

A great deal of

research and field work has

been done in OD to determine and articulate the components which

contribute to organizational effectiveness.

Some of the components

14

identified are:

task, role, function, commitment, structure,

incentives, human relations, goal definition, advanced technology,

leadership style, workplace democracy, environmental impact,
competition, legislation and flexibility (Huse, 1980). One of the

predominant difficulties in working with organizations is that the

variety of these components along with the vast numbers of people
involved have made organizations so complex that they seem to defy
clear and specific analysis.

Currently more than 140 different

assessment procedures are in use in the field of 0D (Forsyth,
1981).

Each one emphasizes a different set of the organization's

components.

Each new perspective leads to as many new questions as

there are answers.
One method 0D has devised to deal with this complexity is to

conceive of an organization on three different levels which,

although they operate simultaneously can be studied separately.
These levels are:

the individual level, which is concerned with

what makes a person an effective worker in an organization; the

group level, which is concerned with what makes

a

group of people

function smoothly and effectively; and the organizational level,

which is concerned with what makes an organization sustain itself
and grow in its environment (Lippitt,

1982).

The problem with the division of organizational analysis into

levels is that they need to be pulled together at some point to be
useful.

To use a behavioral approach at the group level and a

systems approach at the organizational level can lead to difficulty

15

—

a

unifying theory is needed, one which can be applied at all

levels of analysis.

There is currently no unifying theory which OD

can use to analyze all three levels (Beer, 1980; Huse, 1980).

This lack of

problems.

a

unifying theory leads to two different types of

At one extreme is lack of clarity and at the other is

"tunnel vision."
The approach taken in dealing with organizational problems has
been oversimplified and too global.
People have either
assumed that the organization was like a single individual, or
that there was a single problem of motivation for the entire
organization with a single answer, or that organizational
structures and processes could be ignored in dealing with the
psychology of the individual. (Katz & Kahn, 1966, p.336)
If one tries to consider all the components at once, one becomes

overwhelmed with information and the assessment process is not only
endless, it yields

a

picture of the organization which is so

complicated that the consultant does not know where to begin the
change process.

To avoid this, many OD "experts" specialize in one

aspect and apply their chosen "cure" no matter what the

organization's "disease" may be.
Some OD consultants, having discovered a method appropriate
under certain conditions tend to apply the same method to any
and all organizations, without regard to whether the specific
organization is suitable for this kind of management (Hampton,
Summer & Webber, 1973 p.871).
,

«

The Open Systems Perspective as a solution

Theory holds the promise of offering
(Scott, 1973).

problems.

a

.

General Systems

unifying theory to OD

It has been applied to a number of organizational

These applicatons of General Systems Theory to OD are

.
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referred to in this study as The Open Systems Perspective.

The

Open Systems Perspective postulates that organizations are open

systems and that their survival depends primarily upon their
ability to interact productively with their environments (Katz and
Kahn, 1966).

The Open Systems Perspective focuses on analyzing the

nature of the organization's environment and how effectively the

organization's structure is able to mesh with the current relevant
environment (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1969).

If the organization is

experiencing problems, it is probably because its structure does
not allow it to deal effectively with the changing environment in

which it functions.

The task of the OD consultant becomes that of

helping the organization to determine the nature of its environment
*

and to develop structures which meet the demands of that

environment

Limitations of the Open Systems Perspective

.

Since it is the

individual work groups which will actually have to make the changes
that an OD intervention dictates, it is essential that tools be

developed to help explain the current aspects of the group which
keep it the way that it is.

However, "The vast literature on group

behavior has made relatively little use of open systems

thinking..." (Alderfer in Dunnette, 1976, p.1602).
OD has been highly successful in many cases in conceiving of

innovative organizational designs which have the promise of

providing the flexibility which the modern environment seems to
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demand of effective organizations.

However the question of how to

make these designs work in reality remains perplexing.
There are, in short, two quite separate aspects of efficiency
of any functioning system: the potential or abstract
efficiency in the system design, and the extend to which that
efficiency is realized in the concrete instance (Katz and
Kahn, 1966, p. 156).

People do not always react in the way that the theoretical designs
suppose they will.

The current process of OD is well summed up by

Benson
Most organizational analysists treat organizational features
as objective realities having factual character.
Thus,
studies of such variables as differeniation hierarchy, span
of control, technology, and so on proceed as if these features
are independent of the people in whose actions the patterns
are expressed.
Causal relationships between the features are
sought as if a)mechanical connections between objects are
involved, or b)very simple assumptions about the actions of
people are valid, e.g. assuming that participants make
rational goal-oriented choices (1977, p.8).
,

The Open Systems Perspective does not currently deal with the

systemic interactions within the organization's structure.

Thus

far OD consultants must look to other analysis techniques when

describing the inner functioning of the organization (Beer, 1980;
Huse,

1980; Likert,

1967).

If General Systems Theory is to be a

unifying theory of OD, work needs to be done in applying it to

describing the organization's internal functioning mechanisms.
Although here has been an explosion in the knowledge that
exists about organizational behavior, the tools available to
aid in understanding the patterns of behavior from a holistic
perspective are limited. Many frameworks and models, indeed,
exist for describing and understanding the functioning of the
components or subsystems that make up the organization.
Although it is tempting to consider combining these component
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parts (such as models of motivation, satisfaction, group
process, structure, etc.) in some additive manner, the systems
nature of orgs. implies that there are properties of the whole
that cannot be understood by simply adding together the
component parts. Indeed, part of the dynamic of the whole
concerns the nature of the interaction among the different
components of organizational behavior (Lawler, Nadler &
Cammann, 1980, p.262).
In addition,

if General Systems Theory is to be a unifying

theory for 0D, it must not only guide the consultant with

information as to what changes need to be made, but also as to how

changes can be made.

Thus far this application does not exist.

General Systems Theory has been used to explain why an organization
as a whole is experiencing problems; it needs to be applied in such
a

way as to offer information to guide consultants to help

individual groups to implement the changes needed.

The contribution of Systemic Thought

The questions are:

.

how does

General Systems Theory apply to group behavior and how can the

behavior of

a

group be analyzed in

consultant to help

a

a

group to change

manner which allows

—

a

a

manner which allows the

consultant to understand why the group has had difficulty changing
by itself.

General Systems Theory has been applied to answering

such questions to promote change in dysfunctional family systems.

This application of General Systems Theory, referred to here as

Systemic Thought, emphasizes aspects of General Systems Theory
which are different from those currently being employed in the Open

Systems Perspective procedures.

.

,
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This study is a preliminary investigation of which aspects of

Strategic and Systemic Family Therapy are transferable to OD to

faciliate the process of organizational change.

Specifically it is

designed to inquire if Systemic Thought analysis methods provide an

organizational

description which generates information which will

aid an OD consultant in formulating and implementing strategies

which help to promote change in ineffective work groups.
The speculation that Systemic Thought might provide some new

perspectives in OD is based primarily on two considerations.

The

first is that many of the above questions which OD is currently

asking in work with organizations are the same or similar to those
which Systemic Thought developed to answer in work with families.
The second premise on which this study is based is that every major

contributor in the Systemic Thought field has stated that the
Systemic Thought precepts and processes can be applied to any
natural group

—

a

group with

a

past and a future together (Haley,
1982; Salvini-Palazzoli .Boscolo

1976; Fisch, Weakland & Segal,

Cecchin & Prata, 1978; Watzlawick, Weakland & Fisch,

1

974)

\

Analysis as

a

topic

.

Finally

a

few words need to be included

concerning the rationale for focusing on the topic of analysis in
this study.

Systemic Thought could have been demonstrated by

focusing on any of several facets of OD:

interventions, the nature

of change, the role of the consultant, etc.

However, since

an
analysis is the first step in the process and this study in

.

,

initial exploration of the relationship between OD and Systemic
Thought, it is logical to start the process at the beginning and
focus on analysis.
In addition, systemic methods of analyzing real world problems

are lacking in OD.

Although systems concepts are useful as an overall
perspective, they do not help the analyist to systematically
diagnose specific situations or apply research to specific
problems. A more concrete model must be developed that takes
into account system-theory concepts and processes and helps
the analyist deal with organizational reality. (Lawler ,et .al
1980, p.268)
.

Checkland (1972) also supports this

"

...the need is for accounts of

system-based methodologies which describe

a

systems approach as

a

way of analysing and hence trying to solve real-world problems"
(p.61

)

The selection of the term "analysis" to designate the process

of determining the nature of an organizational problem was not
simple task.

The terms "analysis," "assessment," and "diagnosis"

all appear in OD literature.

meanings.

a

They also have three different

They are used, at different times, by different authors,

to mean any of the three processes described.

Each of these terms

can mean determining what is actually going on in organizations

"describe what is essential in their form, aspects and functions"
(Katz & Kahn, 1966, p.14).

This meaning has a universal quality and

does not imply determining the nature of

a

particular organization.

Another meaning would be the process of determining the nature of

particular organization.

A third meaning is determining what

a
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constitutes effectiveness in organizations in general.

It is

similar to the first meaning, but has an evaluative aspect.

Unfortunately the three terms are often used interchangeably
(Hausser,

1980).

In OD,

"diagnosis” is most often used to indicate the process

of determining what is wrong in an organization.

However, there

are two aspects of the term "diagnosis" which make it less
i

appropriate than "analysis" for this study: (1) "diagnosis" implies

determining what is wrong as if there were

single, clear problem.

a

Since Systemic Thought defines dysfunction as

a

process (see

Chapter II, Section 4), "diagnosis" is too static

a

term and (2)

"diagnosis" has medical implication in family therapy which are in

conflict with

a

systemic perspective.

Although the medical

implications do not exist in OD, the researcher's family therapy

background makes the use of the term "diagnosis" undesirable.
Consequently "analysis" will be the most frequently used of
the three terms during this study.

Analysis will mean determining

the components and/or processes which constitute

organization and especially

specific

specific organizational problem.

a

emphasis here is on describing processes in

especially how these processes interconnect.

determining what is wrong in

a

a

a

broad sense and

Diagnosis will mean

given organization.

It has a

narrower scope and implies more cause— and— effect than the term
analysis.

Assessment will have

a

The

more evaluative meaning and

include the values and opinions of the person assessing the

.
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situation

Limitations of the Study

As a first endeavor in this field, this study is limited in

its scope.

Rather

,

It is intended neither to prove nor disprove anything.

it is intended to provide information from which questions

can be generated for future research.

Further studies will be able

to refine the procedures used here to collect more conclusive data.

This study is intended to demonstrate if a Systemic Thought

analysis of an organizational problem is possible at all.

It is

also intended to reveal aspects of Systemic Thought which are

easily applied to an organizational setting and those which need to
be refined in order to produce a better "fit."

It may also reveal

some aspects of Systemic Thought which do not fit this situation at
all.

The findings of this study will not be conclusive.

Systemic Thought "works" in this one situation

—

If

if it provides a

useful analysis of a work group, that will be information on which
to base future research.

If Systemic Thought does not "work," that

too will provide direction for refinements in future studies.

.

.

CHAPTER

II

THE CONTEXT OF THE STUDY

Introduction

The notion of context is central to Systemic Thought.

Emphasis upon context has allowed the Systemic Thought observer to

move her focus of inquiry from individual behaviors and even
individual interactions (events) to those behaviors or events
within their contexts.

A key assumption of Systemic Thought is

that the meaning of events and behaviors are determined by their

contexts
Without context, words and actions have no meaning at all.
This is true not only of human communication in words but also
of all communication whatsoever (Bateson, 1 97 9 p 1 5 )
•

.

This chapter is intended to set the context for this study, to

provide the reader with information and theoretical perspectives
which are pertinent to the researcher's focus and mode of inquiry.
Since this study offers
OD,

a

new method of analysis in the field of

Section One of this chapter is

for the purposes of this study.

Section One includes

a

a

discussion of what OD means

OD is a broad and diverse field.

general description of some of the more

commonly held ideas, values, and processes.
The link between the Open Systems Perspective and Systemic

Thought, on which the idea that Systemic Thought might offer

perspective for OD is based is the fact that both have their
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a

new

.
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foundations in General Systems Theory principles.

The General

Systems Theory concepts to which both the Open Systems Perspective
and Systemic Thought refer are outlined in Section Two of Chapter
II.

After this brief outline of General Systems Theory, Section

Three contains an overview of some applications of the Open Systems
Perspective.

These applications have been extremely useful to OD

practitioners but have left some areas yet to be explored.

Section

Three is intended to inform the reader about the nature and

limitations of the Open Systems Perspective in OD so that the
comparison of Systemic Thought applications which follows will be
more meaningful.

Although the focus of this section is primarily

upon group level applications of the Open Systems Perspective,

a

discussion of organizational level applications is also included.
This is because the most prevelent use of the Open Systems

Perspective has been its use at the organizational level of
analysis.

Section Four of this chapter is the most important and complex
area to be covered.

It is a

description of the analysis procedures

of Strategic and Systemic Family Therapy.

These Strategic and

Systemic Family Therapy concepts form the basis of Systemic Thought
and the analysis procedure which this study has been designed to

investigate
The researcher is not alone in suspecting that Systemic

Thought offers information to the field of OD.

Section Five
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contains information about other attempts to apply Systemic Thought
to OD including their outcomes, critical reaction to them,

they differ from this study.

and how

This section is rather short since

the field is new and little work has been documented to date;

however the work that has been done as well as the critical

reactions to it confirms that the application of Systemic Thought
to OD is a fertile and controversial area of inquiry.

The conclusion to this chapter summarizes the central points

of the preceeding sections and discusses the implications of these
for this study.

The conclusion compares Systemic Thought with OD

in general and the Open Systems Perspective in particular.

general comparison covers the areas of:

The

basic assumptions, methods

of analysis, role of the consultant, the nature of dysfunction, the

nature of change, components to examine, and ways of working.

The

Open Systems Perspective comparison discusses some of the

differences in the interpretation and use of General Systems Theory
principles in the two approaches.
The conclusion to Chapter II is a theoretical answer to the

question:

How does Systemic Thought differ from the Open Systems

Perspective of OD?

It is this theoretical analysis which served as

the basis for the development of the case study.

necessarily long and rather complex.
disciplines can, at times, seem
Chapter II is

a

a

Chapter II is

The comparison of two

tedious process.

However,

foundation on which the rest of the study is based.

reader
It is essential that this foundation be solid so that the
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and the researcher will share a common context on
which to proceed

with the investigation.

U

Section

Organizational Development

OD i3 a diversified and complex field.

It draws theory and

application from psychology, sociology, social psychology and
industrial psychology as well as business and finance.

It is a

relatively new discipline which has been continually searching for
a

unifying theoretical base (Huse,1980).

Practicioners vary

greatly in the aspects of organizational studies which they believe
are most pertinent to successful organizational change.

section is intended to give the reader

a

This

taste of the variety of

issues and perspectives which currently impact the field.
Richard Beckhard's (1969) definition of OD is the most widely

accepted in the field (Huse,1980; Lippitt, 1982).
to be "an effort (1)

managed from the top

planned
,

and health through (5)

to (4)

,

(2)

organization wide

He considers OD

,

and (3)

increase organization effectiveness

planned intervention in the organization's

'processes,' using behavioral science knowledge" (p.9).
The process of communication is extremely important to OD

work.

Some consultants see it a3 the essence of all organizational

problems and their solutions (Litterer, 1973).

The focus is on

discovering effective processes for getting accurate information
from one part of the organization to another (Katz

&

Kahn,

1966).
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Successful communication is

a

situation in which the message has

the same meaning to both the sender and the receiver.

Communication ought to be both "open" and "honest," i.e. free of
hidden messages and half truths. (Lippitt, 1982).

Although OD is barely forty years old, it covers

variety of activites, perspectives, and disciplines.

a

wide

It began with

the sensitivity group movement's attempts to deal with racism and

now includes the analysis, change and development of organizations
with tens of thousands of members on

a

variety of issues.

The

first OD efforts were focused on understanding and changing the

behavior of individuals.

When these individuals returned to their

work settings, they were frequently unable to use their new

learnings.

Consequently, many OD practitioners moved to

understanding and changing the behavior of groups.

Many times

a

well-running group found itself unable to function in its

worksetting and in these cases the total organization became the
focus of analysis and change (Beckhard & Harris, 1977; Huse

,

1980).

This is an oversimplification of the development of OD, but it does

explain briefly the history and variety of approaches in which OD

practitioners are engaged.
Currently, OD focuses upon these three levels in somewhat

different ways. The individual level is concerned with such issues
as training and motivation.

Does the individual worker have the

skills to do the job well and to relate productively with other
the
people and is s/he involved enough in the organization to do

.
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job well?

Although OD is concerned with motivation, it has moved

the prime motivator of individuals from monetary rewards to

involvement in the organization's goals and processes (Huse,198l;
Lippi tt 1982)
,

Group level work in OD focuses on concerns around group

— how a group
1969) — and the

processes

needs to behave to work effectively

(Schein

nature of groups as opposed to individuals,

,

i.e. what is it about a group that causes it to behave differently

from any of the individuals involved and how does being in a group

affect the behavior of the individual members? (Huse,1980;
Tubbs, 1978).

A

great deal of work in the '50s and '60s focused on

group effectiveness techniques including T-groups and process

consultation (Lippitt, 1982).

With the emphasis on considering the organization as

a

system

which began in the late '60s after the publication of The Social

Psychology of Organizations by Daniel Katz and Robert Kahn (1966),
increased attention has been given to the study of the organization
as a whole.

The impact of this work has been for many OD

consultants to look at such aspects of the organization as its
structures, goals, values, and overall policies as well as to look
at how all the components (which were previously considered to be

individual or group phenomena) affect one another (Beer, 1980;
Huse 1980)
,

.

Special emphasis at the organizational level has been

upon the nature of the organization's environment as well as the

structures and processes of the organization as

a

whole which allow

.

it to struggle or prosper given environmental supports and

constraints (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1969)

Basic assumptions

.

Whatever the level of analysis or intervention,

OD has a value base which underlies all its perspectives.

focuses on the people in the organization.

OD

It is interested

primarily in developing the attitudes and values of the members of
the organization and how they work together (Beckhard & Harris,
1977).

It is also concerned with how the people mesh with the

technical aspects of the organization to form

growthful workplace (Pasmore

&

Sherwood,

a

productive and

1978).

Many of these

values are included in Huse's "Principles Regarding People in

Organizations"
1.
Since the organization is a system, changes in one
subsystem (social, technological, or managerial) will affect
other subsystems.

Most people have feelings and attitudes which affect
2.
their behavior, but the culture of the organization tends to
suppress the expression of these feelings and attitudes. When
feelings are suppressed, problem solving, job satisfaction,
and personal growth are adversely affected.
In most organizations, the level of interpersonal
3.
support, trust, and cooperation is much lower than is
desirable and necessary.

Although win-lose strategies can be appropriate in
some situation, many win-lose situations are dysfunctional to
both employees and the organization.
4.

Many personality clashes between individuals or
groups are functions of organizational design rather than of
the individuals involved.
5.

.

•
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6.

When feelings are seen as important data, additional
7. for
avenues
improved leadership, communication, goal setting,
and intergroup collaboration, and job satifaction are opened*
up.
8.

Shifting the emphasis of conflict resolution from
edicting or smoothing to open discussion of ideas facilitates
both personal growth and the accomplishment of organizational
goals.

Organizational structure and the design of jobs can
be modified to more effectively meet the needs of the
individiual the group, and the organization (1980, p.30).
,

OD works toward as much collaboration and cooperation as possible
and toward open, honest exchanges of information between people at
all levels (Beer,

1980; Lippi tt 1982)

Methods of analysis

,

.

The overall analysis process of OD is to (1)

understand the nature of the ideal organization, (2) determine how
this organization or organizations in general deviate from this
ideal and (3) facilitate changing this organization into a closer
to ideal state.
If we are to have effective organizations, we must be capable
of understanding how organizations function and of using this
understanding to create, design, and maintain effective
organizations (Lawler ,et .al ,1980,p,3)
.

One of the major blocks to this process is found in the first
step.

There is currently no agreement on what constitutes

organizational effectiveness (Lawler ,et .al
dozen theories postulates

a

. ,

1980).

Each of

a

different set of organizational

components which are essential to organizational effectiveness.
However, organizations are so vast and the world is changing so
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quickly that the problem of determining what is truly effective
seems endless.

This lack of clarity about the first step makes

step two difficult.

Possibly since there is no agreement about what really needs
to be assessed and analyzed, there are currently more than 140
1981)

different models of analysis of organizational situations (Forsyth,
Each focuses on a different level of organizational

.

functioning (individual, group, or organizational as described
above) and each focuses on different aspects of those levels of

functioning (management styles, goals, roles, relationship with the
environment, organizational structures, motivation, performance,
Some models are integrative

collaboration, communication, etc,).

and cover several levels (and thus fewer aspects)

(Hausser,

1980).

It is necessary to assess the type of analysis necessary before

selecting

a

method of analysis.

lot of guesswork.
1982)

Sometimes this process involves

"Intuition plays

a

a

large role in 0D" (Weisbord,

.

Whatever the level of the analysis or the model of analysis
chosen, there are four basic types of data gathering procedures in
OD.

All are aimed at getting accurate and honest information.

Most practitioners use

a

combination of these (Huse, 1980).

These

procedures are questionnaires and instruments, interviewing,

observation and unobtrusive measures.
table which offers

a

Lippitt (1982) provides

quick comparison of these:

a
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Method

Major Advantages

—

Interviews

Major Potential Problems

Adaptive allows data collection on a
range of possible subjects
Source of “rich” data

Can be expensive

Empathic

Self-report bias

Interviewer can bias responses
Coding/interpretation problems

Process of interviewing can build
rapport

Questionnaires

Responses can be quantified and
easily

summarized

Predetermined questions may miss

Easy to use with large samples
Relatively inexpensive
Can obtain large volume of data

Observations

issues

Data

may be overinterpreted

Response bias

on behavior rather than
reports of behavior
Real-time, not retrospective

Sampling
Observer

Adaptive

Costly

Collects data

Secondary data1

Nonempathic

Nonreactive

— no-response bias

unobtrusive

High

measures

Easily quantified

Figure 2:

face validity

Interpretation and coding problems
is

a

problem

bias/reliability

problem
problems

Access/retrieval possibly a
Potential validity

Coding/interpretation

A Comparison of Different Methods of Data Collection

(Lippitt, 1982, p.297)

Questionnaires are one of the more economical of data
gathering tools.
other techniques.

They require less consultant and worker time than
They can be general or designed for a specific

organization to deal with

a

specific problem.

questionnaire will be modified for use with
organization.

a

Frequently

a

general

specific

Questionnaires focus the data gathering and allow

responses from a large number of people to be gathered and collated
in a relatively easy manner.

without

a

They tend to provide broad data

great deal of depth and ought not to be used alone

(Butterfield,

1982).

Interviewing is done either with individuals or with groups.
It can be very structured and resemble an oral questionnaire or it

can be very broad, general and allow for

a

great deal of leeway in
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responses. Interviewing allows for indepth data gathering since

responses tend to be complex and can include nonverbal as well as
verbal behavior.

It allows the consultant to build a relationship

with the client.

The major difficulties with intervewing are that

they are time consuming and that the data are more difficult to

collate.

Group interviews decrease the consultant time involved

and allow the consultant to observe the group in

a

new situation,

however the data are even more complex and clients are less likely
to be totally open in their responses with colleagues and

supervisors around.

Group interviewing is not particularly popular

in OD (note that Lippi tt above does not include it in his chart)

(Forsyth,

1981

) .

Observation is used formally and informally.

A

consultant

will often informally combine his perceptions with more formal data

gathering (Huse, 1980).

More formal observation is not as common,

but can be very informative.
a

situation or

a

It is often accomplished by observing

series of situations (a staff meeting for

instance) and focusing on a predetermined set of criteria.

Observation has the potential of generating

a

great deal of data.

The major problems with it are that the observer’s bias and skill
level can greatly impact the findings.

A

structured observation

technique allows the consultant to be more systematic in his

analysis (Perkins, Nadler

& Hanlon,

"Unobstrusive measures” is

a

1981).

general category of investigating

These
the records and other written documents of an organization.

3^

can be minutes from meetings, turnover statistcs, production

records, old memos, etc. They often guide the consultant in

formulation of other data gathering techniques.

Sometimes they

reveal long term trends and cycles of which the organization is

unaware (Huse, 1980).
%

As this subsection demonstrates there is a vast array of

models and tools from which an 0D practitioner can and must select
his analysis methods.

It is impractical,

if not impossible, to

analyze all three levels using dozens of models.

The consultant

must determine the appropriate level, the appropriate components to
examine and the most practical data gathering techniques.

Whatever technique or model the consultant chooses he always

reports the findings of his analysis to the client.

Data feedback

is mentioned by nearly every writer mentioned in this section

(Block,

1981; Forsyth,

1981; Huse,

1980;

Lippitt,

1982).

A

way that the

consultant is careful to report the data in such

a

client can do something about it (Block,

The consultant may

interpret the data (Lippitt, 1982).
people to fill out

a

1981).

But a consultant never asks

form or to answer questions if they will not

be informed about the consultant's findings.

Data collection

without feedback leads to mistrust (Butterfield, 1982).

Role of the consultant

.

There is no single model of what an 0D

consultant does or ought to do.
are very diverse.

The situations with which 0D deals

Perspectives of the consultants can also be
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diverse (Margulies

Raia,

&

1978). However, some generalizations can

be made if the reader keeps in mind that variations in these exist.
The role of the OD consultant is to help the organization

facilitate the process of change.

Sometimes the change is dictated

to the organization, group, or individual by outside pressures

(federal regulations,

a

shortage of an essential raw material,

competition, recession, change in management or job design,
promotion, retirement).
planned process to create
1969).

Sometimes the change is the result of
a

a

more effective organization (Beckhart,

The OD consultant may be asked to help the organization

deal with either of these. -Whatever the situation, the OD

consultant works in an honest and open manner to involve, as much
as is possible, everyone concerned with planning and implementing

the change (Block,

1981; Huse,

1980;

Lippitt, 1980).

A prime role

of the consultant is to get people to be direct, open, and honest
with one another and to get communication going in all directions
(lateral and bottom up as well as the usual top down style of

hierarchical organizations) (Huse, 1981).
Openness, honesty, and involvement are also the primary tools

which an OD consultant uses to combat resistance to change in the

organization.

By being open and honest the consultant is better

able to win the trust of the client system (Block, 1981).

People

When they do

resist change primarily out of fear of the unknown.

not know what the change will really mean for them as individuals,

they may block innovations which they have not had

a

hand in

.

.
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planning (Lorsch & Sheldon, 1972).

Resistance is inevitable and

involvement is one answer to resistance.
A newly identified but actually old fashioned key
to obtaining
commitment for a new idea, method, or procedure, is to involve
the human resources in face-to-face situations for the
explicit purpose of self-determination (Lippitt, 1982,
p.50).

An OD consultant is expected to bring a a broad range of

skills and knowledge to be helpful to an organization.

recent

A

article in the journal of the American Society for Training and

Development listed 84 core skills necessary for OD competency.
These range from good communication and financial management to

knowlege of General Systems Theory and anthropology

(

April 1981
,

)

Lippitt (1982) lists only 38 variables, but his categories are
broader

Knowledge

Consulting

Skills

Organization development
Organization behavior
(individual, group, intergroup, and whole-organization behavior)
Behavioral sciences

Conceptual

Skills

Marketing programs and
ideas

General business account-

Diagnosing organizations
Synthesizing data
Report writing
Problem solving
Team building

ing, finance, marketing,

Conflict resolution

management information

Process consultation
Training and develop-

management

system, budgeting,

Q

etc.)

ment

Training technology
awareness of current
developments in

O An

A sound philosophical
base concerning human
behavior, management,
organization behavior,
learning behavior, and
organization development
A systems view of organizations and the environments in which they
operate

Proposal writing

Q

0 An

OD

An

respond

and

manage

an organizaneeds
quickly adapt
to changing situations

interventions,

to

up programs

An

ability to

An

0 An

ability to

quickly estab-

lish client trust

and

ability to

A

O

ability ui

and

Self-discipline

Good

rational/cinonunal
balance
Integrity

Helping

long-

follow-

understand

tional

ideas

skills

ability to

Skills

skills

(under-

standing, empathetic,
good listener and coach,
good at checking out perceptions, assertive, good at
giving and receiving feedback)
Sensitivity to organiza-

needs

Leveling and confronting
Persuasiveness and
persistence
A willingness to take risks

innovate

obtain lasting

results

OO

positive attitude

Self-awareness

and communicate theories,
principles, models, and

An

rapport

An

genuine caring for
people

range programs, training,

tion's real

Skills

A

ability to visualize,

design, and

skills

ability to identify

Human

Skills

handle

Evaluation

stress

ami

frustration

OD

by placing the appropriate answer

skills
E valuate yourself on each of the
scores and divide by two and compare the result below.

in

each law. Total your

0

A good sense of humor
An ability to model and
practice healthy behavior

1

- poor

Excellent

90-100

- average

2 - below average

3

Good 80-89

Average 70-79

Figure 3:

4

- good

Below average t>0-69

5

-

t*iair

excellent

below

tH>

Survey of Organization Development Skills
(Lippitt, 1982, p.360)

.
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Although others in the field disagree that such

a

broad range is

essential (Weisbord, 1981), all agree that OD encompasses
range of activities in organizations and that

a

a

broad

number of different

skills are needed..

According to Huse (1980) and Schein (1969) the relationship

between an OD consultant and

a

client is a collaborative one.

The

consultant and client work together to diagnose the situation, plan
and impliment changes and to evaluate the results.

consultant’s role to provide solutions.
and expertize, but she does not "push”

ideology.

It is not the

She shares her knowledge
a

particular solution or

The consultant is described as a facilitator or

catalyst to change.
suggestions, and as

The consultant acts as
a

a

a

guide, offering

mirror collating and feeding back data, but

the client is considered to be in charge of the process at all

times
The client must learn to see the problem for himself, to share
in the diagnosis, and to be actively involved in generating a
remedy. One of the process consultant's roles is to provide
new and challenging alternatives for the client to consider.
Decision-making about these alternatives must, however, remain
in the hands of the client (Schein, 1969. p.8) .

Others see the consultant taking on
(Argyris,

a

more active role of convincer

1970) or even expert (Lippitt,

organization of

a

better way to be.

1982) who will tell the

Short's (1981) summary

includes all of these options.
The consultant is therefore an educator, data collector,
feedback mechanism, and facilitator of process (p.4).

.
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The nature of dysfunction

Overall, OD considers dysfunction to be

.

the absence of functioning well.

This may, on the surface, seem

bit obvious, but it reflects an important OD perspective.

a

As was

stated under "Methods of Analysis," the OD consultant is very

interested in discovering what makes an effective organization

effective and finding methods which will allow less effective

organizations to utilize the components of more effective
organizations.

Consequently, OD focuses on the nature of function

rather than the nature of dyf unction.

One problem with this

process is that there is little agreement on what constitutes

organizational effectiveness or function (Goodman
1977 ).

Consequently

,

&

Pennings,

little agreement exists on what constitutes

dysfunction
There are many areas cited in the literature in which

dysfunction could be found in an organization.

Different

practitioners concentrate on different elements as the central

—

dysfunctional aspect
concurrently.

Huse

(

many consultants deal with several areas

1980 )

and Litterer

(

1973 ) both discuss

"multicausality" as a central theme in modern OD work.

Multicausality refers to the concept that there is no single
dysfunction which is causing an organization to experience
difficulties;

there are probably many causes of any problem. Some

tt,
of the causes of problems cited are poor communication (Lippi

1982 ), lack of shared goals (Litterer,

management style (Hersey

&

1973 ). inappropriate

Blanchard, 1972

;

Likert, 1967 ). role

.
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ambiguity and conflict (Katz & Kahn, 1966), inefficient processes
(Schein,

Lorsch,

1969), inappropriately rigid structures (Lawrence &

1967), and lack of trust (McGregor,

1967 in Hampton et.al.,

1973)

While on the surface it may appear that OD is very scattered
in its view of dysfunction, there are two important commonalities

found in all of this.

OD practitioners tend to assume that people

do not know how to behave in

dysfunction is

a

a

more functional manner, i.e.

lack of knowledge (Beckhard & Harris, 1977;

Bennis, 1969; Lippitt,

1982).

They also often assume that the

structures of organizations force people to interact in

dysfunctional ways (Katz & Kahn, 1966; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1969).
They find, for instance, departments which cannot communicate

because one is headed by

a

vice president of one division and one

is headed by a general manager of another.

They also find that the

R&D department is, by necessity, dealing with long range goals

while sales needs to be concerned with more short term returns.
These two central views of dysfunction impact the OD practitioner's

view of the nature of change.

The nature of change

.

Given that the nature of dysfunction in OD

tends to be considered to be either

a

lack of knowledge or the

result of poor structures, change is based upon education and
insight (Short, 1981).

People need to learn new skills to deal

with poor communication, management style, etc.

They need insight
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about the nature of their problem in order to be able to understand
and accept the solutions (Huse,

They need to understand how

1980).

their structures and behaviors are dysfunctional before they can

change them.

Kurt Lewin's (1951) field theory forms the basis for many 0D

change processes (Hampton, et.al., 1973; Huse, 1980).
of change in three steps:

unfreezing

,

moving

,

He conceives

and refreezing

.

Unfreezing is often the diagnosis or analysis and feedback process.
Insight leads to unfreezing.
the need for change.
it is ’hurting'

The organization members need to feel

"An organization is unlikely to change unles

in some way"

(Huse,

1980).

If the organization is

"unfrozen" properly, it will not resist the change and the moving
stage (the implementation of the change) will go smoothly.

"Refreezing" involves implementing processes to keep the changes in
place.

These may involve on-going evaluation of the process or new

policies (like reward systems) which support the change.
For change to stick it is often necessary to change both the

attutudes and behaviors of people.

Behaviors can be changed by

training and the implementation of new structures, but attutudinal

change requires understanding and insight.
a

Consequently, change is

difficult and often long-term process (Hampton, et.al., 1973).

Components to examine
in 0D,

.

Not only is how to change

but what to change is also a concern.

a

vital issue

Since an organization

complex, the
is a large entity and organizational problems are so
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decision of what level and aspects of the organization to focus
upon is vital to the OD effort.

A

consultant's definition of the

problem and the factors impacting it have great influence upon the

succeeding change process.

A

consultant who sees management style,

for instance, as the core of organizational effectiveness will look
for the nature of management in a particular situation and seek to

make changes there (Likert, 1967).

A consultant who understands

commitment to mutually agreed upon goals as

a

central issue will

analyze the organizational goals and goal setting processes and

attempt to change these.

The components already mentioned in this

chapter represent only a fraction of the elements and aspects of

organizations which

a

consultant could analyze and change.

Tubbs

(1978), to be discussed later, has isolated 24 elements at the

group level alone and his is only one of

a

dozen models.

Likert

(1967), also to be discussed later, focuses on management style,

but he analyzes this one area in terms of seven aspects including
such elements as motivation, decision-making, and communication.

This variety of approaches provides

a

potential consultant with

broad range of tools to use when analyzing or diagnosing

a

a

situation, but, since there is little agreement as to which

components are most essential to analyze (Lippitt, 1982), this
variety also contributes

Ways of working

.

a

great deal of confusion to the field.

There are nearly as many ways of working in OD as

there are OD practitioners.

Most follow Lewin's three stages in

.
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one form or another (Hampton, et.al.,

1973).

Lippi tt, Watson, and

Westley’s (1958) "Planned Change" model contains all the elements
of

a

well developed OD process.

All seven steps (see below)

carried out in collaboration with the client.
a

are

The seven steps are

framework to guide work and are followed in order (Huse, 1980).

The seven steps are divided into Lewin's three stages.

includes:

Unfreezing

scouting (change agent and client system jointly

exploring the situation), entry (development of

a

mutual contract

and mutual expectations), diagnosis (identification of specific

improvement goals), and planning (identification of action steps
and possible resistance to change)

one step:

.

The change stage includes only

action (implementation of the action steps from the

planning process).

Refreezing includes:

stabilization and

evaluation (evaluation to determine success of change and need for
further action or termination) and terminiation (leaving the system
or stopping one project and beginning another (Huse,

1980).

This

process demonstrates what was mentioned previously about the

relative importance of unfreezing in OD.

If the consultant has a

good relationship with the client system and the client system

understands the need for change and is involved in the planning
process, the implementation of change is rather simple.

Regardless of the nature and extent of the intervention,
regardless of the specific technology used, it is essential
that the change strategy and action plans be based upon
adequate prework, data collection, and diagnosis. It is all
too easy for a specifc technology to be used as an end in and
of itself without due consideration for what issues are to be
addressed and what goals are to be achieved (Margulies & Raia,
1978, p 142)
.
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There are hundreds of different OD interventions, but nearly
all fall into one of three categories.

OD interventions (1)

promote insight, (2) train people in new skills and/or (3)

introduce new structures or policies.
Insight is often all that is needed for change to take place.
If the clients understand the problem and how they contribute to
it, they will be able to devise and carry out solutions (Schein,

1969).

The OD consultant can either tell the client what is wrong,

he can gather data and allow the clients to form their own

conclusions, or he can structure an experience so that clients
provide each other with data.

Some insight interventions include:

T-groups, survey feedback, process consultation, and some team

building activities.
Training includes mostly interpersonal skill development
rather than technical skill development.

Management skills, goal

setting, conflict management, and communication skills are some
teacher devising

common areas where an OD consultant becomes

a

methods of providing new skills to people.

OD concentrates on

providing experiences in which people can learn rather than

lecturing or other types of information giving.
There are dozens of new structures and policies which can be

introduced to solve organizational problems.

Management by Objectives, Likert's System

4,

Some of these are

autonomous workgroups,

consensus decision-making, strategic planning, matrix organizing.
and flexible work times.
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Some OD practitioners (as was mentioned earlier) have one or
two techniques which they apply to

a

variety of situations.

of the writers in the OD literature advise using

a

Most

variety of

approaches which are developed in collaboration with the client
(Hampton, et.al.,1973; Huse

Conclusion.

OD is

a

,

1980; Margulie3 4 Raia,

1978).

highly complex and diverse field.

The

concepts presented in this section provide the reader with only the

most general of overviews.

Although OD practitioners display

a

wide variety of skills and approaches, this section does point out
some commonalities which are adhered to by

a

large number of people

who work and write in the field.
OD is concerned with humanizing the workplace so that people

can reach their full potential.

An

OD consultant believes in

openness, honesty, and trust as powerful tools in getting people to
work together more effectively.

The OD consultant is

a

guide,

facilitator, and sometimes an expert, but she always works in

collaboration with her client.

She gathers information and shares

it with her client so that together they can solve problems and

implement changes.
These are the values and attitudes which have shaped the

applications of the General Systems Theory concepts in the next
section to form the Open Systems Perspective described
Three.

in

Thi 3 is the world in which Systemic Thought (to be

described in Section Four) is trying to find

a

place.

Section
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Section 2:

General Systems Theory

General Systems Theory proports to offer
natural phenomena may be understood.

a

theory by which all

It has been applied to

physics, biology, geography, and sociology among other fields.
is the ultimate unifying theory.

It

Its purpose is to integrate

disciplines and it is presented here as the point of integration
between OD and Systemic Thought.

Both Systemic Thought and much of

OD are interpretations of the practical applications of a few basic

concepts of General Systems Theory.

That these concepts have been

used and emphasized differently will become clearer as this

dissertation progresses; however, since Systemic Thought and the
Open Systems Perspective of OD are presented in this work as two

subsets of General Systems Theory, the following section offers

brief introduction to General Systems Theory and

a

a

few of its

concepts which are employed by both the Open Systems Perspective
and Systemic Thought.

Actually General Systems Theory may not be
formal sense.

a

theory in the

However, it is at least a "useful set of concepts

and working hypotheses [which provide] a vigorous approach to the

basic similarities believed to exist between certain properties of
all systems"

(Baker, 1973* p.3).

It is a reaction to the

'scientific approach' which concentrates on determining the
separate
essential parts of an organism and studying these parts as

entities (Litterer, 1973).

.
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General Systems Theory 13 concerned with understanding the

nature of wholes.

In this vane,

considered in its entirety.

whatever is to be studied is

The parts as well as how they relate

to each other are considered together (Baker,

Systems Theory can be considered to be

hypotheses which can be applied to

a

a

1973).

Thus General

3et of concepts and

variety of situations.

These

concepts and hypotheses allow an investigator to consider the
nature of the relationship of the elements rather than the nature
of the elements themselves (Litterer,

1973).

The General Systems Theory concepts which follow are those

which are central to either the Open Systems Perspective or
Systemic Thought

—

or to both perspectives.

The explanations of

these concepts which follow are those found in the General Systems

Theory literature.

The differences in use of these by Open Systems

Theory and Systemic Thought will be presented in the conclusion to
this chapter

Wholeness

.

Systems are, by nature, synergistic.

By a synergistic effect, we mean an outcome, a behavior, or a
product, which has basic characteristics that cannot be
explained from the characteristics of its inputs or its
separate part 3 . The characteristics of the outputs or the
whole appear as ’new' or 'emergent'" (Von Bertalanffy in

Litterer,

1973. p.46-47).

Thus the study of systems is the study of the interconnections
(Litterer,

1973), the relationships (Hall and Fagen,

interactions (Watzlawick, et.al.,

1967).

1956), or the

•

,
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Mutual interaction

.

An

important aspect of wholeness is that,

since all the elements are interconnected, a change in one of the

elements influences the others (Hall and Fagen, 1956; Litterer,
1973; Watzlawick, et.al.,

1967).

This interconnectedness makes

unilateral relations between elements impossible.

influnce

'

without in turn being influenced by

B*

Thus
'

cannot

’A'

Interactions

B.'

cannot be considered in isolation to other elements or other

interactions (Watzlawick, et .al

. ,

1967)

.

In additon,

interactions

in social systems are defined as patterned activities.

If they

occur only once they are events and not interactions (Katz and
Kahn, 1966).

Environment

.

The environment is generally that which is not

a

part

of the system but has some effect upon the system or is affected by
it.
a

"For a given system, the environment is the set of all objects

change in whose attributes affect the system and also those

objects whose attributes are changed by the behavior of the system"
(Hall and Fagen, 1956 in Rubin and Kim,

1975, p.56). The

deliniation can be rather arbitrary since everything is
interconnected in some way

Subsystems

.

(

Baker 1973)
,

Every system is made up of many subsystems.

functional components of the larger system.

These are

All systems (except,

perhaps the universe) are themselves subsystems of larger systems
-and also parts of the environments of smaller systems (Miller
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1971).

Thus General Motors is a subsystem of the automotive

industry and is also made up of
the Chevrolet Company as

a

a

number of subsystems ranging from

whole to the parts department of the

dealership in Moab, Utah.

Boundaries

Boundaries are the function which maintains some

.

discontinuity between the system and its external environment.
There are boundaries around subsystems as well as systems.
case of organizations, a boundary is more a region than

clear line (Baker, 1973; Miller, 1967).

a

In the

skin or a

It does however

distinguish membership and activities of the system from those
which are not of the system (Katz & Kahn, 1966).

The definition of

the boundary, like the definition of the system itself can be

arbitrary depending upon where the consultant chooses to focus
(Huse,

1980).

Homeostasis

.

system develops

A

a

basic nature which arranges its

elements and their interactions in

manner which characterizes the

Its homeostasis is its ability to maintain that

system itself.

consistancy in

a

a

changing environment (Hoffman, 1981).

The most

common example is the ability and determination of the human body
to maintain a relatively constant temperature.

aspect of homeostasis is that it is
state.

a

An interesting

dynamic and not static steady

It allows the basic character of the system to continue in

many forms. Thus

a

person may perspire and drink cold drinks or

.

.
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wear heavy clothing to maintain a steady body temperature.

The

system may change some of its aspects in order to sustain its basic

structure
All living systems tend to maintain steady states (or
homeostasis) of many variables, keeping an orderly balance
among subsystems which process matter-energy or information.
Not only are subsystems usually kept in equilibrium, but
systems also ordinarily maintain steady states with their
environments and suprasystems which have outputs to the
system and inputs from them. This prevents variations in the
environment from destroying systems. The variables of living
systems are constantly fluctuating, however. A moderate
change in one variable may produce greater or lesser
alterations in! related ones. These alterations may or may
not be reversable (Miller, 1971 in Baker, 1973, p.49)
,

Homeostasis can be helpful to

a

system in that it allows it to

exist in a wide variety of environments (Litterer, 1973) or it can
be a powerful force to overcome when attempting to get the system
to change its basic structure (Jackson,

1957).

Coldblooded

like fish, do not have the temperature related

animals,

homeostatic mechanisms of humans; consequently, humans die
attempting to maintain

a

steady temperature in situations where

fish can easily live.

Feedback

.

In order

to maintain itself in its environment, the

system needs to take in information.

Some of the information which

the system takes in is information about what the system itself has
put out.

This information about itself and its relationship to its

environment is feedback to the system (Baker

,

1973)

•

There are two kinds of feedback and they are classified by the

response which the system makes to the information.

If the system
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responds by making
be positive.

a

greater change, the feedback is considered to

"Positive feedback alters variables and destroys

their steady states.

Thus it can initate system changes.

Unless

limited it can alter variables enough to destroy the system"
(Miller, 1971 in Baker,

1

97 3 •

p.52).

Negative feedback keeps this

process in check and maintains the homeostasis.

Too much negative

feedback prevents the system from changing when it needs to just as
too much positive feedback can result in the system losing its

identity (Miller, 1971).

Isomorphism

.

There exist, in

a

variety of situations which appear

to be different, similarities in structure which cross the lines of

different phenomena and disciplines.

Isomorphies are

"correspondences in the principles which govern the behaviors of
widely different entities" (Von Bertalonffy, 1955 in Rubin
1975, p.7).

& Kim,

Thus many of the relationships between a parent and

child are isomorphic to relationships between

a

supervisor and an

employee even though the situations are quite different.

Subsystems are often isomorphic to the larger system as well
(Minuchin & Fishman, 1980).

Consequently, the processes found in

the dealership in Moab will be similar to processes found in the

board of directors of G.M.

Closed and Open Systems

.

This concepts refers to the ability of

system to sustain or renew itself.

interact with its environment.

a

A closed system does not

It cannot import energy (nor export
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it)

and it consequently becomes disorganized and dies.

closed systems (like

a

windup alarm clock or

a

Totally

person who neither

eats nor breathes) quickly uses up its resources and ceases to

exist (Litterer, 1973).
An open system is engaged in a constant process of exchange

with its environment.

It takes in and gives out energy,

information and/or products.
this chapter.

As long as a system continues to interact with its

environment it remains
openness is

It displays the properties defined in

a

continuum.

a

totally open or

a

system (Katz & Kahn, 1966).

Actually,

There is no such thing as either

totally closed system.

a

Some systems at some

times are more intensely involved with their environments than

others, but all living systems are open (Huse, 1980).
It is sometimes easier to study a closed system than an open

one since it is easier to focus upon what one is studying.

If the

environment is left out competely, important factors may be missing
from the analysis (Huse,

1980).

However it is possible to create

a

more closed system (conceptually) by including relevant parts of
the environment in the definition of the system (Hall & Fagen,
1956)

.

Equifinality

.

One of the differences between closed and open

systems is that there is

a

direct cause and effect relationship

between the initial condition and the end state of the system.

In

the same
open systems equifinality describes the phenomena wherein
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end can be achieved by a wide variety of means.

This means that

there is no single solution to problems in an open system, but the

possibility of
(Huse,

a

variety of methods of achieving the same end

1980).

The preceeding concepts provide a perspective from which both

organizations and families have been viewed.

They are interesting

in themselves because they provide some new ways of looking at both

disciplines.

What is more interesting to the researcher is how

these concepts have been emphasized and applied in the two fields.
The following two sections provide an overview of the different

applications of these concepts in the two fields.

The conclusions

to this chapter includes a comparison of these two applications.

What is fascinating is that these concepts have taken on such

different meanings in the different contexts to which they have
been applied.

Section 3^

General Systems Theory in 0D

:

the Open Systems Perspective

Nearly all the references to "systems work"

in 0D are based

upon the work of Daniel Katz and Robert Kahn (1966).

They took the

concepts outlined in the previous section and applied them to
organizations.

They did not do this in

a

vacuum, however.

0D values, philosophies and activities described in Section

All the
1

included in the work or Katz and Kahn and those who have come

are

.
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after

.

Consequently, the Open Systems Perspective described in

this section includes the field of OD in general as well as the

work of Katz and Kahn in integrating General Systems Theory into
OD.

Katz and Kahn do not capitalize "the Open Systems Perspective"
when they write it.

represents

a

It is capitalized in this paper because it

theoretical and practical approach to OD which

parallels Systemic Thought.

The Open Systems Perspective has

developed since Katz and Kahn first presented it into

a

general

model for OD (Huse, 1980).
Ideally, since Systemic Thought is presented in this paper as
a

possible application of General Systems Theory to the group level

of organizational analysis, this section ought to focus on the

applications of the Open Systems Perspective to the group level of
analysis.

Unfortunately, this is not possible.

procedure does not exist.

Such an analysis

What does exist in OD are analysis

procedures at the organizational level and some group level

applications which contain elements of the Open Systems
Perspective.

Consequently, this section includes:

an explanation

of Katz and Kahn's work, descriptions of two organizational level

applications of the Open Systems Perspective to analysis, and

a

discussion of three group level applications which focus somewhat
on the Open Systems Perspective and somewhat on organizational

analysis
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With organizational level applications as background, this
section will emphasize the group level applications of George

Homans (1950), Renise Likert (1967), and Stewart Tubbs (1978).
There is very little literature on group level work based upon the
Open Systems Perspective.

Tubbs is included because his approach

is intentionally and clearly an application of Katz and Kahn's work
to the group level.

Likert is included because he defines his work

as an attempt to fill the void in the applications of systems work
to the internal workings of an organization.

Homan's work predates

Katz and Kahn's, and consequently cannot be considered to be

a

representative of the Open Systems Perspective.

Homan's work, in

addition, has

a

a

sociological perspective and not

purely OD one.

However, Homan's work is included here because his

conceptualization of the group contains many General Systems Theory
concepts and also because it resembles Systemic Thought more than
any other work referred to in OD literature.

These applications are discussed in this section because they
offer interesting information not only when considered as separate

approaches to group analysis, but also because they also provide

a

representative variety of the methods used to solve group problems
in the

field of OD today.

This discussion of Homans, Likert, and

Tubbs as well as their commonalities and differences provides an

interesting contrast to the section which follows which describes
Systemic Thought.

.
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The Open Systems Perspective .

The Open Systems Perspective is a

way of conceiving of organizations and organizational problems that
is based upon ideas put forth in The Social Psychology of

Organizations published in 1966 by Daniel Katz and Robert Kahn.
Katz and Kahn first conceived of an organization as an open system.
They classified previous perspectives as considering organizations
as closed systems since they ignored the organization’s

relationship with its environment.

Only the internal workings of

the organization had been considered.

The basis on which the

various organizational structures and their functions were
identified were centered upon determining the processes by which

organizational goals were met.

By conceiving of the organization

as primarily an open system Katz and Kahn determined

The theoretical concepts should begin with the input, output,
and functioning of the organization as a system and not with
the rational purposes of its leaders. We may want to utilize
such purposive notions to lead us to sources of data or as
subjects of special study, but not as our basic theoretical
constructs for understanding organizations.
Our theoretical model for the understanding of
organizations is that of an energic input-output system in
which the energic return from the output reactivates the
system (Katz and Kahn 1966 ,p. 16)
,

The patterns of activity and the relationships within the

organization all center around the tracing of this energy
transformation process.

What goes into the situation (input)?

is it processed (throughput)?

(output)?

What is returned to the environment

What aspects of the output become input to the next

cycle (feedback)?

How
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Function is the determining factor according to Katz and Kahn.
An organization is analyzed according to the functions which it

performs.

The focal subsystems of an organization for them are not

the traditional divisions of an organization but five types of

functional subsystems which must exist in some way in every

organization.

These are (1) the production or technical

subsystems, those which do the primary work of the organization;
(2)

the supportive subsystems, those which carry out transactions

with the environment (purchasing, selling, etc.);

(3)

the

maintenance subsystems, those which do not perform input,
throughput, or output but support those that do (hiring, training,

allocation of resources); (4) adaptive subsystems, those which

allow the organization to understand and adapt to

a

changing

environment (market research, long range planning); and

(5)

managerial subsystems, those which control, direct, or coordinate
the other subsystems.

Individuals are considered in terms of their role functions
and the way the structure of the organization requires that the

roles interact with one another.

If people malfunction, it is due

to the conflict in the roles they are filling rather than between

the people themselves.

Attempts are made to change an organization as a social
system, i.e., to deal directly with organizational
characteristics as properties of the organization rather than
Such an
as the outcome of group and individual properties.
attempt involves the legitimation of changes in the role
relationships making up the system (Katz and Kahn, 1966,
p.425).
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The Open Systems Perspective at the organizational level

Many

.

other theorists and practitioners have taken Katz and Kahn's

perspective and applied it to analyzing

situations (Baker, 1973; Beer, 1980; Huse
Lorsch,

1969; Litterer,

1973;

Tubbs,

variety of organizational

a

,

1980;

Lawrence and

1978; Weisbord,

All

1978).

of these approaches continue the input-output-throughput-feedback
process studying the interaction of different combinations of

elements which make up an organization's structure.

The

understanding of the relationships between the elements is
essential to the Open Systems Perspective.

There are so many

elements which could be considered that it is necessary for the
purposes of expediency to determine

a

few core elements and to

consider the organization in terms of these (Lawrence and Lorsch,
1969)

.

For the most part, the Open Systems Perspective has been

applied to the organizational level of OD work (Huse, 1980; Tubbs,
1978).

This is understandable since taking

a

'systems perspective'

is nearly synonymous in OD with looking at the entire system (as

well as its relationship with its environment) as opposed to

looking at any particular part of the system

(Lippi tt 1980)
,

.

Two

popular diagnostic models are described below to demonstrate the
Open Systems Perspective analysis at the organizational level.

Marvin Weisbord'

s

(1978)

six-box model emphasizes the internal

workings of the organization while Lawrence and Lorsch'
diagnosis of

a

s

(1969)

series of organizational interfaces emphasizes the
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'fit'

between the structure of the organization and the nature of

the organization's environment.

Weisbord

'

s

six boxes contain:

(DPurposes - what 'business' are we in? (2) Structure - how
do we divide up the work?
(3) Relationships - How do we
manage conflict (coordinate) among people? With our
technologies? (4) Rewards - Is there an incentive for doing
all that needs doing?
(5) Leadership - Is someone keeping the
boxes in balance? (6) Helpful mechanisms - Have we adequate
coordinating technologies?''. (1978,p.9).
Each box is analyzed separately.

Weisbord includes several

questions for the analyst to answer for each box.
these questions provide
in each area.

a

These answers to

description of the important activities

This analysis includes the nature of the formal

system (that which exists on paper), the nature of the informal
system (what people actually do)

,

the relationship between the

formal and informal systems, and how the elements in each box

relate to the organization's environment.

The diagnosis produces

an explicit picture of how the organization functions.

By asking

the questions above the analyst ought to be able to spot weaknesses

and/or conflicts within or among the elements.

Lawrence and Lor sch (1969) concentrate their diagnosis on the

nature of certain ''interfaces'' within the organization and between
the organization and its environment.

Interfaces are the areas at

—

which the boundaries of systems and subsystems meet

transactions take place.
theory.

Lawrence and Lorsch's is

a

where

contingency

There are best ways for an organization to act in given

situations, but the best ways are contingent upon the nature of the

.
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situation. Their diagnosic process consists of determining the

nature of the situation and the nature of the organization’s
response and determining if they are

a good

’fit’

for one another.

The primary "situation" is the nature of the organization’s

environment.

Since the nature of the organization's environment is

considered to be outside of the organization's control and its

structures and processes are within its control, the nature of the

environment is diagnosed first.
from stable (certain)

Environments fall on

to turbulent (uncertain).

a

continuum

Organizational

structures vary according to the nature of the environment.

Since

various departments deal primarily with different aspects of the

environment, some departments may need different structures from

others
These departments need to work with one another as well as the

environment so the next consideration for the best structure is the

group-to-group interface.

Lawrence and Lorsch also consider the

individual to organization interface and consider how each is

meeting the needs of the other.

The emphasis in this approach is

in developing structures and processes which allow the interfaces
to "fit" and be productive.

The organization is assumed to have

control over all factors except the environment, so structures are

designed to meet environmental needs first.
These two diagnostic techniques have several commonalities.

These are points which Katz and Kahn also agree upon.

They all

assume that the organization is impacted by the environment and
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needs proper structures and processes to be able to adjust to it.

They all assume that the components of the organization are the
most fruitful area of inquiry (although they differ in which

components on which to focus)

In addition they assume that any

.

structural change which impacts

a

large part of the organization is

systemic change.

The Open Systems Perspective at the group level

has been done at the group level in OD (Cohen
1972; Golembiewski & Blumberg,

1977).

&

Extensive work

.

Smith,

1976;

Dyer,

This includes considerable

work in analysis and diagnosis (Bales, 1950; Bennis, 1956; Schein,
Schutz,

1969;

1973; Tuckman,

1965).

Very little of this work,

however, has an intentional systemic perspective.

Although some of

the group work in OD could be said to have an implied systemic

perspective, the detailed examination of that work is beyond the
scope of this study.

For the purposes of this study the only group

level work considered will be that which is based directly on

General Systems Theory or on the Open Systems Perspective as

described by Katz and Kahn (1966).
Since the Open Systems Perspective emphasizes conceptualizing
the organization as a whole, it is not difficult to understand why

little has been done to apply it to individual work groups (Tubbs,
1978).

The limited consideration that followers of Katz and Kahn

have given to the analysis of the nature of subsystems or the

throughput process looks at subsystems as mini-systems.

In

these

,
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situations analysts consider the overall organization to be the

environment of the subsystems and they emphasize how the subsystems
work together to accomodate to environmental stress (Baker, 1973).
There are, however three books which have been written on

group interaction which take somewhat of an Open Systems
Perspective.

Chronologically, the first was written by George

Homans in 1950.

The Human Group is a definitive study of the

nature of human interaction from

a

sociological perspective.

Although it was written more than 30 years ago, it is still

‘referred to extensively in 0D literature (Baker, 1973; Burgoon
Hestor, & McCroskey, 1974; Hersey & Blanchard, 1972; Lippitt, 1982;

Litterer, 1973).
focuses on

a

The second. The Human Organization (Likert,

1967)

systems approach to management and, although it can be

applied to analyzing the entire organization, is

a

to diagnosing group level problems (Butterfield,

1982).

favored approach

Stewart

Likert Tubbs (1978) in A Systems Approach to Small Group

Interaction applies the Open Systems Perspective directly to group

processes and determines

a

conceptual base and

a

to use in understanding group level functioning.

set of components

Tubbs is not as

well known as Homans and Likert; he is cited in only one of the

references for this study (Lippitt, 1982).

His work is relatively

new, but it does represent an effort to apply concepts from the

Open Systems Perspective directly to group level analysis.

Since his work comes first chronologically, this discussion of
the group level applications of systems theory to OD will begin
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with George Homans

.

Homans (1950) defines a group as

a number of persons who communicate with one another
often
over a span of time, and who are few enough so that each
person is able to communicate with all others, not at
secondhand, through other people, but face-to-face (p. 1).

He looks at the group as a social system which includes not only

the people but the manner in which they are involved together.

Although he never uses the term "open system," he is concerned with
how the group is related to its environment.

The environment of

a

social system is "everything that is not a part of the social

system" (p. 87).

Since that which is considered to be the group is

arbitrary, so is that which is considered the environment.

The

nature of the group's relationship to its environment is more

interactive than Katz and Kahn's.

Although Homans does not

conceive of the group as able to control its environment, he writes
The group is never quite passive.
The various attempts to
show that it is the mere creature of its surroundings have
never been clinching, though they have helped social
scientists to be tough-minded. The demands of the environment
cannot be disregarded, but they by no means wholly determine
the constitution of the group (pp. 87-88) ... .the behavior of
the group, besides being determined by the environment, will
itself change the environment ... In short, the relationship
between group and environment is essentially a relationship of
action and reaction; it is circular (p. 91).
The social system is constituted of two Interacting systems:

the external system and the internal system.

Actually both systems

are within the group but they constitute two different processes.
The external system is the behavior of the group which allows it to

survive in its environment.

The internal system is "that

expression of the sentiments toward one another developed by
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members of the group in the course of their life together" (p.
110).

Although the internal system is in some sense related to the

environment, it is not
a

a

direct reaction to it.

The environment of

factory work group, i.e. the personnel department, will impact

the internal system by determing who its members are, but how those

people develop friendships is determined largely by the internal

system of the group.
Homans investigates these two 'systems' in three areas:
activities, interactions and sentiments.

He is concerned with not

only the nature and components of each of these areas but also of
how the areas relate to each other.
paired relationships.

He considers these in terms of

Activities are the things that people do

while interactions are things people do which effect other people.
It is a small distinction since in a group very little activity is

isolated from some sort of interaction.

Sentiments are peoples'

beliefs, attitudes, and feelings.

Homans investigates the nature of each of these as they affect
one another in both the internal and external systems.

He finds,

for instance, that in the internal system interactions and

sentiments are mutually dependent

—

the more people interact, the

stronger their feelings for one another, and also that people with

strong sentiments tend to interact more.
The purpose of Homans' work is to develop hypotheses which are

common to all types of groups.

He analyzes five vastly different

the
groups by studying the relationships of the three aspects and

.
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two systems to demonstrate the manner in which they are mutually

dependent (how changes in one impact changes in the other).

He

demonstrates the complexity and difficulty of this task by devising
systematic approach to covering all these areas.

a

By "examining systematiclly" we mean only that we shall
consider in regular order the relation of each set of facts to
each or the other.
In so doing, we shall be patient,
methodical, and slow. We must be so if we are to keep control
over the whole of our material while giving special attention
to each part of it in turn.
Unless we hold our material down
in this way, it may get away from us.
It has a lot of spring

13).

(p.

Homans'

purpose is by his own definition analytical and not

clinical.
action"

(

"An analytical science is for understanding, but not for
p . 15)

Although Litterer (1973) sees this work as

.

a

guide

to analysis, this researcher agrees with Homans that The Human

Group provides

a

conceptual base but does not offer

for diagnosing group problems.

a

clear method

Its value for the researcher is in

the clear emphasis it provides on the mutually interactive nature

of social systems (work groups as well as families)
Ren sis Likert (1967), on the other hand, offers a very clear

method of diagnosing the nature of problems in work groups,

especially groups within large organizations.

The Human

Organization is primarily about management styles and their impact
His "Profile of Organizational

on all facets of the organization.

Characteristics" (see Appendix

instrument which allows

a

B)

is a concise and well-tested

practitioner to develop

a

picture of

organizational functioning and locate areas of organizational

malfunctioning (Butterfield, 1982).
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According to Likert "Every aspect of

a

firm's activities is

determined by the competence, motivation, and general effectiveness
of its human organization" (p.3).

The central aspect of an

effective human organization is how it is managed.

He has

classified management styles and processes into four different
"systems." System

1

is a traditionally authoritarian system where

decisions are made at the top, where communication is top-down,
where trust is low and control is high.

System

4,

which represents

the other end of a continuum, is based upon participation, a

supportive atmosphere, high trust and two-way communication.
Likert prefers System

4

and his book is explanations of when and

why it works better than the other three systems.

compares System

4

primarily with System 2 which is

Actually, he
a

benevolent-authoritarian situation where control is in the hands of
a

few top managers and workers are given some token consideration

but where trust is very low and control is thought to be

a

guarantee of higher production.
As an analysis tool, the "Profile of Organizational

Characteristics" is administered to all members of the work group.
They mark each item on the scale in terms of 'how things are now'
(the real) and 'how I'd like things to be" (the ideal).

The

profile asks about leadership processes used, character of

motivational forces, character of communication, processes,
character of decision-making processes, and character of goal
setting and ordering.

The analyst is able to see the gaps between

.

.
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the two and then can help management to develop policies and

procedures which will move the organization or the group closer to
the ideal.

In

nearly every situation where the scale has been

used, the ideal is to the right of the real (that is closer to

System

4

)

System

4

calls for the manager to adhere to the principle of

supportive relationships.
The leadership and other proceeses of the organization must be
such as to ensure a maximum probability that in all
interactions and in all relationships within the organization,
each member, in the light of his background, values, desires,
and expectations, will view the experience as supportive and
one which builds and maintains his sense of personal worth and
importance (1967, p.47).

S/he must use group methods of decision making and supervision and

have high performance goals.

Although Likert stresses the importance of

a

systems approach

to organizational change, his is not strictly an open-systems

approach

a

la Katz and Kahn.

Likert does not consider the
His work is

organization’s relationship to its environment.

focused on the internal functioning of the organization.

His

profile is designed to provide ’’accurate information concerning the
actual internal state of an enterprise"

(

p

.

systems approach comes from two directions.

127 )

-

His emphasis on a

First his research has

shown that responses to his profile tend to be nearly vertical
lines
A particular organization is generally seen as falling at

approximately the same point along the management system
continuum or each of the items in the table. .. .Leadership

.

.
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styles and related organizational characteristics seem to
display a remarkably consistent set of interrelationships
(p.

1

16)

Consistency is evidently
survival (p. 127)

a

requirement for success and

.

From this natural need for consistency (which describes how things
are), Likert (1967)
4

prescribes that any effort to change to System

must involve all facets of the organization’s interactions.

Training to bring about cognitive, attitudinal, and skill
changes must be compatible with the system of management in
which that training is to be used. For example, sensitivity
or managerial grid training are essentially System 4 in
character and are incompatible with System 2.
If such
training is given, all components of the management system
should reflect System 4 philosophy and practices. The
company's organizational structure, its compensation theory
and practices, its selction processes, its procedures for
establishing objectives and goals and for carrying out control
A
activities must be compatible with its training practices.
company which trains its managers for System 4 and makes them
operate in a System 2 environment is selling that training
short and will fail to benefit fully from it ( p 1 25 )
.

Thus ’’systems approach" to Likert means simultaneous consistency on

many variables throughout the organization.

The mutual dependence

concept of Homans is absent in Likert's systemic perspective.

He

sees the management style and policies of the supervisor as being
the primary determinant of the nature of the group

—

the group is

seen as having little or no impact upon its own interactions.

Stewart L. Tubbs (1978), on the other hand, has developed

model for conceptualizing
model.

outlines
of

a

a

a

group based directly on Katz and Kahn’s

His book, A Systems Approach to Small Group Interaction
a

method of determining the input

small group.

— throughput —

output

He lists a number of variables and, similarly to
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Homans, considers the nature of the group to be determined by the

interaction of these variables.

/

Tubb's model is the most complex of the three covered here.
Even his definition of a group is more complex than Homans' or

Likert's.

Homans'

directly (1950).

group is simply several people who interact

Likert's group is

"

a

supervisor and all the

subordinates who report to him" (1967, p.50).

Tubbs defines

a

group as

collection of individuals who influence one another, derive
some satisfaction from maintaining membership in the group,
interact for some purpose, assume specialized roles, are
dependent upon one another, and communicate face to face
(1978, p. 7).

a

Tubbs considers the input to the group to be the relevant

background factors of the individuals.

Attributes which exist

within the individual participants prior to coming to the group and

which will continue (although they may be modified) after the group
ends.

values.

These are:

personality, sex, age, health, attitudes, and

The throughput of the group Tubbs calls internal

influences

.

There are twelve of these (see figure

2)

and a change

in each has the potential to change all the other eleven.

outputs of the group are consequences

:

The

solutions, interpersonal

relations, improved information flow, risk taking, interpersonal
growth, and organizational change.

The consequences are the reason

the people form the group in the first place.

The consequences

influence the relevant background factors and the internal
influences and reactivate the group.
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RELEVANT

BACKGROUND
FACTORS

Personality

INTERNAL INFLUENCES

Physical

Communication

environment

Sex

Age

Group size
and structure

Language behavior

Type

Self -disclosure

of

group

CONSEQUENCES

Solutions

Interpersonal
relations

Improved
information (low

Health

Status and power

Interaction roles

Attitudes

Leadership

Decision style

Risk taking

Interpersonal

growth
Values

Group norms

Conflict

Organizational

change

a

Figure 4:

Tubbs'

The Tubbs Model of Small Group Interaction (1978, p.11)

process is to describe each of the variables in each of

the sections and discuss how they might manifest themselves in a

group situation and the impact they might have on the group or how
the group might impact (i.e. control or circumvent) them.

The

implications of this for the analyst are to go through this process
in any group situation.

To the researcher the process of

investigating 24 factors from the perspective of 10 to 40 group

members is an unbelievablly cumbersome prospect.

Tubbs' work is

intended to be applied to the diagnosis of group problems and

provide for some solutions, but he is not explicit about how this
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ought to be done.

His work lacks the relative simplicity of Homans

and the prescriptive quality of Likert.
All three models provide perspectives for analyzing the

interactions of the elements which constitute group behavior (as
%

opposed to analyzing the interactions of the people who consititute
the group).

Likert (1967) presents management style in

comprehensive manner.

Homans (1950) presents

a

a

more generic look

at activities, interactions, and sentiments and Tubbs details 24

separate components to consider.
general.

These three models are all

They offer ways of conceptualizing the nature of groups.

They do not offer
problem which

a

a

method by which

a

practitioner can analyze

a

group may be experiencing in order to offer

possible solutions.

None of these models offers

a

diagnosing the specific interactions which support
problem in a particular group at

a

particular time.

method of
a

particular

They also all

deal with the elements which constitute group behavior and discuss
the interaction of the elements.
In

the section which follows several applications of systems

theory which have been used with problems in families are presented
as a method of analyzing particular problems as they are

experienced by particular people within

a

particular context.
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Section 4^

General Systems Theo ry in Family Therapy:
Systemic Thought

Strategic and Systemic Family Therapy is the basis for
Systemic Thought.

Systemic Thought is

a

term chosen by the

researcher to mean the integration of the ideas of the three
schools of family therapy listed below.

It is an application of

General Systems Theory which has thus far focused primarily on work
with families which are experiencing difficulties.

Since these

applications of General Systems Theory have developed in

a

different context they are both similar to and different from

applications of General Systems Theory which have been used to
understand organizations.
Just as the previous section informed the reader as to the

predominant applications of General Systems Theory in OD, so this
section informs the reader as to another set of applications.

No

attempt will be made at this point to compare these two

applications, to explore one in terms of the other, or to evaluate

which may be better in

a

given situation.

That is the task of the

conclusion to this chapter and of Chapter V.
The following section presents to the reader an overview of

the analysis perspectives of three predominant schools of Strategic
and Systemic Family Therapy:

Jay Haley and Cloe Madanes of the

Family Therapy Institue of Washington, D.C., The Brief Therapy
Project at the Mental Research Institute in Palo Alto, California,
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and The Institute for Family Studies in Milan, Italy.

Only

concepts which are potentially salient to organizational analysis
are included.

This section is important because the Systemic

Thought analysis procedure in Chapter III is an integration of the

analysis procedures of these three groups.

It is likely that the

Systemic Thought analysis procedure will make little sense to one
who knows nothing of the theories, practices, and values which

support it.
There are other groups who call themselves Systems Family

therapists, who base their work on General Systems Theory.

The

selection of the three groups below is largely the researcher's
bias; however, they also have an important commonality which sets

them apart from other General Systems Theory based theorists.

three groups included in Systemic Thought all have

beginning in the Bateson Project.

a

The

common

They all have been influenced by

the ideas of Gregory Bateson who brought his experience as an

anthropoligist to General Systems Theory.
Systemic Thought is based upon work which began in 1952 with

a

communications project in Palo Alto California headed by Gregory
Bateson.

This project first explored the interactional nature of

human communication.

Most of the basic concepts of Systemic

Thought outlined in this paper are the result of investigations and

theories which originated from work done by what has become known
as the Palo Alto Group.

The communications which were studied most

intensely by this group were those of schizophrenic patients at the
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veterans' hospital where Bateson secured a grant from the

Rockerfeller Foundation to study the general nature of

communication in terms of levels (Haley, 1977).

While observing

otters and other animals at play, Bateson noticed that identical

behaviors were taken at some times to be play and at other to be
aggressive.

There seemed to be two levels of messages going on

simultaneously in the animals' communication.
''This is what I am doing"

of what

I

One level said,

and the other said, "This is the meaning

am doing (Bateson,

1978).

The second message

communicated the nature of the relationship between those involved
(Watzlawick, Weakland

,

and Fisch,

1967).

It is this concept which

is the basis for emphasizing the notion of context in Systemic

Thought.

What is occuring in a system has no meaning apart from

the context in which it occurs (Bateson, 1979).

That the Palo Alto Group concentrated their studies on

families was based upon their looking at the context in which

schizophrenia developed and continued.

Their intent was not so

much to understand families as to understand the context of the
phenomena they were studying:
(Haley,

1977).

bizarre patterns of communication

The outcome of that project has been, however, to

study the nature of all sorts of dysfunctions within the context of
the family.

Three separate 'schools' of family therapy have developed out
of the work that began with that project 30 years ago.

These are

is
the Mental Research Institute (MRI) at Palo Alto which

a

direct

.
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decendant of the Palo Alto Group.
who are associated with MRI are:

The writers cited in this paper

James Coyne, Donald Jackson,

Richard Fisch, John Herr, Carlos Sluzki

Watzlawick.

,

John Weakland, and Paul

The second 'school' whose ideas are incorporated into

Systemic Thought is the Family Therapy Institute of Washington,
D.C.

This group is headed by Jay Haley who was

member of the

a

original Palo Alto Group and his wife, Cloe Madanes.
'school,'

The third

the Institute for Family Study in Milan, Italy (the Milan

Group) consists of the work of four therapists:

Selvini-Palazzoli

,

Mara

Luigi Boscolo, Gianfrance Cecchin, and Giuliana

Prata
These three groups have developed very specific theoretical
and practical perspectives on working with families with

difficulties.

The differences in their approaches are outlined

elsewhere (Brandon, 1981;

Hoffman, 1981; Terry, 1982) and are not

particularly pertinent to this paper.

Systemic Thought is

a

combination of their commonalities and the following section is

a

discussion of those aspects of their work which seem possibly
pertinent to work groups and organizations.
Another school of family therapy which is closely related, and

frequently linked to the three above which is not included in
Systemic Thought is the work of Salvador Minuchin and his

colleaques at Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic.

Minuchin is not

included here for three reasons: (1) Although he has been

influenced by it, Minuchin'

s

work is not based directly on the work
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of the Palo Alto Group (Roberts, 1979), (2) Minuchin's view of the

nature of change is significantly different from the other groups
(Brandon, 1981) and (3) those aspects of his work, especially the

emphasis on boundaries, which are pertinent to Systemic Thought are
also included in Haley's work (Roberts, 1979).

Now that the reader understands whose ideas are included in
the terms Systemic Thought and why those are included while others
are not, it is possible to explain what exactly is meant by

Systemic Thought so that those concepts can be applied to all work
groups within an organization to see how they fit.*

Basic assumptions

.

The most basic assumption of Systemic Thought is

that it views life's problems and their solutions as

a

result of

interactions within the systems in which they occur (Haley, 1976;
Herr & Weakland, 1979;

Selvini-Palazzoli

,

Cecchin, Prata, &

Boscolo, 1978; Watzlawick, Weakland & Fisch, 1974).

Traditional

psychoanalytic thinking views dysfunctional behavior as illogical
in the world outside of the symptom-bearer's internal functioning;
'X'

behaves thus because he is "crazy" not because he is

interacting in

a

"crazy" world.

Something inside of him made him

*For the purpose of clarity the terms "group" and "consultant" have
been substituted by the researcher where these writers would have
used "family" and "therapist." Examples from the literature
depicting family situations have been changed to isomorphic
transactions in work groups. This substitution has not been made
The researcher hopes the reader will
in direct quotes however.
experience as little confusion as possible.

,
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diverge from the normal.

Systemic thinking views the behavior of

the individual as logical within his system of interaction
(Haley,
1976; Weakland,

1976).

If one assumes that people behave logically

within their systems, one would naturally work to change the
problem behavior by changing the system which supports or demands
it.

Systems consultants view the interactions between people as

dysfunctional and not the people themselves.

The method of

changing dysfunctional systems is to change the interactions
between people (Haley, 1976; Weakland, 1976).
Systems consultants view change as an extremely difficult
process.

A large part of the function of the system is its

maintainance of coherence and stability.

These tendencies in a

system, its homeostasis, are necessary for the system to survive.
The life of the system is a constant fluctuation between

homeostasis and the process of transformation (Selvini-Palazzoli
et.al., 1978).

Dysfunctional systems are seen as "stuck" in

homeostatic mode.

a

The task of the consultant is to figure out how

to get the system to change

— to

get it unstuck.

behave differently in the present.

To change means to

It is the consultant's job to

plan a way to convince, allow or influence the members of the

system to interact differently (Haley, 1976;
1971; Madanes,

1981; Weakland,

Jackson & Weakland,

1976).

It is the consultant's responsibility to conceptualize the

presenting problem in terms of her systemic view, to determine what
changes need to take place in the system for it to function well,

.
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to conceive of a strategy which will allow the system to change and

to present that strategy to the group in such a way that it will be

accepted and carried out (Haley, 1976).
Insight has no role in this work.

Not only does the

consultant not expect or encourage group members to understand why
they interact as they do, he also does not expect or encourage them
to understand how they interact.

The consultant takes great care

in understanding the group's sequences of interaction, but he does

not share these with the group.

His job is to block unsatisfactory

interactions and promote or allow new ones to develop by working
with the group's definition of the presenting problem.

consultant expects group members to act in new ways.
Systemic Thought is

1)

The
The art of

understanding the present patterns,

especially understanding the function of the problems in the
client's social context,

2)

developing new patterns of interaction

for the group to follow so that the problem behavior will no longer

be necessary, and 3)

presenting these new paterns of interaction in
\

such a way that the group can and will follow them (Haley,

Madanes

,

When

1981
a

1976;

)

Systemic Thought consultant is presented with

a

situation which deviates from acceptable norms, she makes some

assumptions when beginning to analyze the problem.
1)

She assumes;

that the situation makes some logical contribution to

its social context, that it is, in fact, benevolent and an

attempt

—

albeit an unfortunate one

—

to solve a problem.
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2)

that since the problem is performing

a

useful

function, simply eliminating it without changing the patterns

of interaction will result in new problems somewhere else in
the system (Haley, 1976,
3)

1980; Madanes,

1981).

that the attempted solution contributes to and

supports the problem and that
more beneficial than

a

a

change in the solution may be

change in the problem (Weakland,

et.al., 1974).
4)

that some systems are more "stuck" than others and it

is necessary to test out the system's flexibility as well as
to understand the problem if the consultant expects the system
to respond to her interventions (Madanes,
5)

1981).

that the purpose of the consultation is toward the

solution of a problem rather than toward the general growth of
the individuals, group, or organization (Haley, 1980;

Weakland, et.al., 1974).

These concepts will be explored in

greater detail in future sections (see Role of the Consultant
and the Nature of Dysfunction).

It does not, however,

imply

that the Systemic Thought consultant has no value base

concerning functioning systems.
which displays

a

A functioning system is one

wide variety of patterns of interaction so

that it may move to new ones when the situation calls for

change.

What is implied here is that the Systemic Thought

consultant uses the concept of equifinality in her work.
sees her role as getting the system out of a repetitive

She
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pattern, which is preventing it from finding new solutions, so
that the system may be free to find new solutions by itself.

Equifinality tells the Systemic Thought consultant that
growth and development can take many forms.

The Systemic

Thought consultant is not particularly concerned with the form
they take (i.e., clear goals, better communication, or greater

collaboration)

The Systemic Thought consultant works to help

.

the group become flexible enough to take charge of its own

growth and development.

Methods of analysis

Systemic Thought employs the group interview

.

as the primary data gathering technique although observation of the

group going about its usual work can be very helpful (Haley, 1976;

Selvini-Palazzoli

,

et.al., 1978).

Occasionally the Systemic

Thought consultant interviews individuals or subsystems.

This is

especially true if some members of the group are unable or
unwilling to attend

a

group interview (Coyne, 1981).

Everything that the group says or does is used as analysis
information.

Before the formal anaylsis begins, the consultant

considers information she already has from telephone conversations
and early negotiations and develops hypotheses about the system.

The purpose of the analysis interviews is to test these hypotheses

by stimulating interactional redundancies in the group to see if

they fit the hypothesis (Selvini-Palazzoli, et.al., 1980).
includes
A systemic hypothesis is a working assumption which
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all components and interactions of the system.

It is a "guess"

which is to be checked out as the group interacts with each other
and the consultant.

The function of the hypothesis is not to

explain the "truth" about the system but rather to give the

consultant
a

a

focus and promote her activity during the interview in

manner that stimulates the group to present more than their usual

linear explanation of the problem.

generates

a

The hypothesis usually

line of questioning which the group does not expect.

By introducing the unexpected into the system, this line of

hypothesis-based questions activates the system's homeostatic

mechanisms thus allowing the consultant to observe how the group
stabilizes when threatened with change (Selvini-Palazzoli

,

et.al.,

1980).

The hypothesis usually includes such things as secret eolations,
the function of the problem in the system, and speculation as to

what is blocking the group from resolving the issue themselves

(Selvini-Palazzoli, et.al., 1980).
The Systemic Thought analysis process is

a

cycle of gathering

information, forming hypotheses based upon that information,

testing hypotheses, and reformulating them.

Data are drawn from

all that the group says and does both during and between interviews
in the attempt to discern the group's patterns of interaction and

how they maintain the problem.

The analysis includes the group's

reaction to the consultant's interventions as well as to the

interviews themselves.

Analysis is an ongoing process which
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includes not only the group's interactions among themselves, but
also the group's responses to the consulting process.

Keeping in mind that the problem is always interactional
(usually involving the group which is experiencing the problem, but

perhaps others as well) and that the problem is possibly an outcome
of mishandling an everyday difficulty, the consultant asks what the

clients have been doing to solve the problem and what they have not
been doing because of the problem.

This is harder than it sounds

since the consultant is not only listening to the content but is

also aware of the process the group uses to report.

As always, the

content is only one of the levels which concern the consultant.
The consultant is especially concerned to see in what manner the

group's report of how they function coincides with how the

consultant observes them as functioning.

Chances are the

consultant will get more information than he needs and will have to
sort it out.

An essential part of the analysis process is

determining which of the many aspects of the clients' interactions
will become the focus of the consultation.

ways to approach
2)

.

a

There are often many

problem situation (see Equifinality in Section

The consultant must determine one approach and focus on

information which is connected to that approach (Weakland

,

et.al.,

1974).
In keeping with the interactive nature of the therapy, the

Milan Group has developed an interviewing technique of inviting
third person in

a

group to comment upon the relationship of two

a

.
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others.

The questions concern specific interactive behaviors and

concern differences between the actions of the two people.

They

would not ask which supervisor is more involved with the problem,
but they would ask a worker, "Who works harder to get the group to

agree on things, Ms. C or Mr. K?”

quotas aren't met, Bob or Amy?”

"Who acts the most upset when

Questions are designed to get

group members to rank involvement, concern, distress among all
group members.

Indirect questioning is. an effective way of getting clear
answers.

It is more likely to be responded to since most people

are more willing to devulge information about others than about

themselves.

It also has the effect of changing the system because

it breaks group rules about who may talk and what they may talk

about.

This form of questioning not only elicits answers on the

content level, but also reactions from the rest of the group:
tension in the room, implicit rules as to who is allowed to comment
about whom concerning what topics, the existence and nature of

alliances in the group, the direct or indirect nature of the
answers, etc.

(Selvini-Palazzoli

,

et.al.,

"Indirect" is often the watchword of

consultant.
et.al.,

1974a)
a

Systemic Thought

He tends to ask indirect questions (Selvini-Palazzoli,

1977c) and collect information which is implied

(Selvini-Palazzoli, et.al., 1977b).

Since groups tend to "resist”

when a consultant falls into teaching, moralizing, or modeling

better behavior,

a

Systemic Thought consultant will rarely comment
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directly on interactions of clients during the session
or explain
to clients how they ought to behave to solve the
problem

(Selvini-Palazzoli

et.al.,

,

1978).

Systemic Thought is primarily interested in people's

behaviors; however it views behaviors as they "seem" rather than
as
they "are."
et.al.,

"Appearance is not reality" (Selvini-Palazzoli,

1978, p.26).

If the consultant observes angry behaviors

during an interview and thus concludes "..so and so is angry," the
natural reaction would be to ask "Why is so and so angry?"

questions contribute to linear thinking.
is "so and so seems angry."

"Why"

A more productive stance

This leads to the question "What is

the effect of his/her angry behavior on the group and the

consultant?

What function does anger serve in the system?

(Selvini-Palazzoli, et.al., 1978).
The information which the consultant extracts from the

interviews tends to focus around:
their own communications

— can

(1)

how group members qualify

statements be made directly or must

they be attributed to others or the world (or the problem); are

analogical communications consistent with digital communications or
do they disqualify one another?

(2)

how group members qualify the

communications of other members and in what circumstances

—

statements accepted directly; how are they accepted?

how is

leadership handled

—

(3)

are

is it possible to openly take leadership;

leadership acknowledged?

(4)

what are the coalitions; are they

overt or covert; when do they operate?

(5)

how is blame placed;

is

where is it placed; is it accepted, rejected, or shifted?

what

(6)

are the interactional patterns of the supervisors in particular;

what goes on below the facade? (Selvini-Palazzoli

et.al.,

,

A great many questions are listed in this section.

1974a).

The

overall questions which a Systemic Thought consultant asks herself
are the four below.

She continually asks and answers them

throughout the consulting process.

—

How are these people interacting?

What are their patterns

of behavior and communication?

—
—
—

How do these patterns support the problem?
How do they need to interact to be more functional?
How can

I

get them to act differently?

The role of the consultant

.

Systemic consultants view the

dysfunctional system as unable to change from within.

The nature

of what is wrong is that the system's rules do not allow it either
to behave differently or to generate new rules.
is not a concern.

Why this happens

It is the consultant's job to work out a way to

get the group to change its behavior in the present.

The

consultant is only successful if people act differently in their
lives without the consultant present (Haley, 1976).

Getting

a

group to follow the course devised by the consultant is one of the

most difficult aspects of Systemic Thought.
in a varity of ways.

developing

a

This is accomplished

These include the skill of the consultant in

relationship within the group's system and developing

.
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tasks which make sense to the group.
The sort of strategy which is developed for each case depends
not only upon the unique situation of each group, but also upon the

consultant's assessment of how well he can carry out the strategy
given the relationship he has developed within the group (Haley,
1976)

The consultant needs to establish a relationship with each

member (or, in a large organization, with each subsystem) as well
as with the system as a whole.

This is accomplished by such

methods as beginning interviews with

a

socializing period,

following the group's way of interacting by respecting its

definitions and hierarchy (Haley, 1976) or sharing aspects of his
experience which are similar to those of the group members
(Madanes,

1981).

The consultant conveys to the group that he

understands the situation, that he is interested in being helpful
and that he is on the side of the client.

He has a respect for the

group's definition of the problem and their efforts to find

solutions (Haley, 1976).
"The family is a rule-governed system... its members behave

among themselves in an organized, repetitive manner..." (Jackson,
1964a).

The rules in a family or other group are simply agreements

which prescribe or limit the behaviors of the individual members so
that the system has some order and stability.

Rules are frequently

implicit and covert so that often no one is aware of them until
they are broken.

Rules are generalizations and

a

few may cover the
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activities of

a

variety of areas.

Usually the rules work very well

and enable members to be free to choose

which fall within the rules.

a

variety of behaviors

Rules allow a general give and take

so that each small activity does not have to be negotiated

(Jackson, 1965a, 1965b;

Paolino & McCrady, 1976).

Groups usually

have meta-rules (rules about the nature and function of the rules
and how they may be changed) so that everyone knows how and when

various rules may be broken and how and when rules may be changed
(Herr & Weakland,

1979).

There are (for practical considerations) an infinite number of

rules which

functioning.

a

given group of people might adopt concerning their

Problems arise when the rules chosen do not fit the

current situation and for some reason the group is not able to

establish rules necessary to change the rules to more appropriate
ones.

It is the job of the Systemic Thought consultant to insert

rules into the system which will allow it to change (Watzlawick

&

Weakland, 1977).
As Systemic Thought presents it, consulting is, if not easy,
at least simple or uncomplicated.

The task of the consultant is to

clarify the problem, indentify for herself the problem-maintaining
behaviors, and then to find and apply interventions which will help
change this dysfunctional interaction (Herr & Weakland, 1979).

To

do this the consultant takes a very active role and does not become

concerned with being too intrusive since clients are stuck and have
come for help (Jackson & Weakland, 1971).

To do these tasks the
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consultant must always maintain
is only one person in the room.

a

systems perspective even if there
It is helpful if all people

involved in the system take part in the consultation since

information is more easily obtained by seeing the system at work,
but this is not essential.

Since the system may even extend beyond

the group, it is more essential that the consultant keep all

related aspects of the system in mind while working than that all
involved parties actually particpate in the consulting process
(Weakland, et.al., 1974)

.

An essential part of the analysis

process is to determine who are the participants in each situation.

Sometimes the system extends beyond the structural limits of the
group. This can be difficult if the consultant sees only a few

members of the group or organization, but it can be accomplished by
detailed questioning of the client concerning who does what and
when and with whom as it relates to the problem and its current

"solutions” (Coyne, 1981).
It is the consultant’s job to get people to change.

If

clients reject the consultant’s interventions, it is not considered
that the clients are not functioning properly, but rather that the

consultant has not done his job well (Coyne, 1981).
client is resistant is taken for granted.

everyone.

Needing help puts the client in

That the

Change is difficult for
a

one— down position.

the consultant can "cure" the problem, the client will feel

foolish.

If

.
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MRI anticipates and blocks the above by taking a one-down

position at the onset:

questioning if they can be helpful,

emphasizing the severity of difficulty in solvng the problem,
avoiding coming across as the expert or making covert patterns and
rules overt, and above all never arguing with the client (Herr

Weakland, 1979).

Directives are given in such

a

&

way that they are

within the language and world view of the client so that they
appear to be logical extensions of the current situation.

suggestions are rarely given.

Direct

Instead a statement is made which

predicts the undesired behavior but links it with an attitute or

behavior which makes the undesired behavior impossible.

For

example, rather than saying, "It is important that you stick with
this plan until the whole situation changes" the consultant might
say, "There will be times when you feel like forgetting the whole

process.

Since change is always threatening, this is likely to be

when real progress is being made" (Jackson & Weakland, 1971).*

When writing or telling about the work of MRI, I
note:
am always aware that it seems to those not familiar with it that it
may be patronizing to the client. My experience of reading and
working with this method is that such could not be further from the
truth. MRI therapists exude respect for the struggles which people
find themselves in and convey a real empathy for human suffering.
They work the way they do because it is the most effective way of
alleviating suffering which they have found. The ironic, or even
whimsical nature of the work seems to be a result of the humor
* Author's

which our brains attach to the paradigm shifts which occur along
with second order change. When that which was once thought to be
impossible suddenly becomes easy, we laugh (see Watzlawick, 1978
for further discussion and examples)
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The nature of dysfunction

.

The three groups which make up the

basis of Systemic Thought have three different approaches to
what

may be going wrong in

a

group or family.

They provide three

different ways of looking at the nature of the problem.

It is not

clear to the researcher at this point if any one is more applicable
to work groups and organizations than any of the others.

At this

point Systemic Thought considers all three equally and uses

whatever generates the most useful information in

a

given

situation.
An interesting aspect of MRI's theory is their concept of what

goes wrong in a group.

Dysfunction is

situation wherein the

a

group's rules do not allow it to deal with the difficulties of life
in such a way as to find its own solution.

There are multiple ways
situation.

a

group can react to

a

given

If its rules are such that they severely limit its

choices, the system becomes defective.

Defectiveness is judged by

the level of restrictions present in the lives of the individuals
or the group as a whole.

The more dysfunctional unit is one which

is locked into repetitive patterns which represent a very limited

range of behavior especially when

a

large range is possible in a

given situation (Jackson, 1977b).

There are three sources of problems:

1)

denying that

problem exists when there is one (the ostrich effect)

,

2)

a

trying

to solve a problem which does not exist or one which is unsolveable

(the utopian syndrome) or,

3)

applying

a

solution to an existing,

.
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solveable problem which solves nothing and yet is tried again and
again so that the solution becomes the problem (more of the same

wrong solution) (Weakland, et.al., 1974).
It is not possible for a group to find a solution to a problem

which it denies exists.

Sometimes one member will deny the problem

and another will not or often the denial itself is denied so that

any attempt to discuss or otherwise deal with the problem is

labelled as "bad" or "mad."
If two persons have similar inappropriate views, they may
reciprocally reinforce their common error, while if one
over-emphasizes a difficulty and another under-emphasizes it,
interaction may lead to increasing polarization and an even
more inappropriate stance by each (Weakland, et.al., 1974,
p.

1

49)

A very common situation is one in which a problem is

experienced which is not

a

problem at all but an expected outcome

of normal living (depression or poor orientation following the

death of

a

loved one for instance or resistance to automation when

people are afraid of loosing their jobs)

.

Many people are raised

with unrealistic expectations of themselves or others or the world
in general.

People are expected to be always happy, productive,

and find solutions without help.

Some problems have no "solution."

They are aspects of life which must be endured:

reorganization, loss of

a

death,

job, other natural life changes.

people place all their hopes at the end of

a

Some

process and are

disappointed when, for instance, everyone in their work group does
not trust everyone else.

People with utopian ideas define normal
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difficulties in life as abnormalities (Weakland, et.al., 1974).
Consultants are frequently guilty of contributing to this by

expecting their clients to be "individuated," "self-actualized," or
otherwise perfect.

Systemic Thought philosophy denies that what is

often thought of as "normal"

—

a

totally healthy individual or

group, one which is free from any sort of "psychosis" or "neurosis"

—

is indeed normal.

Such situations are in the minority.

The

normal person is one who is struggling and learning to function

within or around his/her/their "neurotic" or "psychotic" tendencies
(Jackson,

1977).

"Life is one damn thing after another.

problems are one damn thing over and over.

Clincial

Our job is to move from

this damn thing to another" (Coyne, 1981).
The third source of difficulty is the situation in which the

problem is real and is recognized but the chosen solution, although
it is logical,

it,

serves to perpetuate the problem rather than relieve

as in the case of the depressed person whose family and friends

keep telling him to "cheer up and feel better, things aren't so
bad." Since the depressed person cannot cheer up, he becomes more

depressed because he is

a

failure at being cheerful and besides no

one really understands him (Weakland, et.al.,

1974).

The problem

is maintained by well-intentioned, but basically wrong solutions

(Weakland,

1976).

People do the best they can, but since real

change (second order change, to be discussed later) must come from

outside the system (Paolino & McCrady, 1974), chances are the
solution which the group has come up with is maintaining the
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problem (Herr & Weakland, 1979).
The Milan Group considers

a

dysfunctional group to be stuck in

patterns of interaction which support the dysfunction.

repertoire of behaviors is limited.

The group’s

They continue to repeat

solutions which have not worked because they do have any others
within the rules of their game.

However, their definition of "the

game without end” differs from MRI’s (see page 96) in that they

assert that it is not just that the group has not generated new

rules but, rather that they may not generate new rules.

The rules

It is too dangerous

are necessary to the perpetuation of the game.

for the game to end because to end the game would mean that someone

had ’’won.”

The purpose of the game is to guarantee that the game

will continue, that no one will win and that no one will leave

(Selvini-Palazzoli

,

et.al.,

1978).

The game as they conceive of it is a covert symmetrical

battle.

The symmetry/complememtarity continuum is an early MRI

description of how power to define the relationship is balanced in
a

relationship (Watzlawick, et.al., 1974).

The

symmetry/complementarity continuum can be thought of as
There are two stable positions on

a

seesaw:

1)

a

seesaw.

when one side is

firmly on the ground and the other is high in the air or

2)

when

it is balanced straight out and both sides have an equal posibility

of moving it up and down.

complementary one.

The first situation

It appears as though one person is clearly in a

.
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position to decide where the entire system will go next.* The
second position is symmetrical
to take charge.
a

ft.

j?

and either side is likely

Most relationships are flexible enough to maintain

variety of positions depending upon the nature of the situation

and are overt enough about who is in charge at a particular time

that people automatically take their usual positions as the

situation changes.
When there is a covert symmetrical battle, the person who is

thought to be in charge is not really in charge.

Everyone is

fighting to define the relationship while, at the same time,

everyone denies the existence of the battle.

Even if to an

outsider one person or faction seems to have won, it is likely that
that faction will deny having won.

Thus when there is

great deal

a

of conflict in a work group, the workers may appear to be in charge

because the conflict keeps work from getting done efficiently.
However the workers are also controlled by the high level of

conflict and therefore not really in control.
power.

Only the problem has

To win would be to end the game and in highly dysfunctional
The group

groups the game seems to have become the relationship.

behaves as though if the game were to end, the system would end
also

•Although is would appear that one person has the power the
situation is truly one which has been mutually agreed upon. Just
as the seesaw only functions if both sides agree to play by the
rules, so a relationship remains complementary only if both sides
support the complementarity.
,
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When the Milan Group works with

a

group they are constantly

aware of how dangerous the loss of the game appears to the players.
It is the consultant's job to introduce new rules into the system

so the "game without end" is neither won nor lost, but simply

abandoned in favor of

a

new game which allows the players to live

differently (Selvini-Palazzoli

,

et.al., 1978).

Haley and Madanes look to the hierarchy of the system as the
basis for problems.

The underlying problem is seen as one of

malfunctioning hierarchy.

a

That hierarchy is both necessary and

present is taken for granted.
When one is observing people who have a history and a future
together, one sees that they follow organized ways of behaving
with one another.
If there is any generalizaton that applies
to men and other animals, it is that all creatures capable of
learning are compelled to organize.
To be organized means to
follow patterned, redundant ways of behaving and to exist in a
hierarchy ... .Although groups will have more than one hierarchy
because of different functions, the existence of a hierarchy
is inevitable because it is the nature of organizations to be
hierarchical (Haley, 1976, p. 101).
Haley sees problems with hierarchy in terms of coalitions
across hierarchical lines.

He believes that hierarchies need to be

clear and levels between subsystems distinct.

If a supervisor is

in a coalition, especially a secret coalition, with a worker

against another supervisor, the hierarchy is confused (and often
the worker will exhibit bizarre behavior)

.

It is important to

Haley that issues, conflicts, and power struggles be confined to
the level of the hierarchy in which they begin and not bring in

third parties from different levels to balance them (1976).
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Madanes holds

a

slightly different view of the nature of the

hierarchical struggle although she, too, sees this struggle as the
basis for all interventions.

She considers any number of types of

hierarchical structures to be functional, across or within levels,
as long as they are clear.

The dysfunction occurs for her when the

hierachies are incongruent or several different ones are struggling
for control at the same time or when no one is sure where the

hierarchical lines are drawn (1981).

This type of situation tends

to arise in organizations which are becoming more democratic and

participative.
the members.

Frequently

a

hierarchy exists which is denied by

The members become so dedicated to denying the

hierarchy which is outside of their political viewpoint or value
system, that the group is unable to make or carry out decisions for
fear that one person or subsytem will appear to be in charge.

The nature of change

.

Systemic Thought does not work toward an

ideal group structure.

family

—

"There is no such thing as a ’normal'

many patterns seem to produce functioning individuals and

the same patterns may produce non-functioning individuals"

(Jackson, 1977, p.161).

One of the greatest dangers seen is for

the consultant to take a utopian view or try to make an entire

organization "perfect."
process.

Systemic Thought is

a

problem-solving

"Lest therapy become its own pathology, it must limit

itself to the relief of suffering" (Watzlawick, et.al., 1974,
p.57).

The goal of consulting is the alteration of destructive

.

.
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patterns of interaction.

The particular cause or content of those

patterns is not of central importance.
the kinds of problems people bring to therapy persist only if
they are maintained by ongoing current behavior of the patient
and others with whom he interacts. Correspondingly, if such
problem-maintaining behavior is appropriately changed or
eliminated, the problem will be resolved or vanish, regardless
of its nature, origin, or duration (Weakland, et.al., 1974,
p. 144)

Systemic Thought's watchwords are "think small."

"According to our

cybernetic view, if small, significant change can be made in what
appeared

a

major and hopeless problem, this is likely to initiate

a

beneficient circle and lead on to more progress" (Weakland, 1976,
p. 125)

Most groups with difficulties are involved in what Watzlawick

calls a "game without end" (Watzlawick, et.al., 1967, p.232).

This

is a situation wherein the content of the situation may change but

the process remains the same.

The system is unable to generate

from within itself whatever is needed to change its own rules.

An

example would be when various incentives are used to motivate

workers to be more productive:

higher pay, vacation bonuses,

prizes and other competitions; but all continue to consider the
worker to be outside the core of the organization as someone to be
acted upon rather than included. These people would come to

a

consultant saying that they had "tried everything" and nothing
corrected the situation.

Their solutions were 'different' but

their system remained the same (first order change).
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For second order change to take place the system itself must

change (Watzlawwick

,

et.al.,

1974).

A

new premise must be

introduced which is totally outside the original pattern of
interaction.

An example in this case might be a recognition that

workers need to provide their own motivation.
involved.

They need to be

With second order change the entire system is organized

differently.

The patterns of interaction are different as well as

the structure.

Second order change in Systemic Thought work is often applied
to what is commonly considered to be the "solution” to the

presenting problem

—

not how the group is behaving but how the

organization has tried to "fix" it.

It is usually not logical

within the situation as the organization presents it.

It deals

with how people view and act on behaviors in the here and now, and,

most important, it creates a new frame,

a

new way of defining or

punctuating the problem (Watzlawick, et.al., 1974).

Components to examine

.

The components of Systemic Thought are not

like the components of the group in OD literature.

They have

little to do with the tasks or functions of the group. They are

aspects of how the group has come to be with one another which upon

examination provide the consultant with

how the group functions as

a

whole

—

a

broader understanding of

not who does what

processes give this group its fundamental nature.

,

but what
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The purpose of examining these components is to enmass data to
use in formulating interventions.

Since each intervention is

designed specifically to interrupt dysfunctional patterns of

a

particular group, much information about the idiosyncrasies of the
group must be gathered as

a

part of the analysis procedure.

Since

change is viewed as difficult and the consultant is responsible for

establishing

a

new context which allows the group to change, the

consultant uses the analysis process to collect data which will
facilitate the change process.
at: communication,

coalitions, and

a

Specifically the consultant looks

patterns of interaction, punctuation, myths,

possible nodal point.

In Systemic Thought communication is contextual.

The meaning

of what is said depends upon how it is said (content, tone, and

accompanying gestures and facial expressions) and when it is said
(what preceeds or follows any given piece of communication)

.

All

behavior is understood to be communication, not just verbal
behavior.

With this understanding communication goes on all the

time and includes what is said and done as well as what is not said
and done (Watzlawick, et.al.,

1967).

In Systemic Thought

one cannot not communicate. Activity or inactivity, words or
they influence others and
silence all have message value:
these others, in turn, cannot not respond to these
communications and are thus themselves communicating
(Watzlawick, et.al., 1967, p.49).

Communication is seen as an effort to define relationships as
well as to exchange information.

The content level of the message

is considered in terms of the command level

—

that which attempts
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to define the relationship.

In some cases a definition is accepted

by others, in some cases it is denied.

Some relationships continue

to struggle over the definition through all sorts of content areas.

Command messages are rarely overt (Watzlawick, et.al., 1967).

group which has difficulty finishing

a

A

task or making and sticking

to a decision is probably engaged in an ongoing battle to define

the nature of their relationships.

When systemic consultants analyze the communciation patterns
of groups, they pay attention not only to the content level of the

message (the digital communication) but also to the tone, the
facial and body expressions of the people communicating, and

especially to the context of the message (the analogical
communication).

Systemic analysis is also concerned with the

effect of each communication

—

how each member of the group

responds and is, in turn, responded to.

Communication is analyzed in terms of patterns of interaction

Communication is behavior and behavior is looked at in sequences.
At least three behaviors are looked at at a time in terms of how

they were influenced and what they influenced.

Analyzing these

patterns of behavior is very important because Systemic Thought
focuses upon interrupting these patterns when they are

dysfunctional and allowing new ones to emerge (Watzlawick, et.al.,
1967).

If a group cannot reach a decision, the consultant will

want to analyze the specific patterns of behavior which the group

exhibits which lead to this lack of conclusion.

The various

.
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participants in the pattern may or may not change, but the pattern
will remain.

It may be that different people miss the meeting each

week, but each week someone is missing so

a

vote cannot be taken

(or taken seriously) or concensus cannot be reached.

Often the group's punctuation of the problem contributes to
its inability to solve the problem.

the way in which a sequence of events is punctuated and
reality is organized results from (arbitrary) agreements by
the participants; this principle has clear consequences in
planning therapeutic interventions; a change in punctuation
breaks sterotypes and may radically alter interactional rules
(Sluzki, in Paolino & McCrady, 1976, p.392).

Punctuation is a linear explanation for how things are and how they
came to be. ("These people are irresponsible.
out exactly when they must.

They punch in and

They wouldn't work an extra minute if

the plant were burning down.")

According to Systemic Thought there

is no REALITY that people can know.

Each person's reality is based

upon choices she has made on how to view the world.

arbitrary.

Punctuation is

If one views interactions as circular, it is possible

to break into the circle anywhere and say A causes B causes C as

easily as one can say B causes C causes A.

("The company spends so

much energy checking up on us that they don't notice when we do
extra work.

Why should

I

work overtime for

a

company like that?")

Some of the group rules are about how events are punctuated.

This is necessary if the group is to function smoothly.

One

punctuation is as good as another as long as the system is not
"stuck" because of its choice.

When a group is "stuck" it is
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necessary for the consultant to get them to change their
punctuation.

("They punch out on time because they are responsible

and want to follow the rules."

"The time clock allows the company

to keep track of overtime better.")
A particular type of punctuation is the myth

Myths are

.

"well-systematized beliefs shared by all family [or group] members,
about their mutual role in the family [or group] and the nature of

their relationship" (Watzlawick & Weakland, 1977 ).

Whereas the

members of the group will readily agree on the myth themselves (the
company cares about its employees; people who make waves get
fired)

,

the behaviors which operate around and support the myth are

often covert.

The myths are very powerful.

They are so

universally accepted that they are never questioned even though to
an outside observer they may be blatantly not true (people who make

really big waves get promoted)

;

many of the groups functions can be

determined by them.
Myths come up frequently in consulting because they are often
the basis upon which the group is unable to solve their problem in
a

way which appears obvious to the consultant

do

because

[new behavior]

[myth]

"We cannot
"

Myths are

a

part of the punctuation and world view of the client and are never
It is useless to try to change what the

directly contradicted.
entire group takes as

myth as

a

a

given.

It is more effective to use the

part of the intervention and build on it rather than

change it (Watzlawick & Weakland, 1977 ).

"Since people who make
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waves in the organization get fired...."
Often the analysis patterns of interaction reveal coalitions

.

A coalition is a situation in which two people form a union against
a

third (Haley, 1976).

triangles.

Interactions in groups tend to occur in

This is especially true in groups with dysfunctional

interactions.

When conflict is covert, it is difficult for two

people to interact directly with one another.
third person into their interactions.

They often bring

a

Coalitions can be overt or

covert. When one person is in a coalition with two others at the

same time, the coalitions are usually covert with everyone in the

group denying their existence (Hoffman, 1981).
Covert coalitions are often well hidden.

Analysis in Systemic

Thought is concerned with discovering these coalitions no matter

how well hidden they are.
groups.

Coalitions can be very powerful in

They can cross hierarchical lines and lead to confused

hierarchies (Haley, 1976).

People can be so loyal to these

coalitions and work so hard to keep them covert that, to the
analyst trying to understand the content of

a

meeting, the whole

group can appear to be crazy.

Hopefully the patterns of interaction will form
themselves and some nodal points will appear

.

a

pattern

There exists in any

system a central points where, if change occurs, nearly the entire
system has to change.

These points

—

the nodal points

where the greatest number of functions essential to the

maintainance of the system converge.

"If one directs an

are

,
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intervention toward the nodal point, one will get maximum change of
the system with minimum expense of energy"

(

Selvini-Palazzolo

et.al., 1978, p.49).
The nodal points are often very elusive.

But the Systemic

Thought analyst constantly attempts to integrate all the concepts
above and determine how they all fit together for whatever group

with which she is working.

Ways of working

.

Several aspects of the way

a

Systemic Thought

consultant works are important to the analysis process. These are:
the concept of neutrality, obtaining a clear definition of the

problem, setting clear goals, developing and presenting

interventions.

As was mentioned earlier the Systemic Thought

consultant engages in
intervening.

a

continual process of analyzing and

The group's reactions to interventions are

the analysis process (Selvini-Palazzoli

,

et.al.,

a

part of

1980; Watzlawick,

et.al., 1981) and the analysis process supplies information for the

formulation of interventions and an assessement of the type of

intervention called for (Haley, 1980).

Consequently, although

interventions per say are not the focus of this research, those
aspects of the nature of systemic interventions which most directly
impact the analysis process need to be touched upon.

Neutrality means that the consultant must view everything as

information and never take sides or make value judgements.

Since

world have taught
our language and traditional ways of viewing the

.

,
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us to view and express interactions as cause and effect, it is very

difficult to maintain this non-judgemental stance.

consulting team provides

a

The use of a

constant monitoring system should one of

the consultants fall into linear thinking (Selvini-Palazzoli

et.al.,

1978,

1980a).

During all phases of analysis, including

their discussions among themselves, the consultants must take care
to maintain this neutral stance.

It is especially important that

groups experience the consultant as being overall neutral and not

taking sides with individual group members.

Neutrality is central to the definition of the problem which
the consultant accepts to work on with the group.

that no one be blamed.

It is essential

The problem needs to be an observable

behavioral interaction in the present.
of a concern presented by the client.

The problem is in the form

When there is more than one

person present, each gets to state his own problem, but

most critical problem is formulated before

a

a

single

goal is discussed.

The "most important particular difficulty of living bringing me in

now " is the problem, but all must agree.

If the group is unable to

agree on a single, most important problem the consultant formulates
one of his own from the information to guide his work (Weakland,

et.al. ,1974)
The clear formulation of the presenting problem has many

aspects.

It is necessary that the problem be one that can be

observed so that everyone will know when it no longer exists.
is depressed" is not workable.

"He doesn’t go to work" can be

"He
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changed.

The consultant deals with the presenting problem the way

the group describes it.

However that problem as it is understood

by the group may be different from the consultant's private

understanding.

The consultant analyzes not only the behaviors

which are manifested by the group with the identified problem, but
also the context which supports or even requires the dysfunctional

behaviors.

The consultant constantly works on two levels.

goal is the elimination of the presenting problem.

His

However since

he understands the presenting problem to be necessary to the

group's social context, he works primarily to understand and to

change that sequence of interactions which keeps the group locked
into their current unfortunate circumstances (Haley, 1976).
The consultant uses the content of the presenting problem to

change the group's system.

Although there could be many ways of

intervening in the situation, working with the presenting problem
allows for greater cooperation from and respect for the group since
the consultant is working with the problem as the group understands
it (Haley,

1976)

.

Haley prefers the term ''social context'' to "group" since he
sees not only the group as a part of the maintainance of the

problem behavior

,

but is also concerned with the influence of the

organization and the society as

a

whole.

Haley (1976) has given

Systemic Thought an extemely pragmatic solution to the question of
where to focus interventions

solution of the problem.

—

which subsytems are related to the

Although the problem may be very complex
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and be influenced by a number of interactions which extend as
far
as the basic inconsistencies of modern life, Systemic Thought
calls

for the consultant to work with the most practical and relevant

aspects of the system keeping the others in mind, but only

expecting changes in the areas the consultant can control.
Once a clear problem is formulated with the group, goals for
the consulting relationship need to be set.

Setting clear goals

can be very simple or it can be very difficult.

This is especially

true if the client, or the consultant has utopian ideas.

"Feeling

trust” or "being effective" are not goals which can be worked

toward in Systemic Thought consultations.

Goals must be stated

clearly in terms of observable, concrete behaviors.
be small:

They ought to

"What minimal change would indicate to you that

definite step forward has occured?"

a

The goal needs to be focused

on something which it is possible to change.

attitudes are not appropriate for goals

—

People's feelings or

only behaviors.

sometimes necessary for the consultant to formulate

a

It is

private goal

or to agree to work on a goal with the intention of changing it

later in the process (Weakland, et.al., 1974).
The setting of clear goals not only makes the formulation of

interventions possible, it also allows the consultant and the
client to know when the consultant is no longer needed and if the
process has been successful.

Systemic Thought works to make

necessary changes quickly and leave the clients to get on with
their lives.

If the goal is not clear at the start, no one knows
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if there has been success or failure in the consultation (Weakland

et.al.

,

1974).

Once

a

goal is determined, it is the consultant's job to

design interventions which will help the group to achieve that
goal.

As was mentioned before, this is an interactive process of

analyzing, intervening, analyzing, and intervening.

Systemic

Thought strategies are designed to affect the entire system in its
natural environment.

Most of the work is done by the client

between contacts with the consultant and "at home." "Homework"
extends the intervention beyond the actual time that the consultant
is present and promotes change during normal work procedures where

it has more effect (Weakland, et.al.,

1974).

The purpose of interventions in Systemic Thought is to change
the sequences that occur among people

—

preferably to

a

system of

greater diversity so that people can be more flexible in their

interactions with one another and choose appropriate ones.

One way

this is done is by giving directives, primarily in the form of

tasks which block the dysfunctional modes of interaction and

promote the development of new ones.

The tasks involved may be

direct or they may be paradoxical, but in in either case they have

characteristics in common.
A major concern when designing tasks is when to be direct

(that is to design

a

task which is meant to be followed just as

prescribed in order to produce change) and when to be paradoxical
to
(that is design a task which is meant to be resisted in order

.
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produce change, but will produce change even if it is followed).
Haley (1976) prefers the direct approach and uses paradoxical

directives only when direct ones fail.
use paradoxical directives and devotes
to describe their nature and use.

how to approach

a

is in the system.

Madanes (1981) prefers to
a

large portion of her book

One of her criteria for deciding

problem has to do with how entrenched the problem
The more complex the problem presents itself,

the more she sees the need to focus in on a simple explanation or

strategy.
A

frequent task which Madanes (1981) uses is

paradoxical/direct intervention.

a sort of

The intention is that the client

should follow it exactly, but it is designed to prescribe the

problem behavior in such

a

way as to eliminate it.

the development of an "ordeal.”

This method is

The client is directed to engage

in the problem behavior even more frequently and rigidly than

before
If the client complains about awakening during the night with

concerns over the day's problems, he is instructed to worry more,
to even set the alarm every night to be sure and wake up to worry,

to get out of bed and sit at his desk and write all his worries

down for one full hour, etc.

problem loses its power.

prevention of it

—

The result of the ordeal is that the

The system no longer organizes around the

and keeping it up becomes a great deal of

unpleasant work (Madanes, 1981).

.
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Paradoxical instructions involve prescribing behavior that
appears to be the opposite of the goals being sought but has the

effect of actually moving toward them.

Paradox is a powerful tool

in combating the system’s natural tendency not to change (its

homeostasis)

.

Since systems tend towards trying to maintain

balance between change and

a

a

static state, if the consultant

unbalances in the direction of

a

static state, i.e. cautions

against change, the group is more or less forced to change just to

re-establish the balance.

The opposite is also true, that is if

the client perceives the consultant as pushing for change, they

will respond by pushing for staying the same (Paolino & McCrady,
1978)

Consequently, the consultant wants to make any instruction
toward change very indirect, implicit, or apparently insignificant
(Weakland, et.al., 1974).

He may ’’suggest change” or he may

caution the group to change very slowly or purposely not to do
anything differently or, often, he will prescribe the problem and
ask them to do it more often in a more ritualized form.

If the

clients are trying to defeat the consultant, they may refuse to
have the problem since the direction was to do so.

If the clients

are compliant, they will have the problem and show that they some

control over what had previously been considered to be out of their
control (Weakland, et.al., 1974).
Each task is unique to the situation presented.

Although

nearly all interventions are designed to correct inappropriate
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patterns of interaction, the content of each task must fit the
particular group which is to carry it out.

The consultant must

analyze such matters as the size and composition of the group, the
nature of the work they do, and the group’s myths and values.

The

task must be simple and within the group's time constraints.

It

must take into consideration the group's definition of the problem
and use the presenting problem to make interactive changes in the

group.

The goal of the task is to eliminate the presenting problem

while making changes in the interactional sequences of the group
(Haley,

1976).

Since the hierarchy and the system of interaction are

maintained by all the participants, everyone in the group should
have

a

role in the task.

For any task an essential part of the

planning is developing

a

of each person to do.

It is more possible to tell people to do

strategy which will insure the cooperation

something than to tell them to stop doing something.

If the

consultant wants an activity to stop, she designs an activity
which, when done, makes the undesired activity impossible.

It is

important that the consultant's task lead toward behavior which is

desired by the group as well as by the consultant.
After establishing

a

relationship with the group which will

make them amenable to following her directives, defining the
problem clearly and setting

a

goal, the consultant offers an

explanation which makes the task seem reasonable.

This is

especially important if the task is paradoxical and may strike the
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group as too strange to consider seriously if not presented
properly.

It may be necessary in cases where the consultant is

asking for extreme behavior in

a

paradoxical directive to get

people to agree to follow the directive before it is given no

matter how strange it may seem.
Once the groundwork is laid, the consultant gives the

directive clearly and simply and may even rehearse it with the
group.

In the case of a direct task, the consultant tries to block

all possible excuses for not doing the task by asking "what will

you do if...? questions and formulating alternative plans to see
that the task is accomplished.

In the case of a paradoxical

directive blocking is done before the directive is given.

This can

be accomplished by gracefully disqualifying the current authority
on the problem who might interfere with change.

After a directive

is given, the consultant observes the responses.

information to be used in devising new strategies.

Any reaction is
The consultant

must continually analyze how the group has changed due to the

reaction to the task as well as how the task was received and
carried out (or not carried out)

.

The analysis process continues

throughout all phases of the consultation (Haley, 1976).
Aside from assigning tasks, another form of intervention is

reframing.

To reframe means to

change the conceptual and/or emotional setting or viewpoint in
relation to which a situation is experienced and place it in
another 'frame' which fits the facts of the same concrete
situation and thereby changes [the] entire meaning [of the
situation]" (Weakland, et.al., 1974, p.95).
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The reframing allows people to respond differently to the same

situation and therefore change the system of interactions.

Reframing often describes the problem situation in such
the group can find is own solution.

a

way that

If a group with a high level

of conflict which punctuates its members as hostile toward one

another is reframed as dedicated and caring since everyone is so

concerned about the opinions of others, people will react

differently toward one another.
does not minimize the problem.

It is important that the reframe

The group must, at all times, know

that the consultant is aware of the enormity of their difficulties.

The purpose of reframing is to change the client's image of
the world.

People who come to consultants for help are suffering

from how their image of the world contradicts the way they think
the world and they should be.

In such cases the solution can be

either to change the world or to change the client's image of what
it should be.

It is often easier and more useful to do the latter

(Watzlawick, 1978).

Systemic Thought strategies are designed to

change the way clients view their situation so that they will
behave differently and the situation will change.
Planning and implementing the strategy go hand in hand.

The

strategy, which by its very nature is likely to seem "illogical" to
the group (since they have already tried everything which is

logical according to their frame of reference) must be presented in
such a way as to be a natural extention of the situation.
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Each group has its own ’’language

It not only has phrases

and metaphors which it uses to express its situation, but it ha 3

values as well.
We attempt early in treatment to determine what approach would
appeal most to the particular patient
to observe "where he
lives" and meet his need, whether it is to believe in the
magical, to defeat the expert, to be a caretaker of someone,
to face a challenge, or whatever.
Since the consequences of
any characteristic depends greatly on the situation in which
it operates and how this is defined, we see these
characteristics of different individuals not as obstacles or
deficiencies, but as potential levers for useful interventions
by the therapist (Weakland, et.al., 197*1. p.156).

—

In some groups effectiveness equals reaching common decisions;

in

some groups effectiveness equals doing things quickly; in some

groups effectiveness equals having the same opinions.

The

intervention must be phrased to acknowledge and extend the group's
values

(rferr &

Weakland, 1979; Watzlawick, et.al., 1967).

Specific strategies are as numerous as are the difficulties of
"There is no 'good'

life.

intervention as such; what is effective

and useful always depends upon the circumstances of the particular

case." (Weakland, 1976, p.127).

Systemic Thought strategies are

aimed at the group's world view and current solutions to is

problems, but now each strategy is formulated is different in each
Some interventions are more effective than others, but it is

case.

impossible for the client not to respond to the intervention since
even what appears to be no response is information for the

consultant in formulating new interventions (Weakland, et.al.,
1974)

.
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Whatever the intervention chosen, as 3oon as the original goal
is met, the consultation is terminated.

over intervene.

Great care is taken not to

The assumption is that small changes will lead to

bigger ones as the system readjusts itself.

Clients are given

credit for whatever change has taken place.

There is no effort

made to interpret the situation.

The client’s view of the change

and reasons for it are not challenged.

In the ca3e of resistant

clients, the consultant continues to be pessimistic about any real

change taking place or that any future change will take place
(Weakland, et.al., 1974).

.
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Section

5

:

Systemic Family Therapy In OD

Little work has been documented to date on applying Systemic
Family Therapy to work with organizations.

There Is

a

great deal

of discussion of the subject, and perhaps some isolated individual
attempts, but only one case 3tudy (Hirschorn

&

Gilmore,

1980), and

one theoretical paper (Short, 1981) have been published so far.
The latest book from MRI states the general view of the field very

well
We believe that our general views about problem formation and
problem resolution might usefully be applied to a variety of
nonpsychiatric problems at least conceptually and, we would
hope, ultimately in practice.
For lack of a general
framework, these problems have until now been conceived of as
separate and discrete, and have accordingly been dealt with
piecemeal and often inadequately.
As an initial attempt to
delineate some of these areas, we will distinguish them a3 (1)
difficult behaviors, (2) somatic clinical problems, and (3)
organizational problems (Fisch, Weakland & Segal, 1982,
p.290).

—

This section provides short descriptions of the three works

mentioned above along with

a

descriptions of work currently in

progress at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst (Terry, 1982).
These descriptions include information on how each of these works

differs from and supports this particular study.
Hir 3 chhorn and Gilmore (1980)

are OD consultants who

researched Systemic Thought literature and consulted with
member at Minuchin's

clinic.

They present

a

a

staff

case study of an

application of Systemic Family Therapy to an organizational
problem.

Although they describe their work as an application of

Minuchin's work to an organization, their references include many

.
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Systemic Thought writers.

Since, as was mentioned earlier, much of

Minuchin's work is incorporated in Haley's work and since there are
so few examples of Systemic Thought having been tried, Hirschhorn

and Gilmore are presented here as an attempt at Systemic Thought

consultation.

Their findings are rather interesting and the word

"attempt" above sums up their findings.
We succeeded in some areas and failed in others.
Our failures
suggest that the successful transfere of family-therapy
techniques to organizational intervention is contingent on
understanding four differences between them: first, the
politics of organizational life is more complex than the
politics of family life; second, a member's exit from an
organization is easier than a member's exit from a family;
third, it is harder to control the timing of organizational
interventions; and fourth, the formulation of ...tasks may be
more difficult for organizations than for families. By
addressing these differences, however, we can learn more both
about organizations and about theories of intervention p 18)
.

Hirschhorn and Gilmore worked with

a

social-welfare agency which

had grown from 45 to 90 professional staff members in the previous
five years.

Morale was low and the staff complained about the

leadership style of the Executive Director.

The analysis

Hirschhorn and Gilmore present is very different from the Systemic
Thought analysis presented here.

They concern themselves almost

exclusively with diatic relationships between individuals and
subsystems.

They rarely look at patterns beyond two interactions.

Their analysis is based upon Alderfer's (1976) framework of

boundary permiablity and mutuality of relationships.

They conclude

that the boundaries in this system were too diffused since people
were not clear about their roles.

In Systemic Thought terms their

boundaries would be described as too rigid since information was
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not shared (Terry,

1980).

The above is just an example of Hirschhorn and Gilmore's case
on which they based their conclusions about Systemic Thought quoted

above.

Further discussions may be found in Brandon (1981) and

Terry (1980).

What this case demonstrates for the researcher is

the difficulty of trying to combine Systemic Thought with

a

traditional OD anaylsis procedure such as Alderfer's, especially
when the practitioners are relative novices at Systemic Thought.

Hirschhorn and Gilmore's case provides interesting perspectives and
points out the need for
problems from

a

a

clear method to analyze organizational

Systemic Thought perspective.

In our view, theories for intervening in organizations and
theories for understanding them are part of a seamless web of
thinking.
Interventions without theory lead to the use of
tools as indescriminate cure-alls with little testing of the
appropriateness to the specific situation (p.36).

Ronald Short is the Director of the Graduate Center for

Applied Studies at Whitworth College in Spokane, Washingtion.
spent

a

Clinic.

He

sabatical studying at the Philadelphia Child Guidance
Short's (1981) paper is an attempt to translate Minuchin's

work into the OD context.

His paper is purely theoretical.

He

summarizes some concepts central to Structural Family Therapy and
defines their implications for OD.

Although they are based upon

Structural Family Therapy, his conclusions are consistant with the
Systemic Thought concepts described in the previous section.

considers the move toward Systemic Thought to be
for OD

a

a

whole new way of perceiving and acting.

Short

paradigm shift
His summation
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of the implications for OD (1980, p.5) (see Figure 5) are broad and

powerful.

He does not demonstrate their use, but encourages OD

practitioners to consider and adopt these new ideas.

A PARADIGM SHIR
If
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—
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hew
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directive,
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struc-
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Short's Summation of OD Paradigm Shift

Perhaps the most interesting documented application of
Systemic Thought to an organization is presented by Linda Terry
(1982), who is a practicing family therapist and is also engaged in

doctoral work at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
paper is

a

case study of

which she worked in
families.

small organization of ten members with

manner very similar to the way she works with

She met with the entire group for ten sessions of two

hours apiece.
a

a

a

Terry's

These sessions were two weeks apart.

She developed

model for working with this group based upon the work of the

.
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therapists in the previous section plus Minuchin.

Although she

used the language of the organization, she treated the situation

much like she would have when working with

a

family.

She did not

integrate it with OD concepts.

Terry found the process to be relatively applicable and
successful.

The problems which she encountered she attributes more

to her lack of experience than to the limitations of the model.

She cites Hirschhorn and Gilmore's (1980) reservations as questions

which still need to be answered and also raises the question
Is the model teachable?
While all models of consultation take
time and experience to learn and to use well and are more
effective in the hands of those who believe in them, some are
easier to integrate into one's own repertoire of skills than
others. This is definitely not a model which one teaches in a
weekend seminar. Making the epistomological shift from linear
to ecosystemic thinking is a matter of changing one's world
view.
The capacity to develop useful strategies and design
meaningful interventions in keeping with the world view only
grows with years of experience. This may reduce the pragmatic
value of the modelCp. 88-89)

The researcher finds Terry's experience to be very promising.

Even without much opportunity for OD theories and practices to

impact this model, it proved useful in an OD situation.

The

promise for the potential of this model to be consciously

integrated with existing OD concepts and new procedures which will
emerge as it interacts with organizational situations are great.
The lack of material in this section is nearly more

significant than the material itself.
of Change (Fisch, et.al.,

Like the authors of Tactics

1982), everyone says this integration is

possible, but little work has been documented in the field.
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Perhaps no one knows where to start.

Systemic Thought proponents

tend to present this work as "the answer" or "the new truth."

Perhaps when Systemic Thought is presented as "a new paradigm for
OD" (Short,
P .89)

it is

1981, p.5) or "an epistomological shift" (Terry,

1982,

understandable that OD practitioners who could make use

of it sometimes become defensive (and maybe intimidated) as, the

researcher feels, did Barry Stein (1982) when responding to

a

report about Ron Short's paper in the NTL journal.
The points made are neither new nor foreign to NTL, though
there are many people within NTL to whom they probably are
as the article and your reaction demonstrate.
Further, the
article strikes me as a somewhat exaggerated reaction to the
discovery of sociology (Stein, 1982. p.3).

—

The work done so far in integrating the two fields

demonstrates that the integration is possible, but that several
areas of concern exist.

These areas of concern have to do with

adapting the processes to meet the language and situations of

organizations, training consultants in the complexities of Systemic
Thought, and presenting Systemic Thought concepts so that they are

both acceptable and understandable to OD practitioners.

A Comparison
Section 6_:
and Systemic Thought
Perspective
of the Open Systems

The two perspectives on organizational analysis described in

this chapter have some similarities and several interesting

differences.

They are distinct processes which offer useful

information in different situations.

This concluding section is

.
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intended to be

a

comparison of the two perspectives on

theoretical level.

a

It is a prediction of sorts of what may be the

findings of the practical application of these two perspectives

contained in Chapter IV.
Although the researcher clearly has

a

bias in that she has, to

some extent, formulated the Systemic Thought perspective, this

section (and this research) does not propose to demonstrate that
Systemic Thought is better than the Open Systems Perspective in

terms of organizational analysis.

The question is not which

perspective is better, but what each can learn from the other.

By

being more precisely aware of how the two are different it is
possible to begin to form

a

context in which the two can begin to

interact
In order to be congruent with the structure of this chapter,

this section is presented in two parts.

Comparison of Underlying Constructs
described in Sections

1

focuses on the seven topics

The second part, Comparison of

and 4.

General Systems Theory Concepts

,

The first part, the

,

concentrates on examining some of

the General Systems Theory principles described in Section 2 which
the Open Systems Perspective and Systemic Thought view somewhat

differently.
This conclusion is intended to provide some food for thought.
It

reflects the researcher's impressions at this, the theoretical,

point of the inquiry.

Many Open Systems Perspective practitioners

may take exception to much of what is written here.

Part of this
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reaction may be attributable to the lack of homeogenity in the
field.

There are many different ways of practicing OD from the

Open Systems Perspective.

All the statements in the following

section will be generalizations of what Open Systems Perspective

practitioners do, say, and think.

None will be true for everyone.

This section reflects the researcher's impressions of the general
and prevailing attitudes of the Open Systems Perspective in OD.

The reader is cautioned not to assume that everyone in the field

holds to the views below.
The reader is also encouraged to try to transcend the

fragmented presentation of these similarities and differences.

It

seems necessary for the purposes of clarity to present this

comparison point by point.

Hopefully the overall picture will not

be lost by this technique.

The dozen or so differences here are

interesting but, to the researcher, the uniqueness of Systemic
Thought is not in the individual concepts, but in the fact that
they are all used together.
process.

Systemic Thought is an interactive

Therefore, individual OD practitioners can quite

legitimately argue that they adhere to and practice various of the
Systemic Thought concepts.

It is probably safe to say that no one

currently practicing OD adheres to them all and this is where the
real difference lies.
used in isolation.

a set

Systemic Thought is not

of tools to be

It is an integrated approach to solving

problems which emerge between people who have

a

history together.

.

,
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Comparison of underlying constructs

Similarities

.

.

Both the Open Systems Perspective and Systemic

Thought have the intention of relieving human suffering.

They

offer ways of conceptualizing problems so that trained intervenors

may develop strategies to make the workplace both more efficient
and more supportive of those involved (Fisch, et.al.,

1982; Huse

1980 )

They both conceive of human groups as systems which develop
ways of acting together which are reasonably harmonious with their

environments.

The group and the people in it are not viewed in

isolation, but rather as they relate to one another in their

particular surroundings (Haley, 1976; Tubbs, 1978).
Both perspectives have rejected simple linear causality as

possible explanations for phenonema.

diagnosing

a

In

analyzing

a

situation and

particular problem, both disciplines expect complex

and multiple causes.

Basic assupmtions

both see

a

.

The two fields are similar in that they

consultant as person who is able to help people to work

more effectively together.

Both view change as

a

difficult process

which can be aided by the help of an outside person.
The major areas of disagreement are concerned with insight,

the nature of communication, and the goal of the work.

Systemic

Thought does not believe that insight leads to change.

The Open

.

.
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Systems Perspective uses insight as

a

major tool both to lead to

change by itself and to combat resistance.

Systemic Thought views

communication as information for the consultant concerning the
nature of the system.

The quality and nature of messages are

important, not the accuracy of their content.

The Open Systems

Perspective works to clear up inaccurate messages or open new

channels in which information can flow.

Consequently, Systemic

Thought uses communication concepts mostly as an analysis tool

while Open Systems Perspective uses communication mostly as an

intervention technique.

The Open Systems Perspective works to

change communication patterns directly.

Systemic Thought considers

change in communication to be indicative of

a

change in the system,

but rarely works directly to change the group's communication

processes
The goals of the Open Systems Perspective and Systemic

Thought are different.

The Open Systems Perspective is growth

oriented and works to develop groups and organizations to their
fullest potential.

Systemic Thought works toward the solution of

specific problem which is blocking the group's growth processes.
The aim of Systemic Thought is to increase the group's flexibility
so that it will be able to make better choices on its own in the

future

Methods of analysis

.

The Open Systems Perspective uses a

variety of data collection processes.

Systemic Thought relies

a

.
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primarily upon group interviews.

The Systemic Thought consultant

is interested in discovering the patterns of interaction which

support the problem and the group interview usually reveals
patterns which are isomorphic to these.

Analysis is easier if the

consultant can see the problem behavior patterns herself.

The Open

Systems Perspective consultant usually focuses upon several

elements of the organization and analyzes these.

The Systemic

Thought consultant is concerned with understanding the patterns of
behavior of the people who are connected with

clearly defined

a

problem

Role of the consultant

.

The emphasis on mutuality in Systemic

Thought allows the consultant to maintain his neutrality.
able to intervene without placing blame.

ally with the system as

a

whole.

He is

He is therefore able to

This facilitates the change

process since people are more able to change when they do not feel
at fault (Selvini-Palazzolo

,

et.al.,

This emphasis on

1980).

mutuality also aids the consultant in developing strategies.
one conceives of a situation in which everyone has

maintaining

a

If

part as

a

problem, the natural consequence will be to develop a

change strategy in which everyone has

a

part

the development of systemic change (Haley,

—

this facilitates

1976).

Emphasizing mutuality is not the only way that

a

Thought consultant views her role differently from how

with an Open Systems Perspective views hers.

Systemic
a

consultant

There is an old
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Chinese proverb which goes something like:
fish and s/he will not go hungry today.
fish and s/he will never to hungry.
is to teach organizations to fish.

Give

Teach

a

a

hungry person

a

hungry person to

The role of the OD consultant

The consultant and the

member

of the organization work together to determine the best fishing
hole, the best bait and line, the best technique, the best fishing

weather and the best way of cooking the fish (Lippitt, 1982).

If

the organization wants to catch mackeral in a trout stream, the

consultant explains the error in this judgement.

If the

organization has been fishing but not catching much, the consultant
shows them the newest bait and reels (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967).
The consultant fishes with the organization so they will see new

ways of doing it.

In order

for the consultant to be effective the

organization must learn to trust the expertize of the fishing
teacher (Huse, 1980).
A Systemic Thought consultant assumes that the organization

already knows how to fish

—

or at least it has the knowledge to

find the information it needs.

It knows how to go the library and

get The Complete Angler and read it.

consultant encounters

a

When the Systemic Thought

"hungry" organization, she asks herself not

"What do these people need to learn to fish better?" but "What

processes do these people go through which are preventing them from
fishing effectively?"

"Why aren't they using their vast resources

to solve this problem? (Weakland, et.al.,

1974).

She might ask

herself "In what way is going hungry helpful to this organization

,
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(perhaps they are being loyal to a dieter)?
1978)

(Selvini-Palazzoli

.

She would focus her inquiry primarily on the pattern of

interactions which support the non-fishing behavior and she would
devise

a

strategy which would free the organization to develop new

patterns of interaction which would allow them to teach themselves
to fish (Jackson,

1965a).

Nature of dysfunction

.

A major difference is that the Open

Systems Perspective is concerned primarily with what makes
function well.

a

group

Once that is known, groups can be structured so

that they will function well (Baker,

concerned with dysfunction

What is supporting it?

.

1973).

Systemic Thought is

What is the nature of the dysfunction?

How can the dysfunction be blocked?

An analogy might be the difference between Weight Watchers and

Overeaters Anonymous. Both are concerned with solving

a

problem

Weight Watchers takes an educative

how to keep people thin.

approach, determines what proper eating consists of and sets up
program to follow.

—
a

Overeaters Anonymous (to the researcher's

understanding) concentrates on stopping compulsive eating.

Although both have concern for stopping dysfunctional behaviors and

beginning more functional ones, the emphasis is different.

The nature of change

.

Both the Open Systems Perspective and

Systemic Thought view change as

a

difficult process.

The Open

Systems Perspective overcomes "resistance" by including the die”'

4'
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in planning the change process.

central.

Once again insight is very

Systemic Thought sees the system as "stuck" in

but ineffective, solution to

a

problem.

a

logical,

The Systemic Thought

consultant attempts to change the logic so that the solution will
change.

It is assumed that this can only be done from outside of

the system.

Those in the system are too involved in the former

logic to help to develop a new one.

Systemic Thought works toward

a

small, but central change.

A

change which will leave the system substantively different so that
it will be able to continue to change itself.

Perspective moves the system slowly toward

a

The Open Systems

more ideal state.

The

Open Systems Perspective consultant and the client carefully plan

aspects of the change and plan for the instruction of the people
involved in new behaviors.

Components to examine

.

This is one of the most central

differences between the two perspectives.

What one analyzes from
Systemic

the two perspectives seems to be completely different.

Thought is interested primarily in only one component
of interaction.

—

patterns

Other aspects are investigated to reveal more

about the patterns of interaction which support the problem.

These

patterns are viewed in terms of the day to day or minute to minute

behaviors of the people involved.
The Open Systems Perspective considers elements of the

organization.

These vary with the situation and, often, with the
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perspective of the consultant.

There are literally dozens of

different components from job satisfaction to role ambiguity to

leadership style to the structure of the entire organization to
consider

.

However all these components tend to cover areas which

are broader and more general than the individual interactions which
are the basic component of an Systemic Thought analysis.

Ways of working

.

The differences in the ways of working are a

compilation of the differences in all the areas already discussed.
The Open Systems Perspective consultant works to educate and

promote insight concerning

a

variety of components.

She is

concerned with building an organization which is as close to the
ideal as possible.

Her methods are direct and collaborative.

The Systemic Thought consultant concentrates on disrupting

what is wrong rather than promoting what is needed to make things
right.

She works toward establishing new patterns of interaction

which no longer need or support the presenting problem.

indirectly to promote

a

will react differently.

She works

change in the context so that the client
She does not expect the client to

understand or to collaborate in the change.

Comparions of interpretations of General Systems concepts

.

Both

perspectives consider that the basic concepts of General Systems
Theory apply to groups and organizations.

However

,

this adherence

to the General Systems Theory concepts described in Section

forms the basis for some of the differences between the two

2

also
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perspectives.

The Open Systems Perspective and Systemic Thought

hold different views of the nature and role of the environment,

homeostasis, and mutual interaction.

Consequently they assess

their importance and analyze their properties differently.

Environment

environment to be
organization.

The Open Systems Perspective considers the

.

a

reality which exists apart from the

It must be analyzed and understood and then the

organization must develop structures which allow it (the
organization) to understand and respond to the environment more

readily (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1969).
from its environment.

The organization exists apart

It is acted upon by the environment but it

does not, in turn, have much impact on it.
taken as

a

given reality.

it (Katz & Kahn,

1966).

The environment is

The organization must learn to adjust to

Beer (1980) defines

a

healthy organization

by its ability to understand and adapt to its environment

Healthy organizations .. .sense changes in the environment and
make adaptations in the way that they function to accommodate
new environmental demands (p.17).
Systemic Thought considers the group's "environment" to be the

context it which it operates.

This "environment" is not the same

as the Open Systems Perspective's environment.

The Systemic

Thought "environment" is not real and tangible constraints and

supports so much as the groups concept of what it is responding to.
The "environment" may include federal regualtions but the "context

includes the way the group responds to these regulations rather
than to the regulations themselves.

The context is not separate

-
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from the group.

They are simultaneously co-creating one another.

The context is neither REAL (for there is no REALITY) nor tangible.
It is a set of

constructs to be manipulated by the consultant

(reframed) so that the system will automatically adapt and change

(Watzlawick, et.al., 1967).

Homeostasis is another General Systems Theory concept which
the two perspectives have emphasized differently.

Systems Perspective homeostasis is

a

benevolent attribute of

systems which allows them to survive.
the same.
1976).

To the Open

They can change and yet stay

They maintain their indentity in

a

changing world (Chin,

Homeostasis is not viewed as a source of the group

resisting change (Lorsch & Lawrence, 1972)

recognizes that homeostasis is

a

.

While Systemic Thought

necessary and proper attibute of

group, it also views it as an adversary to change.

a

Groups have

4

difficulty changing due to their homeostatic tendencies.
how necessary

a

change may appear to be, it represents

contradiction to the group's homeostasis.

No matter

a

Haley's (1963) "first

law" of human relationships as applied to behaviors in on-going,

social groups states

When one person indicates a change in relation to another the
other will act upon the first so as to diminish and modify
that change ( p 1 89 )
,

.

The homeostasis must be overcome if the group is to change

(Hoffman,

The nature of the homeostatic patterns of any

1981).

given group are

a

focus for analysis.

.
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Mutual Interaction is

a

third General Systems Theory concept

which has been treated differently by the Open Systems Perspective
and Systemic Thought.

General Systems Theory defines

set of interrelated parts or elements (Hall & Fagen

,

a

system as

1956).

a

But

the nature of this interrelationship can be viewed differently.

Katz and Kahn (1966) developed the Open Systems Perspective method
of the analysis of patterns
The basic method for the identification of social structures
is to follow the energic chain of events from the input of
energy through its transformation to the point of closure of
the cycle (p.21 )
A

very common diagram in the Open Systems Perspective looks

basically like

Flow of material/encray/inl'ormaiion

Kast and Rosenweig (1970) General Model
Figure 6:
of an Organization as an Open System
from Weisbord (1980, p.78)
It is a

basically linear flow.

Figures

4

and 7)

More complicated models (see

include more boxes and insert double ended arrows

between the boxes, but the general flow of energy (and therefore of
investigation)

is linear.

Homans (1950) writes definitively about the mutuality of

interactions in groups.
of pairs of elements.

However he too looks only at the mutuality
He has no method

for describing the group as

s
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a

set of mutually interdependent individuals who continually

co-create their context.
The Open Systems Perspective rejects the idea of mutual

causality in groups.

Likert (1967) attributes the total processes

and atmosphere of the work group to the management.
on whom Hirschhorn and Gilmore (1980)

Even Alderfer,

relied so heavily, dismisses

this notion.

Relationships differ in their degree of mutuality, that is, in
the extent that all relevant matter, energy, and information
is both given and received by the parties in the relationship
(in Dunnette, 1976, p.1595).

Interaction is often conceived of as "fit.**

Fit is

the degree to which the needs, demands, goals, objectives,
and/or structures of one component are consistent with the
needs, demands, goals, objectives, and/or structures of other
components (Nadler and Tushman 1980, p.274).
,

Their model is shown in Figure 7 below.

Fit is indicated by the

double-headed arrows.
Transformation process

Feedback

Nadler and Tushman'
Figure 7:
Congruence Model for Assessing Organizational Behavior

Systemic Thought conceives of

a

situation of total mutuality.

All the participants have a role in co-creating their situation.

,
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There can, for instance, be no leaders without followers in
Systemic Thought (Madanes, 1981).

This concept is difficult for

people who are accustomed to working with large organizations to
accept.

It

probably is not true on the organizational level.

However, the researcher's limited study of work groups has borne
this out.

The day to day problems of work groups are usually

mutually supported by all concerned.
A Systemic Thought model of an organization might look

something like Figure

8

below.

In this model each element mutually

influences the others and the interaction between the elements

mutually influence the other transactions.

Figure 8:

Brandon's Systemic Thought Model

for Analysis of a Work Group

What Systemic Thought may be offering to OP

.

The Open Systems

Perspective offers much to OD in terms of looking at general

concepts and understanding large processes (Nadler
1980).

It has

&

Tushman

moved OD thinking from conceptualizing in terms of
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single, linear causation into more complex, multiple causation

affecting many aspects of the organization (Huse, 1980).

However

although systems concepts are useful as an overall
perspective, they do not help the analyst to systematically
diagnose specific situations or apply research to specific
problems.
A more concrete model must be developed that takes
into account systems-theory concepts and proceses and helps
the analyst deal with organizational reality (Nadler &
Tushman
1970, p.268).
,

Systemic Thought has developed as

problem-solving tool.

a

It is

not general, but always situation specific (Weakland, et.al.,
1974).

By pointing out the function of the apparently

dysfunctional behavior, it provides

a

way of understanding

confusing situations (Madanes, 1981).
Since the consultant assumes that everyone is doing the best

s/he can in a difficult situation, it is a process by which one can

analyze

a

problem situation without blaming any of the participants

(Selvini-Palazzoli

,

et.al.,

1980).

The absence of blame allows the

consultant to approach organization members differently and may
allow OD to be helpful in previously impossible situations.

Many

very successful consultants (Argyris, 1970; Block, 1981; Huse, 1980)
have pointed out that the first steps in successful OD work is

i^nat

the client must accept the problem as real and be willing to

change.

Since Systemic Thought emphasizes using the client’s

punctuation of the problem intially, Systemic Thought could make 0D
work acceptable to more clients.

OD’s emphasis on insight at the

unfreezing stage sometimes makes work difficult.

If the manager

must accept that her style is inappropriate to be able to change
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it, some managers do not begin the change process.

Many writers

emphasize that OD cannot begin until top management understands
that it is necessary (Beckhard,

1967; Huse

,

1980).

Systemic

Thought works with any presenting problem and uses the language and

values of the client as the basis for change.
is not necessary for change to begin.

Therefore, insight

This absence of reliance

upon insight may serve to simplify the change process and make it

acceptable to more clients.
Hirschhorn and Gilmore (1980) point out that Systemic Thought
is a method of responding to crises in organizations.

Many OD

interventions require a pace and commitment to change which is
incongruent with the pace in which an organization in crisis finds
itself.

Argyris and Schon (1978) map dysfunctional systems and engage
the clients in discovering both that they lack the requisite
skills and that they are unaware of this deficit. To develop
both/ the client's awareness of the dysfunctional patterns and
the new skills to change them the interventionist must slow
down the learning processes, decompose its various aspects,
and support the clients during their experiences of initial
failure and frustration.
The aim is to increase the
organization's capacity to learn, and particularly to develop
new norms and values.
When faced with an authentic developmental challenge, the
issues of survival may dominate and require attention prior to
the building of the organization's capacity "to double-loop
learn." Other organizational-change strategies, such as
process consultation (Schein, 1969) or Alderfer's (1977) long
term intergroup intervention directed at improving
communications, assume a basic level of organizational health
as a matrix within which the organization can make
improvements in selected areas (1980, p.20).

.
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Finally Systemic Thought may offer an answer to
argument in OD.

a

continuing

Many consultants concentrate on changing

individuals in order to change organizations.

They may diagnose

the problem from the perspective of the whole organization or group

but their interventions emphasize insight and the skills of the

individual organization members (Argyris, 1970; Schein, 1969).
Other consultants like Katz and Kahn (1980) focus on organizational

structures as the place to make change.

The question seems to be:

Do organizations control the people or do the people control the

organizations?

Will the people behave differently if the

structures and processes are changed or will the structures and

processes change when the people learn to behave differently?
(Stein, 1982)

Systemic Thought considers both structures and the people who

support those structures in terms of how they interaact with each
other.

It offers a somewhat different way of looking at both

together:

we have these people who are responding to (but have

also developed) this structure for completing this task.

helpful and not helpful to do it this way?

interaction (which are

a

How is it

How can the pattern of

combination of the people and the

structure) change so things will be better?

Questions about the usefulness of Systemic Thought

.

Three primary

questions are raised for the researcher at this point about the
addition of Systemic Thought to OD.

They are:

Is it too hard to
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learn (Terry,

1982)?

Is it applicable to larger settings which

are more complicated (Hirschhorn & Gilmore,

1980)?

Is it really

different from what is already available in the OD literature
(Stein,

1982)?

At this point there are no answers to the first two of these

questions.

It is unlikely as well that this research will provide

any. answers to the first two questions.

They are valid and will

require further investigation beyond the parameters of this study.
This research is designed to provide some answers to the third

question.

This chapter has revealed some of the theoretical

differences between the Open Systems Perspective and Systemic
Thought.

Chapter IV will reveal some of the practical differences

by demonstrating the differences in the information which the two

analysis processes produce.
The next step is to clarify the method by which this pract.cal

aspect of this work has been carried out.

Chapter III which

follows is an explanation of the methodology of the research.

.

CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

This study was intended to determine in what way an analysis
of an organizational problem using a Systemic Thought perspective

generates data which is the same and different from data generated
by an analysis done from a more traditional OD perspective.

explore this, data generated from

a

To

Systemic Thought perspective

were compared with data gathered from Likert’s (1967) "Profile of

Organizational Characteristics," an analysis perspective with

a

long history of usefulness in the field of organizational

development (Cook, Hepworth, Wall & Warr,198l; Huse, 1980).
In light of critical reaction to early applications of

Systemic Thought (Stein, 1982) to OD, it is important to

demonstrate how Systemic Thought differs from work already in use
in OD work.

Of course the comparison which follows does not

include the entire field of OD.

Likert’s work, although very

important, does not represent all aspects and approaches currently
in use in OD work.

Furthermore, this study focuses on only one

person's way of using Likert's approach.

Thus, this study does not

attempt to prove that Systemic Thought is entirely different, but
rather to suggest some areas in which it may offer

perspective

i3y

a

new
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This study is

a

first step of a new endeavor.

The field is so

new that to generate and test hypotheses would be premature.

The

research methodology outlined below is not intended to provide

definitive answers, it is intended to generate questions to be
considered in greater depth at

a

later date.

A - The Single Case Study

Approach

This study was based upon an indepth field study of

organization.

a

single

The case study approach is appropriate for this

research due to two central aspects of the nature of the situation
to be addressed.

First this study represents the first attempt in

the field to apply Systemic Thought to analyzing an organizational

problem and, second, the wholistic and interactive tenants upon
which Systemic Thought is based require

a

congruent (i.e.,

wholistic and interactive) research methodology.

Each of these

aspects is discussed in greater detail below.

A first effort

.

Although Systemic Thought has been applied widely

as a model for solving problems in family groups, little research

has been done on its applications to organizations.

It seems

appropriate at this point in the development of the field to
explore the possible applications of this model in order to
identify and describe the information generated and to begin to

develop rather than to prove or disprove, hypotheses.

Analysis was
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chosen as

a

focus in order to narrow the topic so that it might be

dealt with in some depth without becoming impossibly combersome.
It is the intention of this study to take a first step in

determining if there is

a

basis for further exploration in this

area and to speculate on which areas might be most fruitful to

explore.

The single case study is widely accepted as the most

appropriate method of research at this stage of inquiry (Kerx.nger,
1973;

Sax,

1979; Van Dalen,

1973).

The results of this study are qualitative and descriptive.

This produces less precise and potentially more biased data which
has limited generalizability .

These limitations are compensated

for by the variety and depth of the information generated (Van

Dalen, 1972).

Since the intent of this study is to generate and

describe phenomena and to explore new applications of

a

theoretical

model, the intensive case study approach provides the best method
of inquiry (McAshan,

1963; Sax,

The study s wholistic nature
*

.

1979).

The second aspect of the nature of

this study, i.e., its wholistic and interactive nature, demands
that an open-ended research methodology be employed.

To attempt an

empirical study of Systemic Thought would be totally inappropriate
(

Stogdill

,

1952).

Not only is the field new so that it is

difficult to determine which specific parts constitute the whole
(Ackhoff & Emery, 1972; Ingalls, 1980), but the theory itself states

clearly that the parts cannot be separated from the very
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interactions which are the basis of the theory being
studied.

The

question of how to do imperical studies of circular phenomena
has
yet to be answered.

B - Pilot Study

The idea to demonstrate the Systemic Thought analysis by

comparing it with
refinement of

a

a

popular OD technique outlined below is

a

process completed earlier by the researcher and one

of the investigators.

This previous study consisted of an analysis

of a problem presented by a group of students, faculty, and staff
of a program of study within the School of Education of the

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

There were approximately

forty people involved with this group.
In the pilot study the researcher developed a Systemic Thought

analysis questionnaire similar to the Systemic Thought analysis

questionaire used in this study.

The investigator who did the

Likert analysis in this study analyzed the organization in the

pilot study using Lawrence and Lorsch's perspective (1969).
then compared their two analyses.
and informative.

They

The process was both exciting

It also generated many new questions.

This study

is intended to be a refined duplication of that study.

The pilot demonstrated that the Systemic Thought analysis did

produce substantive information about the organization.
a

Using only

Systemic Thought perspective the researcher was able to generate
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a

description of the organization and its problem which explained

the presenting problem in

a

manner which suggested possible

solutions and interventions to promote those solutions.

This

information was somewhat different from the Lawrence and Lorsch
style analysis.
The organization was larger than the researcher had thought

possible to analyze using Systemic Thought techniques, but this
proved not to be
with

a

a

problem.

Consequently, this study is concerned

group of over forty people.

Other changes in this st”dy

which the pilot study generated include:

a

clearer description of

the Systemic Thought questionnaire, a desire to work with

a

private

sector organization, and (most significant) a need to keep the

analysis using Systemic Thought and the one using

a

more

traditional approach more separate.
The researcher and the investigator worked together on the

pilot study analysis.

They attended two meetings of the group to

be analyzed and did interviews together.

impressions as they worked.

They discussed their

When it came time to report on the

analyses, they had great difficulty separating the information

which their individual perspectives generated.
produced, no doubt,

a

The combined effort

more complete analysis of the organization;

however, it was difficult to compare the information generated by
the two methods.

The data analysis design below reflects the

researcher's desire to attempt to generate information without the
interaction characteristic of the pilot study.

.
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The primary intention of the pilot study was to generate

information about the organization.

It is the intention of this

study to generate information about the Systemic Thought analysis

method.

The information about the organization which is generated,

although interesting, is secondary.

Thus this study is designed to

keep the two analyses separate in the initial stages.

The

opportunity to assess the two analyses separately before combining
them offers expanded opportunities to evaluate the Systemic Thought

procedure
In addition, the pilot study demonstrated that the Lawrence

and Lorsch procedure was aimed primarily at the organizational

level of analysis.

The use of Likert’s "Profile of Organizational

Characteristics" is intended to focus both analyses primarily at
the group level.

C -

Overview of the Design

A single organization was selected and analyzed

different perspectives:

a

from two

Systemic Thought perspective and, the

Likert analysis, a more traditional OD perspective (see Section D

which follows for specifics of site selection).

Two different

investigators followed these two different procedures for analyzing
this organization (see Section E which follows for details of

investigator selection and analysis procedures).

Although they did

the
some data gathering together, the investigators analyzed

.
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organization independently and did not discuss their results or
impressions with one another

.

They reported their results to the

researcher both verbally and in writing.

Their reports include

details of their analysis processes, analyses of the nature of the
group and its problem, and recommendations for interventions based
upon the results of their analyses and the theoretical perspectives

from which they had been working.

The researcher compared the data

generated by the two analysis procedures in relation to how it

provided answers to the questions listed in Section F - Data

Analysis

D - Selection of the Organization

Participation in this study was voluntary.

Possible subjects

(i.e., organizations) were requested by letter to participate (see

Appendix

A)

.

The researcher interviewed the managers of interested

organizations and made the final selection of the participating

organization based* upon the criteria below and the organization’s
interest in the project.
Since this study is concerned primarily with generating data

concerning the Systemic Thought perspective in analyzing

organizational problems, every effort was made to analyze an
organization which best fit the researcher's understanding of where
such an analysis would be most effective and generate the m^-t

generalizable data.

The following criteria were used in the
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pursuit and selection of
1

.

research site.

a

A group of 10-40

members

.

Since Systemic Thought is

concerned with identifying reduntant patterns of interaction, these
patterns will be more readily identifiable in
situation.

a

relatively small

The entire organization could have consisted of 10-40

members, or as is the case, the analysis could have been done on

relatively autonomous group within
2.

A

larger organization.

a

private sector organization

preference to work with

a

.

It was the researcher's

privately owned, profit-making

a

organization. This preference does not imply that the Systemic
Thought diagnostic procedure would not be effective in

a

public

sector organization or in an alternative organization such as

a

Some aspects of Systemic Thought have

worker-owned cooperative.

already been used somewhat effectively with human services
However,

organizations (Hirschorne & Gilmore, 1980; Terry, 1982).

since the majority of businesses in this country continue to be

privately owned, the researcher prefered to concentrate on this
population for this study.
3.

An identifiable

able to present

a

,

chronic problem

The organization was

.

problem to the investigators which involved

poorly functioning human factors.

Some possible problems which

were presented to prospective sites were;

a

department with

chronic low productivity or high absenteeism or turnover
person who is identified

a

having

a

,

a

key

personal problem or personality

her.
which seems to hinder the effectiveness of those around him or
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or a general feeling of being "stuck”

adequately, but, after

a

—

being able to function

number of attempts to improve general

effectiveness, to fall back to levels of mediocrity.

Problems

which would not have been appropriate for this study might have
been:

scarcity of resources, government regulation, or sudden

increase in competiton.
The nature of the study made it unsuitable for businesses in

crisis (unless being in crisis was

a

chronic problem).

Since it

took several months for the researcher to set up the research and

compile the results, and since intervention was not

a

part of the

study, it would have been unfair to ask an organization in crisis
to participate.

E - Data

The two procedures

Collection

Data were collected by two investigators in

.

the form of two analyses of the organization selected.

investigator used

a

Each

different procedure to describe the

organization's functioning.

The analyses focused somewhat on the

problem of rigidity specified by the president and vice-president
of the site selected.

These analyses appear in Chapter IV.

One analysis is based upon Likert's "Profile of

Organizational Characteristics"

(see Appendix D)

.

This is

a

flexible instrument which can be used at either the group or

organizational level (Butterfield, 1982).

It can be completed by
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either the consultant as a checklist to guide his/her analysis or
by the organization’s members as

a

diagnostic tool.

purposes of this study it was used both as

a

For the

checklist and

a

diagnostic tool to analyze the group level problem.
This profile is especially suitable for this study because it
was developed to be used in conjunction with

a

systemic approach to

organizational work.
The application of the systems approach is, however, often
hampered because of the lack of accurate information
concerning the actual internal state of an enterprise.
Measurements are required which reveal clearly the management
system and the principles and procedures of a firm and the
resulting motivational and behavioral consequences.
(Likert,
p.127).
1967,
The "Profile of Organizational Characteristics" is intended
by Likert to be a way of using his definition of

a

systems

approach. As was explained in Chapter II, OD currently uses the
term systems approach to mean the study of multiple parts of an

organization at the same time.

Likert’s "Profile of Organizational

Character isitics" is concerned with many different aspects of the

organization's policies and procedures which affect management
style.

The "Profile of Organizational Character isitics" was

selected for this study because it is widely used (Cook, et.al.,
1981; Huse,

1980), because it is intended to fill the gap which

Likert cites in the quotation above, and because it is relatively

simple to administer and understand.
The Systemic Thought analysis procedure is also intended to
fill the gap which Likert cites in the quotation above.

The
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Systemic Thought analysis questionnaire (see Appendix

E)

was

developed by the researcher according to her understanding of the

theories and techniques currently employed in Strategic and
Systemic Family Therapy.

As described in Chapter II, Section 4,

these theories and techniques have been modified to some extent to
be congruent with the situations and language of organizations.

However, since it is the purpose of this study to evaluate to what

extent Systemic Thought analysis procedures can be applied to work
with organizations, the Systemic Thought analysis includes only

questions, theories, and techniques which are currently found in

Strategic and Systemic Family Therapy.*
The Systemic Thought questionnaire is intended as a guide to
the investigator.

Characterisitics"
the organization.

It is not, like the "Profile of Organizational

,

intended to be administered to the members of
The Systemic Thought investigator conducted

a

series of group and individual intervies using some of the

techniques described in Chapter II (and detailed in his report in
Chapter IV) to determine the answers to the fifteen questions on
the Systemic Thought questionnaire for himself.

If the

questionnaire proves useful, it is because it (1) guided the

•The researcher presumes that the most effective analysis procedure
will include elements of both traditional organizational analysis
methods and Systemic Thought methods. However, it is not the
intent of this study to test such a combined analysis, but rather
The information which
to compare and contrast the two procedures.
of a comprehensive
development
the
in
aid
may
generates
this study
the initial study
before
one
develop
to
attempt
but
to
procedure,
seemed premature.
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interviewing process,

(2)

provided

the organizational problem, and (3)

a

framework for conceptualizing

provides

a

method of describing

the situation to other consultants.

The investigators

candidates.

.

The analyses were done by two doctoral

Both investigators have knowledge of both traditional

organizational analysis and Systemic Thought; however the
investigator who did the analysis based upon Likert's "Profile of

Organizational Characteristics" has sophisticated skills in

traditional OD techniques and theories.

The investigator who did

the Systemic Thought analysis has a comprehensive knowledge of

Systemic Thought theories and procedures.
Both investigators are friends and colleagues of the

researcher.

They volunteered to participate in this study because

they are interested in the topic and are both interested in

expanding their skills as OD consultants.
William W. Barnes (Bill), who did the Likert analysis, has

a

background which includes law enforcement, human services and
teaching special needs children.

developing OD into

a

He is currently involved in

community development tool.

His doctoral work

is focusing on the nature of intergroup linkages with a view toward

discerning the skills and processes which expedites intergroup
relationships like collaboration and networking.

His knowledge of

Systemic Thought has developed through work with the researcher
both during numerous conversations and during work on the pilot
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study discussed above.

George A. Lysiak, who did the Systemic Thought anlaysi3, has

a

background in community mental health including direct service and
administration.

He has studied Systemic Family Therapy for two

years and has done

a

one year internship working with families.

has also studied OD and participated with the researcher in

project for the Boston Community Schools.

He

a

His doctoral work has

focused on Systemic Thought and he and the researcher are

co-directors of The Center for Systemic Thought.

The data gathering process

.

The two investigators met with the

researcher who reported on the site selection process and the
particular site selected.

Both investigators received the same

information concerning the site.

They also read some general

information which the organization provided concerning the history
of the company, its rules, policies and procedures.
The investigators planned their separate analysis processes,
and along with the researcher met with the vice-president and the

general manager of the company to make final arrangements for the

data gathering.

At this time the investigators toured the facility

and met the supervisor of the target group.

Topics discussed at

this meeting included answers to the supervisor's questions

concerning the research and the data gathering, scheduling of the
data gathering and the time constraints of the company.

The

investigators made appointments to interview both the supervisor

.
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and the general manager.

In addition the researcher and the

investigators agreed to meet with the management of the

organization after the two analyses were written to decide on

a

process for reporting the findings of the study to the

organization
The two investigators used a combination of direct

observation, individual interviews and small group interviews to
analyze the target group in terms of the identified problem.

Specifics of each process are included in the investigators'
reports in Appendices D and

E.

The investigators were exposed to nearly all the same data.

They carried out many interviews together.

This was done primarily

to meet the needs of the organization, since this was

of year for the target group.

a

busy time

However, the consequences are that

to a large extent the differences in the analyses presented in

Chapter IV are the result of the different perspectives which the

investigators took in analyzing the data, rather than due to

differences in information.
The investigators made every effort to work independently

throughout this study.

Although they traveled to and from the site

together (about half an hour each way), they did not discuss the

organization, the group, the people, or the situation until after
their reports were written.

Although they did hear each otier's

questions during group interviews, they did not discuss their

reactions to them.
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F - Data Analysis

Three questions form the basis for analyzing the data at all
stages:
1

.

What is the nature of the information generated by each

procedure?

What are its central values, perspectives,

processes?
2.

Is there a difference between the definitions of the

problem generated by the two perspectives and thus their
implied solutions?
3.

What changes does each imply for this organization?

A fourth question forms the basis for comparing the two

analyses:

How do the two approaches inform one another?

What is

included in each which is not included in the other?
What are the implications of these inclusions and

exclusions on the development of interventions?

Analysis stages

.

The data analysis was done in two stages.

First,

after both organizational analyses were completed the investigators

provided written reports to the researcher in the form of completed
analyses.

The researcher interviewed each of the investigators

separately to discuss what each had noticed while doing the
analysis but had not included in the written report

—

information

.
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which seemed pertinent, but that the analysis method may have
ignored.

During this interiew stage the researcher discussed areas

of confusion or discrepancy in and between the two analyses with
the intent of determining, as much as possible, if differences in
the data generated by the two procedures could be attributed

significantly to either the procedures themselves or to the

investigator’s bias or powers of observation.

The researcher

attempted to determine to what extent the investigators observed
similar data but chose to report different aspects of it, and if
the analysis method was a significant factor in that choice.

The

researcher's findings after reading the reports and these
interviews are found in Chapter IV in the form of

a

comparison of

the two reports.

The second stage of the data analysis consisted of

a

discussion between the researcher and the investigators.

group
The two

investigators read each other's reports as well as the researcher's
summaries.

The discussion included the usefulness of each

procedure as well as the shortcomings of each.

Implications of the

Interventions generated were compared and contrasted.

This

discussion formed the basis for the conclusion to Chapter IV.

G - Limitations of the Methodology

Several limitations of this study have already been mentioned.
As a single case study the results are not easily generalize.-

,
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This study cannot prove or disprove anything.

The results can only

suggest in what way the Systemic Thought analysis procedure was

more or less useful than one traditional organizational analysis
procedure in one particular situation.

The hypotheses which this

study generate will have to be studied in greater depth at

a

later

date.

Another significant aspect is the researcher's bias.

Since

one of the analysis methods has been developed by the researcher
it is clear that the researcher cannot claim a neutral position in

the findings.

Every attempt was made toward unbiased reporting,

but the reader and future researchers are cautioned to keep this

bias in mind when evaluating the results of this study.

Another serious limitation to the aim of this study to

demonstrate ways that Systemic Thought offers something new to OD
is that it is compared with only one traditional OD analysis

process.

Although Likert is

a

well known, well followed and well

tested OD practitioner, he does not represent the entire field.
Likert was chosen for the above reason, but it could be argued that
a

procedure more like the Systemic Thought procedure could have

been found.

Although the fact that the research was conducted concurrently
adds to the significance of the study in the ways mentioned, it

also limits the study in some ways. Since the Systemic Thought

analysis presents some unique methods of questioning, the Likert
analyst might have been exposed to information he would not have
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obtained if he had either conducted fewer interviews (which would
have been more typical of an OD analysis where

a

sample of the

workers would probably have been interviewed rather than all the
workers) or if he had interviewed the workers and management on hi3
own.

Likewise the Systemic Thought analyst might have gotten

information from the Likert analyst's questions which he would not
have gotten had he been working alone.
The fact that only one investigator was involved with each

analysis provides two final limitations to this study.

The first

is that each analysis is limited by each investigator's experience

and sophistication in the area of organizational analysis.

Although every effort was made to find investigators with adequate
and nearly equal training, it is difficult to know if different

team of investigators would have generated

investigators or

a

different data.

This especially affects the Systemic Thought

analysis since it is so new that no one has had much experience
using it.

Also since only one person was involved in each

analysis, it is difficult to determine how much the differences in
the analyses generated can be attributed to the differences in the

analysis procedures themselves and how much of the differences in
the analyses can be attributed to the capabilities, personalities
and values of the investigators.

.

CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS OF THE STUDY

Introduction

The data for this study were generated by two analyses of the

same organization each of which was written by

investigator from

different perspective.

a

a

different

The first analyses was

based upon Rensis Likert’s (1967) "Profile of Organizational

Characteristics" (see Appendix

B)

.

The second analysis was based

upon the Systemic Thought questionnaire (see Appendix C)
The reports which the two investigators wrote following their

data gathering can be found in Appendixes D and E.
a

This chapter is

summary of those reports and the meetings which the researcher

held with them as outlined in Chapter III.

These summaries are

based upon the questions listed in Section F:

Chapter III.

Data Analysis of

These questions are concerned with the information

generated by each report, the central values, perspectives and

processes of each procedure, the definition of the problem which
each report generated, and the changes implied by each perspective.

This chapter contains five sections:
site,

a

summary of the Likert analysis,

Thought analysis,

a

a

a

description of the

summary of the Systemic

comparison of the two analyses which is based

upon the investigators' written reports, and a discussion between
of
them and the researcher concerning the processes and limitations
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the two procedures, and some conclusions about what the study may

have demonstrated.

Although the limitations of this study will be discussed in
greater detail in Chapter V, it is important to note at this point
that the description of the organization contained in this chapter
is incomplete.

Due to the time constraints of

a

volunteered to participate in this study more as

company which
a

public service

than to meet its own needs, and due to the time constraints of two

investigators who volunteered to participate primarily to help

a

colleague and friend, the data collected are more limited than it
would have been in

a

more professional situation in which the

organization had hired consultants to help solve

a

problem.

is not to imply that the data are in any way invalid.

This

They well

serve the purpose of this study which is to compare the two

procedures, however they provide

a

limited picture of the

participating organization and the reader is cautioned to

concentrate on the differences in the data and not on the nature of
the organization described.

Please note that the researcher does

not consider the data collected to be adequate to be considered

conclusive about this organization.
however, to provide what was intended

The data are sufficient,

—

a

comparison of the two

analysis procedures at this point in their development.

.
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Description of the Site Selected

The site selected was the collections department of Pioneer

Mutual Insurance Company's customer sevice facility.*

Pioneer

Mutual is an established company which supplies individual and
group life and health insurance.

located in Eastborough,

a

This office of Pioneer Mutual is

relatively small, rural town within two

hours driving distance of its corporate headquarters.

The

Eastborough facility is about thirteen years old and has 520
employees.

This facility boasts such employee support services and

programs as tennis courts, career counseling, flexible working
hours, and incentive pay systems.
line''

which means they each have

Nearly all its employees are "on
a

computer terminal at their desk.

The collections department was selected by the president of

the Eastborough facility as the most appropriate group to analyze

because it offered the clearest "problem" on which to focus.

The

problem which he identified was the "rigidity" of this department
and especially of one of the two senior supervisors.

*The researcher's agreement with the organization is that all
information generated would be kept completely confidential.
Consequently all names and other identifying characteristics
related to the organization used in this dissertation are
fictional
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Figure 9:

Departmental Structure of Pioneer Mutual

The collections department consists of 40 employees, nearly
all women, and two male supervisors.

All employees in the

Collections Department from unit leader down in the hierarchy are
women, except for one man in the Salary Allotment unit.

All

employees from supervisor up in the hierarchy over Collections are
men.

At the time that the study took place, one of the supervisors

(the one who had been described as rigid) was on temporary

assignment with another department at the same facility.

He was

available to the investigators for some data collection, but was
not currently interacting directly with the targeted group.
The collections department is very central to the entire

operation.

Many of the field agents depend upon its efficiency to

get credit for making quotas, and many of the Eastborough
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departments depend upon collections to process parts of their work.
The Collections Department is responsible for updating all

insurance payments received which are exceptional in some way, in
that they cannot be automatically processed by computer

.

Timely

and accurate completion of this department’s work is critical to

the company's functioning, since sales data on which salesmen's

commissions, quotas, and bonuses are figured are based on

Collection's figures.

This is done twice

a

month, with month end

and year end figures being the most important for negotiating

purposes.

The time that the data were collected was mid-December,

an especially busy and pressured time for this group.

The department is divided into four units.

Processing units.

There are two

Each Processing unit has a unit leader who

provides direct supervision to nine or ten employees.

employees are rated

a

These

salary grade above the other two units

because of the complexity of their work.

Each processing unit

employee has assigned to her specific customer accounts which she
is responsible for keeping updated.

This often includes phone

contact with field sales agents who are handling the accounts.
The Salary Allotment unit, consists of a unit supervisor and

seven employees.

It is responsible for the automatic payroll

deductions for insurance that is

a

feature offered by some

companies, primarily AT&T, who purchase group insurance plans from
Pioneer Mutual.

With the breakup of the Bell System companies,

this unit may be in for

a

radical restructuring or elimination.
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The fourth unit. Survey Data/Accounting, consists of

supervisor and six employees.

a

unit

This unit serves primarily an

auditing role over the other two units and for some other

departments.

They have contact mostly with the other Collections

units, data processing, and other departments they audit, anC very

little contact with customers or field agents.

Shortly prior to the data gathering, Eastborough received the
results of an employee reaction poll.

The data were not broken

down by departments but the Eastbourough facility did not get as
high a rating as other parts of the company.

The management were

surprised, concerned and wondered if the survey reflected general

dissatisfaction or

a

few malcontents.

Results of the Likert Analysis

Information generated

.

The results of administering the

questionnaire to the members of the Collections Department showed
two primary trends.*
all "causal” variables

The first was

—

a

homogeneity of responses on

those questions which refer to areas in

which the decisions are made at
was

a

a

corporate level

—

and the second

split between the Processing Unit(s) responses and those of

—

•note Bill asked only for a marking of the actual state of the
organization at the present time. He chose not to follow the
"real” and "ideal” procedure mentioned in Chapter II. This
reflects a common situation in the use of questionnaires in OD.
The consultant many use them in a variety of ways, adapting them to
fit individual situations.
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the Salary Allotment Unit and Survey Data-Accounting Units on

"intervening variables

—

those questions which refer to areas in

which the decisions are made on

a

departmental level.

The homogeneous responses showed
2,
a

a

clear and consistant System

or benevolent-authoritarian, corporate style.

This adherence to

'benevolent-authoritarian' style was supported by the

investigator's observation of such things as well-equipped lounges
and subsidized lunches in conjunction with verbal reports of

consistant top-down communication consisting of introducing new
policies by edict.
The questionnaire demonstrated a difference between the

Processing units and the Salary Allotment and Survey

Data/Accounting units in areas having to do more with direct
supervision and day-to-day employee relations.
units showed more of

a

The Processing

System 3t or consultive, approach while the

other two units showed closer to System

benevolent-authoritarian, approach.

2,

or

The lower, or more

authoritarian, ratings for the Salary Allotment and Survey

Data/Accounting units can perhaps be explained by the fact that,
until two weeks before the data gathering, the Processing Units had

been supervised by the assistant manager, Jim, and the Salary

Allotment and Survey-Data/Accounting Units had been supervised by
the manager, Dave.

Dave was the person who had been described by

unit
the president as being "rigid" and the probable cause of the

rigidity.

s

.
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This analysis also showed a complete lack of lateral

communication in the Collections Department, especially between
units.

All four units responded to the questions related to

intergroup communication on the low end of the scale.

This lack of

interdepartmental communication was confirmed by responses to
interview questions.

Central values

,

perspectives

focuses on leadership.

and processes

,

.

The Likert analysis

It measures several ways in which

leadership manifests itself.

It proposes that all organizations

ought to move toward a System

4

Consequently

type of management.

dysfunction becomes defined as those areas which the questionnaire
exposes as being below System

4.

In a Likert type of analysis,

the questionnaire is intended to

be the primary source of information.

Consequently

a

great deal of

the information which the investigator included in his report which
he gained during the interviewing process has not been included in

this section and will be discussed in the conlusion to this

chapter.

In general,

however, the investigator used the interview

information to support and clarify the data gathered by the

questionnaire

Definition of the problem .

The Likert analysis generated two

levels of definition of the problem.

On the group level there is a

discrepancy between the leadership styles of the two managers.

.
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Since there is now only one manager, the implication is thn„ this

problem will now disappear (if the unit leaders, who followed the
style of the old manager, can learn to operate in the new manager's
style).

However, it is possible that these old unit leaders will

not change without training and will operate in conflict with the

new manager
On the organizational level, this analysis predicts a

potential clash between the new manager who has

a

System

perspective and the corporate philosophy which reflects
or benevolent-authoritarian perspective.

3

a

System 2,

Likert (1967) is quite

clear that unless the overall policies of the organization support
one of the higher numbered systems, the higher numbered systems

will have a great deal of difficulty surviving.

Implied changes

.

The Likert analysis implies ideally that the

entire organization become restructured and retrained to become
more participative and lateral.

This organization is very

consistantly System 2, or benevolent-authoritarian, so change is
implied for the entire organization.*

When one focuses more specifically on the group in question,
the implications for change revolve around developing support for

*It must be kept in mind that due to the constraints of the
research methodology, this analysis was conducted with only one
Before changes could be recommended
segment of the organization.
questionnaire would have to be
the
organization,
for the entire
organization.
entire
administered to the

.

.
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the new manager.

Jim's style is already System

verging on System

4,

or participative,.

3,

or consulting,

One might even presume

that without the constraints of the corporate System 2, or

benevolent-authoritarian philosophy, he would be
participative, manager.

a

System 4, or

Jim needs support from two directions.

The unit leaders in Salary Allotment and Survey Data need to be

trained in System

3.

or consulting, management.

by Jim or by outside trainers.

This could be done

Jim also needs support from above.

His supervisors need to come to understand the wisdom of his style
and to allow him more latitude in the day-to-day running of his

department

Results of the Systemic Thought Analysis

Information generated

.

The Systemic Thought analysis presents

several problems to investigate concerning this department.
that perhaps Collections is "too fat.”

One is

The general manager

interprets the fact that the department meets or exceeds its quota
every month as an indication that the department is overstaffed.

Since Pioneer Mutual has

a

no layoff policy, this may contribute to

tension
Another problem relates to management policies and the

possibility that they are changing.

The original presenting

problem concerned the "rigidity” of this department and especially
been
of a supervisor (Dave) who had, for all intents and purposes,
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removed when the data gathering took place.

The company's solution

to this problem was to reassign the supervisor.

assistant (Jim) had taken over his workload on

His former
a

temporary basis

—

until a decision was made whether or not Dave’s new assignment

would be permanent.

At the time of the data gathering, Jim was

doing both his job and Dave’s and did not know if he would be

promoted or be expected to continue in the dual role.

The general

manager expressed great hope that Jim's style would improve

conditions in Collections, which probably meant that they would
have fewer complaints and more cooperation.
The problem from the point of view of the people working in

Collections was that they felt threatened for doing an "A-1" job
and that management does not respond to their complaints and

concerns.

A focus of

conflict was

a

recently instituted production

reporting procedure (AOC) which required workers to record all
activities and the time that they took.

The workers found this

process time consuming and not representative of the real work they
did.

They quite openly admitted to sabotaging the system by

filling in the forms daily or even weekly.
Most of the complaints and tensions seemed to be centered in
the Auditing and Salary Allotment Units with the Processing people

described as friendly and easy to talk to.

The Auditing Unit was

particularly cold to the investigators and, after the interview
period was over, one member confided in the investigators that this

was the unit in which a grievance had been filed, but no one would

.
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talk about it.

The unit leader of the Salary Allotment Unit was

taken ill and was not present at the interview.

Clear alliances

emerged in this unit where people disagreed as to whether or not
she was distant and played favorites.

The boundaries within the Collections Department and perhaps
the entire Division seemed extremely rigid.

only downward.
a

Information flowed

The absence of lateral communication seemed as big

concern as the absence of upward communication.

getting accepted into

a

Generally

new group was rather easy in this

department with the exception of Salary Allotment.

The difficulty

in becoming accepted in Salary Allotment was attributed to the

style of the unit leader.
Jim seems to be in a very difficult position.

He is caught

between management who sees him as more responsive to their needs
and the workers who also see him as more responsive to their needs

than Dave.

He has many expectations on him and very little power.

This appears to be

a

very rigid system.

Not only do the

relationships within Collections seem rigid but Collections'
relationship with the Division seem to have persisted in much the
same manner for a number of years.

about any real change occuring.

Both "sides" seem pessimistic

Everyone seems to be looking to

Jim to produce whatever change will occur, but not much is

expected
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Central values

,

perspectives

for repetitive patterns.

,

and processes

This analysis looks

.

It does not presume that things ought to

be any one particular way, but rather that things ought to be

different from what they currently are.

It attempts to discover

how things currently are by focusing on

a

clearly defined problem

and describing repetitive patterns which support it.

Consequently this analysis looks for problems
current, and future.

It also assumes

—

past,

(by asking for everyone’s

point of view) that the solution will somehow include everyone

getting some of what s/he needs.
Information is gathered by watching the repetitive patterns
emerge during interviews.

The assumption is that these patterns

are so consistant that they will emerge in

Consequently this procedure takes time

.

a

variety of contexts.

It seems necessary to be

involved with groups on several different occasions to allow these

patterns to emerge clearly.

Definition of the problem
hypotheses.

This analysis produced several

.

It suggests that the limited communication is

problematic and perhaps is

a

supporting mechanism of the overall

pattern of management and workers taking adversarial stances.

A

\

part of this is the checking-up philosophy of management and the

passive non-compliance of the workers.

This adversarial

relationship is perhaps clouded some by the threat of immanent
unionization which is countered by an apparent benevolent attitude
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on the part of corporate decisions.

This organization has fancy

lounges, good lunches, and flex-time at the same time as it has

a

rather arbitrary performance appraisal system.
There are many questions left unanswered at this point in this

analysis.
include:

There are many areas left to explore.

Some of these

the grievance and its role and aftermath;

Dave's view of

the whole situation and how his role and subsequent transfere fit

into the pattern of this company;

in what way relationships within

the Processing Units differ from those in Salary Allotment and

Survey Data;

what function do low level managers (or all managers)

serve in this organization since they seem to move around
deal;

—

a

great

how does the ratio of females to males affect the situation

also what is the issue between new, college trained supervisors

and those who came up from the ranks; and finally, how does this

organization respond to change?

Changes implied.

It is really too soon to look for long term

change strategies at this stage of this analysis.

many questions left to be answered.
at more closely might be Jim's role.

There are too

A nodal point to begin to look

He is new and in many ways

has demonstrated his willingness to work with the investigators and
the managers, and the workers.

His newness will give management an

excuse to deal with him (and the Collections Department)

differently than they did with Dave.

One place to begin working

seem in
with Jim might be the Auditing or Survey Data Units as they
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the greatest distress.

Working with Jim must be done with great care however.
at least his position,

is very central.

He, or

It is possible that the

removal of Dave and the posibility of Jim taking over is more of
the same wrong solution for this organization.

by the workers as another "crumb.”

It could be veiwed

Jim could become so tor., by

being in the middle that he will resign, or become ineffective and
be transfered so that he will be replaced by a more rigid manager.

The workers in Salary Allotment and Data Survey may find Jim being
in charge as threatening since his style is different from Dave's.

All this must be considered when designing interventions.

Comparison of the Two Analyses

Information generated

.

Both analyses focus on leadership style and

unidirectional communications as central to this group's
difficulties.

Both view Jim's role as central.

Both note the

difference in attitudes between the Processing Unit employees and
those in the other two units.

The Likert analysis raises concerns

about the lack of participative management in this organization.
The Likert analysis explained the unidirectional communication
as typical of System 2 leadership and also explained the difference
in the attitudes of Processing and the other units as attributable

to the differences between Jim and Dave's style.

The Likert

analysis assumes that this difference will disappear after Jim has

.

.
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been supervisor for longer.
The Systemic Thought analysis raises questions about the

function of the unilateral communication in this organization.

In

constrast to the Likert analysis it offers no explanation for the
marked difference in the behavior of the various units during the
interviews.

Similar to the Likert analysis it also raises concerns

about the function of Jim's position in the patterns of the

organization
The Systemic Thought analysis raises questions about areas not

covered by the Likert questionnaire.

Some of these questions

include the nature and function of the grievance filed, the role of
Dave and his transfer, and what are the real problems which the

organization is experiencing (are there any that can be agreed
upon?)
The researcher is struck, in doing this comparison, by the

apparent similarity of the information generated and the vast

difference in the tone of the reports.
a

The Likert report presents

clear, concise analysis of what is wrong.

predictable according to System

2

All symptoms are

processes (poor communications,

employee sabotaging the appraisal report system, etc.).
is to move toward System 3 or 4.

The answer

After administering a

questionnaire and interviewing each group once, the investigator
understood this organization
it make major policy changes.

—

at least enough to recommend that

.
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The Systemic Thought analysis raises many more questions than
it provides answers.

Some of this difference may be attributed to

the personal style of the investigator; however it is typical that
the Systemic Thought analysis provides direction for further

inquiry more than it provides

a

definitive diagnosis (thus the

researcher’s preference for the term ’’analysis" becomes clearer
this procedure seems to provide a way of conceptualizing the

organization without ever stating what is wrong.
produced is not
a

a

What has

v

>oen

diagnosis which states what is wrong, but more of

description of how things are without requiring that the

consultant make an evaluation)

Central values

,

perspectives

,

and processes

.

The primary

difference between these two procedures is that the Likert analysis
presumes that System

4

is the best way to go and it attempts to

determine how the group or organization differs from this ideal.
The main method of gathering data is through the questionnaire

which is intended to be used to inform the consultant but also to

demonstrate to management where they fall short of the ideal.
The Systemic Thought analysis presumes that everyone is

maintaining the problem in some way and attempts to describe how
that maintenance occurs.

It does not start out with an idea of how

the organization should be to be better.

The Systemic Thought

questionnaire is intended to be used to focus the consultant's
interviewing and subsequent thinking about the situation.

It is
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not intended to be shared with the members of the organization.

The consultant must find another method of sharing finding

i.

An outstanding difference in the two processes is that the

Systemic Thought process seems to take
gather the data.

a

great deal longer to

Given the time alloted for this project, the

Likert analysis was completed and extra data (in the form of the

group interviews) were gathered.

During the same time period the

Systemic Thought analysis was barely begun.

It is interesting to

note however that the Systemic Thought analyst was able to complete

his written report (which was twice as long as the Likert report)
in half the time.

It took the Likert analyst more time to collate

and analyze his data.

This could be attributed to a difference in

the style of the individual investigators.

However, the Systemic

Thought questionnaire is designed to focus the consultant’s

thinking in the area with which the organization is concerned.
is essentially a list of questions to be answered.

this type of questionnaire is relatively simple.

answers to the questions or one does not.

It

Responding to
One either knows

If one does not know

answers, one knows what one needs to investigate further.
The Likert questionnaire, on the other hand, is designed to

answer questions only concerning leadership style.

Since the issue

the organization presented was ’’rigidity,’’ the Likert analyst had
to interpert the results in terms of the presenting problem.

added an extra step to his report.

This

In addition the Likert

questionnaire produces statistics and graphs.

The analyst had the
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additional job of translating those into

a

written report.

There were some difficulties with the "Profile of

Organizational Characteristics."

Its language is rather technical

and the original questionnaire is rather long

items.

The Likert analyst chose to use

a

—

it

includes 43

simplified, shortened

form developed and tested by Anthony Butterfield (1982) at the

University of Massachusetts.

The analyst felt this form would be

clearer to the workers at Pioneer Mutual.

However, even this

shortened, simplified form proved somewhat confusing.

Questions

like /M8 (see Appendix B for the questionnaire in its entirety)

"How are internal review and control functions distributed?" are

difficult for workers in

non-participative organization like

a

Pioneer Mutual to understand.
Since Systemic Thought emphasizes using the language of the
client, the analyst was able to ask the same question in both

a

less technical and less direct manner, i.e., who supervises whom in
this organization and how is that supervision carried out?

manner, the Systemic Thought analysis is more flexible.

In this

This is

true of most interviewing procedures; however, the Systemic Thought

procedure emphasizes using the language and values of the
particular organization being analyzed as

a

basic part of the

analysis process.

Definition of the problem

.

The most outstanding difference between

again, that
the views each analysis takes of the problem is, once
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the Likert analysis states clearly that it is one of leadership
style.

The Systemic Thought analysis is less clear.

It offers

several hypotheses to be investigated further, but nothing

definitive.

It attempts to understand everyone’s role in

maintaining the problem.

Consequently, it concentrates on the

cycle of management not trusting employees and thus producing such

things as the performance appraisal system which is so intolerable
that employees resist it by submitting fraudulent reports which

support management’s initial distrust.
It is interesting, however that references to leadership style

are central to both analyses.

This organization defined the

original problem as one of leadership when it focuses upon the
’’rigidity” of Dave.

The unfriendliness of the Survey Data and

Salary Allotment Units was attributed to the style of their

respective unit leaders.

The main difference between the two

analyses treatment of the leadership issue is that the Likert
analysis showed it as central and causal and the Systemic Thought
analysis saw it as one of many areas to explore.

Changes implied.

analyses.*

Jim’s position or role is central to both these

Both analysts felt Jim was in a tough spot and needed

personal
It is interesting that both investigators expressed a
and
else
anyone
liking for Jim. They spoke to him far more than
analyze
to
presume
The researcher does not
felt he trusted them.
impact this comradship had on the study but she feels it ought

*

the
to be noted.
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support.

System

From the Likert point of view this is because he uses

3 in

a

System 2 organization and from the Systemic Thought

point of view this is because he is caught in the middle between
upper management and the workers and is expected (and seems to be

trying) to please everyone.

According to the Likert analysis, Jim

will be frustrated and unable to carry out his good intentions, but
the pressures on him will come mostly from above.

According to the

Systemic Thought perspective his attention will be divided.

He

will be under pressure not only from himself and his superiors but
also from his subordinates to make changes.

Those below him expect

him to change the corporate style and those above him expect him to
change the workers' style.
The Likert perspective calls for supporting Jim by training

those below and above him in System

3

and

4

management processes.

Ideally Likert would see Pioneer Mutual with an entire new set of
values, decision-making processes, communication procedures and

reward and evaluation systems.
The Systemic Thought analysis mostly calls for more

information before proceeding.

Many questions need to be answered

and patterns need to emerge before interventions can be formulated.

The Systemic Thought analysis does offer some cautions at this

point both for places to look for some possible answers and places
to be wary of intervening.

The Systemic Thought analysis cautions not to proceed without

Dave's input.

It puts up a red

flag concerning investigating the
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inputs of the various units into the maintenance of this situation

—

especially Salary Allotment and Survey Data.

Primarily the

Systemic Thought analysis cautions against straining Jim's position
any more.

He is already caught between employees and management.

If a consultant came in and suggested that Jim is "right" and

everyone ought to begin to behave more like him, he could become
the focus of everyone's anger as well as their high expectations.

The organization's lack of trust or anger toward the consultant who
says, or implies, that they are "wrong" may become focused on Jim
and thus he could become entangled in the investigators'

relationship with the organization as well as the relationship
between the corporation and the workers.

How the two approaches inform one another

.

The Likert analysis

offers answers to two questions which the Systemic Thought analysis
asks.

The first concerns the noteable difference in affect between

the two Processing Units and the Survey Data and Salary Allotment

Units.

The mistrust and high internal conflict of these units are

typical of System 2.

The second answer concerns the resistance to

the performance appraisal system which management cited as an

example of the original rigidity problems.

predictable outcome of System 2 management.
was not

a

This too is a

Since the work group

part of the decision to institute this system, it

naturally resisted this activity.
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The Likert analyst found the interviewing process to be very

helpful.

The Likert process does not require interviews as does

the Systemic Thought process, but the Likert analyst found them to
be very helpful.

They coroborated his questionnaire data and made

the questionnaires easier to collate since he had
issues to start with.

a

sense of the

He felt more confident about the data from

the questionnaires since it supported the anecdotal data from the

interviews.
The Systemic Thought analysis informs the Likert analysis

concerning areas to investigate further and about areas in which to
exercise care when intervening.

It also offers background and

history about how this organization responds to change which could
be used in forming interventions.

For instance, any chang* in

management style could be viewed by workers as just another crumb
which could be

a

disguised way of checking up on them.

also the whole question of how leadership may be
sort in this organization.

a

There is

scapegoat of

The leader of a unit is always blamed

for problems and the solution is often to change the leader

What

.

will be the effect of offering still another solution which is
based on faulty leadership?

Will the current leaders feel that

their jobs are threatened by such an analysis?

Does the Likert

analysis perpetuate the current management philosophy that removing
Dave has solved the problems in the Collections Department?

Since

the Systemic Thought analysis does not presume a linear, top-down

causality, it cautions the Likert analysis to include the members
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of Salary Allotment and Data Survey in any changes.

The Likert

analysis assumes that they will automatically change when the upper
levels of of management (Jim in this case) change.

The Systemic

Thought analysis does not assume this will happen since the

personal styles of the workers are seen by Systemic Thought to have

considerable impact on the situation.
\

Possibilities for combined data feedback

.

For the purposes of this

study the Systemic Thought analysis and the Likert analysis have

complemented each other in another way which, although it is

officially beyond the scope of the study, is interesting to include
here.

This complementarity is in the area of data feedback.

organization, when it agreed to participate, requested
the findings of the two analyses.

a

The

report of

Given the incomplete nature of

the Systemic Thought data and the fact that it is not intended to
be fed back to the organization, this process would be difficult

with just the Systemic Thought analysis with which to work.

The

Likert analysis, on the other hand, would probably fall on deaf
ears.

There are several reasons for this.

The organization is not

in sufficient distress to consider recommendations for total

reorganization and even the group level recommendations are

unlikely to be accepted (Jim has already tried to make some changes
in simple things like moving desks, but has gotten no support).

In

addition, the fact that the analysis has been done by students for

research will also contribute to it not being taken particularly
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seriously.

Consultants who are student volunteers need to

recognize that they have

a

great deal less influence as change

agents that consultants whom the organization has hired at high
fees.

Their opinions are simply valued less.
The concept of positive connotation from Systemic Thought,

when mixed with the Likert analysis data, allows the researcher and
the investigators to present the company’s consistent System 2

style as a plus rather than as the minus which Likert would have
it.

Possitive connotation* allows us to reframe all the stated

problems of management as predictable and perfectly acceptable as
part of a totally consistant pattern of System 2 management.

a

We

will never tell the organization that there is anything wrong with
its style.

We will tell them that the workers are loyal and doing

well and that their resistance is an integral part of the whole

picture.

It will be up to the management to draw the logical

conclusion that if they want to change the behavior of their
employees, they might consider changing their management style.
We will mention how they might eliminate the problems they

have mentioned (by initiating variations of System

4

procedures)

but we will be (paradoxically) very pessimistic about their

willingness (the change is too great and the problems too small) or
ability (since they are not corporate headquarters) to make any

is the process of understanding and stating
It is a
the functional aspects of what may appear to be a problem.
4.
Section
II,
Chapter
in
discussed
form of reframing as

Positive connotation
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change.

We shall praise the good intentions of the new president

and the new supervisor (Jim) but will be pessimistic that they have

the power to make any changes.

Hopefully, they will want to prove us wrong and will work for
some changes (for what president wants to feel powerless) but at
the very least, our presentation will take some pressure off Jim,

which both the analyses point out as being necessary.
This manner of data feedback is the most useful combination of
the two analyses that the researcher and the investigators u ave

found so far.

The Likert analysis provides clear, concise, easily

gathered data to feed back to the organization and the Systemic

Thought analysis provides some ways of offering it which might make
it acceptable and,

at the very least,

is less likely to contribute

more to the problem.

Conclusions

This study, as was expected, is far from conclusive.

generated more questions than answers.

It has

The limitations of this

study and the researcher's recommendations for further research
will be covered in Chapter V.

This study is certainly a first

step, hopefully many more will follow.

What this study does demonstrate is that

analysis of an organization is possible.

a

Systemic Thought

The questions on the

questionnaire do relate to organizational functioning.

The answers

.

.
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to those questions provide a view of an organizational problem.

Although the data generated were very nearly the same as the data

generated by the Likert analysis, the questions which the annlyses
generated are quite different.
appears to be

a

The Likert analysis presents what

complete picture of the organization.

With

a

base

of the same information, the Systemic Thought analysis is

incomplete.

Thus the Systemic Thought analysis can be said to be

broader in scope.

Also, since it is in the form of

a

series of

questions, the Systemic Thought analysis questionnaire informs the

consultant concerning what is missing.
analyst is not left with

a

The Systemic Thought

belief that s/he understands the system

after a short period of data gathering.

Although the Systemic

Thought analysis seems, from this study, to take more time (both

consultant time and worker time) than the traditional analysis
used, it provides broader data in a form which allows the

consultant to understand both what s/he knows about the

organization and what s/he does not know about the organization.
The Systemic Thought analysis more readily stimulates further

investigation

Nevertheless the Systemic Thought analysis is fuzzy.
neither clear nor concise.

It is

It cannot be presented to the

organization in the from it now takes nor can it guide an
inexperienced consultant in the process of data collection and
analysis
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It is interesting that with about the same background
of

organizational experience the Likert analyst was able to read one
book by Likert and apply his technique with reasonable ease

(although the data analysis took

a

bit of time).

The Systemic

Thought analyst, who is well trained in Systemic Thought on

a

theoretical level but had never applied it to an organization
before, felt somewhat confused when faced with an entire

organizational work group to analyze.
This study demonstrated some of the difficulty of working in
this very new way with larger groups.

The results show it was not

sufficient to interview each group only once; it was difficult to
begin without a clearly defined problem;

more people needed to be

interviewed and the investigator longed for people to consult with
as the process progressed.

These are limitations of the study and

also of the Systemic Thought procedure.

It calls for careful

planning both before and during the data gathering process,
The

extensive data gathering time, and perhaps a team approach.

questionnaire needs to be used in planning interview questions.
The consultant needs to be clear, before beginning an

interview, what sort of information he is after.

sufficient time to clarify the presenting problem.

He needs to have

There needs to

be sufficient time allowed to hypothesize, test hypotheses, and

rehypothesize.

Especially when working with

a

large, complex

group, some sort of consultive team might be valuable.

Th

>

i.eam

would facilitate the interview planning and the hypothesizing

.
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processes
This study also points out that

a

definite trouble spot in the

Systemic Thought analysis is the potential for the development of

relatively unsubstantiated hypotheses.

This is especially true

when the consultant works alone and is not able to discuss the

accuracy of remembered data or the reasons for focusing on
particular hypothesis.

a

The Systemic Thought analyst's main

hypothesis is based upon the general manager's "too fat" statement.
The Likert analyst took this to mean there were too many managers
and he traced a history of the reduction of the supervisory staff
in Collections.

The Systemic Thought analyst took this same

statement to mean there were too many workers and concluded that
people were afraid of losing their jobs.

The researcher does not

know who is correct but, this information did not affect the Likert
analyst's conclusions and it had

a

great impact on the Systemic

Thought analyst's.
These are not insurmountable problems.

A clearly defined

problem would have aided the Systemic Thought analyst in

more clearly.

f

.^using

Audio or video taping of the interviews would have

helped with accuracy and analysis.

Also, one must consider that

the Likert analysis is based on an assumption about the problem
(that it is centered in management style) that is unshakeable.

The

Systemic Thought analysis offers hypotheses and not foregone

conclusions.

The use of the Systemic Thought questionnaire allows

know
the analyst to know clearly and specifically what he does not
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as well as what he does know.

This study does not discount Systemic Thought as

a

potentially

powerful force in OD, but it does demonstrate that there is

a

great

deal of work yet to be done for it to be an easily useable analysis

method.

Nonetheless, this study demonstrates that the Systemic

Thought consultant must be extremely careful in gathering and

analyzing data.
very broad.

The questionnaire generates information which is

The consultant must rely on judgement based upon

experience to direct and focus the analysis in areas which are
helpful to the organization.

.

CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Summary of Major Goals and Findings

Goals.

This study, as originally conceived, had two major goals.

The first of these was to develop and apply the Systemic Thought

questionnaire and analysis procedure to an organization to see what
kind of information was generated.

The second goal was to compare

Systemic Thought analysis both theoretically and practically with

more traditional OD analysis perspectives and procedures in order
to clarify the similarities and differences between the two fields.

The overall goal, implied by the two above, was to generate

suggestions as to what Systemic Thought might be able to offer to
the field of OD.

The researcher suspected that Systemic Thought

might provide

new way to apply General Systems Theory to

a a

solving problems related to small group interaction in an

organization

Theoretical findings

.

Chapter II provided

a

theoretical comparison

of Systemic Thought and OD, especially the Open Systems Perspective
of OD.

The two processes seem to, on one level at least, be aiming

at achieving the same end

—

to use an outside intervener to help

the human aspects of an organization function together more

smoothly both to increase the productivity of the unit and to
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increase the satisfaction which the people derive from working
together
OD sees these ends as being achieved primarily through insight
on the part of the participants concerning what they are doing

right and wrong and through educating them in better ways to be..ave

together.

Systemic Thought views the poeple involved as being

"stuck” in redundant patterns of interaction which tend to feed

back on themselves and support further dysfunctional interactions.
These patterns are logical (and even in some respects functional)
in the contexts in which they occur.

Consequently, Systemic

Thought aims at understanding this context and subsequently making

interventions which change this context so that the redundant
patterns will change,
OD is growth oriented and strives for more or less ideal

conditions.

It

attempts to discover and understand the ideal and

help groups to understand how they are different from the ideal.
The OD consultant then works toward helping the group learn to be

more like the ideal.

It is a collaborative effort.

Systemic Thought is primarily

a

problem-solving tool.

It is

intended to be used with groups which have attempted to understand
and solve their own problems and have failed.

Systemic Thought

assumes that changes in the redundant patterns which are "real"

changes (second order changes) cannot be generated from within the
group

—

they must come from outside.

The consultant attempts to

change the context in which the group operates in order to change

.
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the "stuck” behaviors.

Systemic Thought assumes that the group

will move on from there to continue to grow or to seek appropriate

instruction, if needed.
There are many more theoretical differences between Systemic

Thought and the Open Systems Perspective of OD, but those above
seemed most central to the analysis aspects at the time that the

research was begun.

The research itself emphasizes some of these,

but also highlights some others which seemed less consequential

before the research was completed.

Research findings.

Many of the findings. in this study concern the

limitations of the use of Systemic Thought at this point in its
development.

The researcher did not expect the Systemic Thought

analysis to be as vague and scattered as it was.
this should not have been the case.

Theoretically

Some speculations about how

and why this occured are found in the following section, but the

results are clear
This study showed the Systemic Thought analysis to be more

general in its results and more time-consuming than the Likert
analysis.

In order to have reached as clear findings as the Likert

analyst, the Systemic Thought analyst would have had to have spent
at least twice the time with the organization as he did.

is very precious in work settings, this presents a serious

short-coming to this work.

As time

.
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Terry's (1982) concern about the difficulty in learning
to
apply Systemic thought memtioned in Chapter II seems to
have been

supported by this study.

The training and experience of the

Systemic Thought consultant also seems to be

a

potential weakness

of Systemic Thought in general.

a

family therapist did

Training as

not prepare the Systemic Thought investigator to walk in and work

with

a

work group.

He felt confused and had difficulty planning

and carrying out his analysis.

However, an encouraging point, to this researcher who

developed it, is that the Systemic Thought questionnaire proved to
be helpful.

In

spite of the difficulties which the Systemic

Thought analyst encountered, the Systemic Thought questionnaire
allowed him to clarify his thinking in retrospect and to discover
what he knew and did not know about the situation.

however, guide him sufficiently in formulating
procedure.

a

It did not,

data gathering

He did not know what questions to ask of whom in the

organization to obtain the information necessary to fully answer
the questions on the questionnaire.

Consequently, it is not

possible to tell from this study if the answers to the
questionnaire, when they are complete, provide an analysis of an

organizational problem which generates specific enough hypotheses
to guide the development of interventions.

Thus far this study

demonstrated that the information generated can be very broad and
could potentially be confusing to an untrained or inexperienced

consultant
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The Systemic Thought analyst's responses to the questionnaire

supports the contention that it is primarily
tool.

a

problem-solving

Since he was never clear about the problem he was analyzing,

the Systemic Thought analyst was unable to determine patterns of

interactions or formulate anything more than extremely specualtive
hypotheses.

He states several times in his answers to the Systemic

Thought questionnaire that he cannot provide

a

clear answer due to

the lack of clarity concerning the presenting problem.

Finally, the similarity in the outcomes of the two analyses

demonstrates that even an incomplete Systemic Thought analysis
points the consultant in

a

reasonable direction.

The fact that Jim

is central to both analyses (although in somewhat different ways)

speaks to the Systemic Thought analysis being somewhat appropriate
for organizational work.

If the Systemic Thought analysis had been

completely different from the Likert analysis, one would have to
assume that one or the other was completely off base.

However,

even with the limited scope of the data generated, the Systemic

Thought analysis was in substantial agreement with the Likert
l

analysis which is one of the most respected in the field of OD.
The Systemic Thought analysis took note of the same tendencies as

the Likert analysis and, in addition, it raised some questions

concerning the conclusions of the Likert analysis (for instance,
the idea that the problems in Salary Allotment and Survey Data

would automatically go away after Jim, who has

perspective, has been manager for

a

while).

a

System

3
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The outcome of this study is not conclusive enough
to make any

generalizations about the potential use of Systemic Thought in
organizational analysis.

The analysis is neither so unclear nor

off the point as to be useless nor so clear and to the point to

offer promise of an entirely new field to explore.

At this point

Systemic Thought seems to ask some new and possibly important

questions which the Likert analysis ignores (such as the roles of
such people as Dave) but this limited practical application does
not begin to match the theoretical potential of Systemic Thought.

Much more work needs to be done.

Implications for Future Research

Critique of the current study

.

The design for this study offered

an interesting method of generating information about the

application of Strategic and Systemic Family Therapy to

organizational analysis.

As an initial study it was important to

keep it as simple and controlled as possible.

The most difficult

aspect of the study was to control for the researcher's enthusiasum
and bias.

Some of those controls have contributed to the overall

study being less exciting than the researcher had hoped.

The

following criticisms are some of the frustrations which the

researcher experienced framed in

endeavors in this area

—

a

manner to help further research

both the researcher's and others.

.
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The organl zatlon

.

There are two aspects of working with

Pioneer Mutual which proved to be limitations of this study.
first is general and probably unavoidable in

The

a

study of this sort.

The second is very specific to this situation.

The first concerns

the dynamics of a student asking a private organization to

volunteer to participate in

a

study.

The second is the fact that

the situation at Pioneer Mutual changed somewhat between the time

the research was negotiated and the time that the data were

gathered
The voluntary, helping relationship of the organization to the

consultant is not representative of an OD relationship.
organization was doing the researcher

a

The

The agreement was

favor.

one of service to the organization with as little imposition and

interruption as possible.
points.

The organization was in charge at all

This hampered the data collectors'

flexibility.

A great

deal of the interviews which never happened were impacted by the
data collectors' reluctance to impose upon the organization.

The

organization did not specifically limit the researchers' access.
The limitations were more in the minds of the students who

hesitated to intrude.

However the organization was much more

passive than they would have been if they had

a

greater need for a

solution to the problem and were paying for the consultants' time.
It is impossible to predict the impact of this difference in

dynamics of the study or how the study would have been different in
a

more "real" situation, however this is clearly an important

.

.
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di f ference
It is unlikely,

for instance, that the second limitation would

have occurred in a "real" consulting relationship.

An organization

in the middle of negotiating with a consulting firm would not be as

likely to attempt its own solution to the presenting problem.
is more or less what happened in this study.

This

By "temporarily

reassigning" Dave before the data were gathered, the situation
became quite different than it had been when the research was set
up.

The presenting problem, which was clearly necessary from the

methodology outlined, became vague.

Although it was the department

and not Dave alone which was presented as "rigid," the president

clearly felt the rigidity was centered in Dave.
revealed that Dave's move was more of

a

The data gathering

transfer than the

"temporary reassignment" that the president had described to the
researcher.

It is also impossible to understand the full effects

of this transfer on the outcome of this research.

How the

department would have behaved if Dave were still present is
impossible to know.

Dave had been an integral part of the patterns

of interaction in the Collections Department.

An investigation of

the role his participation (and his leaving) played in the workings

of this department could have been revealing.

Dave's views of the

situation are also missing from any of the information in this
study.

Also, this group was in a sort of limbo when the data were

being gathered.
change

It was reorganizing due to a rather significant

in this
It is difficult to discern patterns of interaction
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sort of context.

Not knowing the organization and the patterns of

interaction of the Collections Department before the change made it

difficult for the analyst to understand the current situation.
Patterns of interaction are determined when the analyst observe-

redundancies.

When the situation is in the process of change, few

redundancies materialize.
If the data gathering had occurred closer to the time of the

original negotiations, and if the researcher and investigators had
been more assertive in asking for access to key people, this study

may have been more conclusive.
The investigators

.

The use of outside data gatherers was

intended to compensate for the researcher's bias.

The researcher

did not feel she could both collect the data and properly compare
it.

Consequently, she removed herself completely from the actual

data collecting process.
(1)

a

The problems which arose form this were

gap in communications between the original negotiations with

the organization and the actual data gathering,

(2)

a

gap in the

understanding of Systemic Thought anlaysis between the researcher
who designed it and the investigator who carried it out, and (3)

a

difference in the expectations of the researcher and the
investigators concerning time to be spent with the organization.
These three problems worked together to create analyses which were
not as extensive as the researcher had planned.

Neither of the investigators had worked with

organization like Pioneer Mutual before.

a

private sector

One of their motivations

f
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for agreeing to assist in the study was to have this experience.

They were somewhat awed by the organization.

Since they were not

a

part of the negotiating process, they were not as comfortable with
the situation was the researcher.

This was especially true

concerning their relationship with the president of the company,
with whom the researcher had had several conversations but with
whom the investigators had met only briefly in the initial meeting.
This communication gap was true on the organization's side of
the situation too.

The time (ten days to two weeks of data

gathering) which the researcher and the president agreed upon was
never fully communicated to either the investigators or Jim.

investigators took less than five days.

The

They did not feel

comfortable asking for more time or access to more people and the
people they dealt with directly in the organization did not expect

them to take more.
The investigators, like the organization, were volunteers.

Their motivation was less than the researcher's.

understandable.

This is

The researcher ought to have offered them more

incentive to be more assertive in their analyses.
to have devised a way to get them more help.

She also ought

They could, for

instance, have worked in teams rather than alone.

The methodology

could have provided for the researcher to be more helpful planning
the analysis procedures.
The voluntary involvement of the data gatherers impacted this

study much the same way as did the voluntary nature of the
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organization's involvement.

They were probably somewhat less

personally committed than they would have been had they been paid
or working out of their own need, but more influential was the

researcher's hesitation to ask for more of their time and energy
than they were willing to offer.

extremely busy people.
participation.

The investigators were both

The researcher was very grateful for tnfir

She was aware of how much time and energy the study

was demanding of these two generous volunteers and hesitated to ask

more of them.

Both the investigators and the organization may have

readily given more time if asked.
Most critical to this study was the information generated by
the Systemic Thought questionnnaire

The Systemic Thought analyst

He also was not involved in the process

had never used it before.

of developing it.

.

The researcher had piloted the questionnaire but
part of that pilot study.

This study

the investigator was not

a

ought to have included

plan for training the Systemic Thought

a

analyst in the use of the Systemic Thought questionnaire.
the analyst was accustomed to working in

a

Since

team situation, and

since Systemic Thought consultants frequently work in teams

a

consulting team of some sort ought to have been utilized.
At the very least, the research ought to have delineated the

data gathering process each consultant would use.

This should have

been done after the site was selected, but before the data

gathering began and not left to the discretion of the
investigators.

In retrospect the researcher understands that she
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was so intent upon not biasing the data that she completely

overlooked the fact that she was the only one involved who had
sufficient information to coordinate the research.
Consequently, future studies in this area ought to use an

organization with
it.

a

clear problem which is of central concern to

The data ought to be gathered immediately after the problem is

defined.

In addition the data gathers ought to be experienced in

the data gathering procedures used and the researcher ought to

monitor the data gathering closely.

The use of a team of data

gatherers for each perspective might be helpful.

Other avenues to explore

.

In spite of all these limitations, this

study was very exciting to the researcher and the investigators
(and hopefully to the organization).

great many questions.
would

a

As expected it stimulate'’ a

The most central of these is what outcome

longer term more broadly based study produce?

The lack of

time spent with the organization seemed to greatly limit the

Systemic Thought findings.

This was due both to the research being

more limited than the researcher had intended (as described above)
and also to the study being limited to the area of problem analysis

which did not allow fo interventions to be used.
As was mentioned in Chapter II, Systemic Thought is based upon
a

process of hypothesizing, intervening, rehypothesizing, and

reintervening.

This study was designed to examine just the first

step of that process.

Purposeful intervention was not

a

part of
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this study.

One of the next steps seems to be to work toward

organizational change using Systemic Thought.

This would involve

a

longer study which would allow for the formulation of

interventions, the opportunity to analyze the response to those
interventions, and the opportunity to formulate more interventions.
Such a study would reveal how paradox and reframing and other

Systemic Thought interventions could be used with an organization,

how organizational language can be used to promote change, and how
a

Systemic Thought consultant explains his work to an organization.
This study did not reveal clear redundant patterns of

interaction in this organization.

The analyst's questions raised

in filling out the Systemic Thought questionnaire indicated that

more information was needed.

In Systemic Thought the system's

responses to interventions are often the best method of discerning
these homeostatic patterns.

emerge only in

change effort.

a

This is because these patterns often

context which demands that the group respond to

Interventions can demand

a

response to

a

a

change

effort and the consultant can observe homeostatic patterns by

observing how the group responds to the intervention.

A longer

term study which allows for interventions might illuminate this
area.

The Systemic Thought analyst in this study was not able to

use this analysis tool.

One thing this study does demonstrate is that the transition

more
from work with families to work with organizations may be
postulates.
difficult than the researcher's theoretical analysis
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Many opportunities are needed for consultants trained in Systemic
Thought to apply these theories, concepts, processes and

perspectives to work group problems.

Work needs to be done in

training people who are more familiar with organizations in the use
of Systemic Thought to see what sort of information this generates.
Data gathering techniques need to be created as well as

interventions which suit organizational settings.

Organizations do

not want their people taken away from their workplaces for extended

periods of time.

Since Systemic Thought is most interested in

patterns which occur in natural settings and (unlike family

therapists who are not traditionally invited into people's homes)

consultants usually have access to the workplace, it is probably
possible to develop Systemic Thought data gathering techniques and

interventions which occur as people carry out their usual routines.
This would be an exciting area to explore.
In addition as was mentioned, the Systemic Thought

questionnaire is not intended to be shared with the organization.
This study raises some questions concerning how
a

a

Systemic Thought analysis with an organization.

sort of relationship need to be negotiated?

consultant shares
Does

a

whole new

Is it necessary to

offer explanations in more traditional terminology or can Systemic

Thought concepts be translated into organizational language and
values?

The whole problem of how to work within traditional

organizational structures and expectations would be an interesting
area to explore.

Can Systemic Thought stand alone in the field of
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OD or must it be used in conjunction with more traditional
OD

techniques?
This study demonstrated that Systemic Thought might have been

easily applied to

a

smaller group with

a

more pressing problem.

It

is possible that it is best suited for use in situations where the

dominant coalition
1967)

—

—

the central decision-making body (Thompson,

is experiencing difficulties.

A very exciting study would

be one which duplicated this one in terms of procedures but which

addressed

a

concern of such

a

group of managers.

It would be especially interesting to the researcher to

compare and contrast Systemic Thought with the OD practices of

teambuilding and process consultation as interventions into the
solution of

a

organization.

difficulty within the dominant coalition of an
The team building and process consultation aspects

of OD were not included in this study.

They were not included

because they tend to fall more in the domain of intervention than
analysis and they are not necessarily systemic in nature.

However,

they are current OD practices which are intended to deal with the
same difficulties with which Systemic Thought is intended to deal

—

dysfunctional interactions within and among groups of people.

study which focuses on the relationship between Systemic Thought
and teambuilding process consultation would be very interesting to

this researcher.
Finally, this study leaves this researcher curious about the

application of some Systemic Thought concepts which were only

A

,
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touched upon in this study.

There are individual Strategic and

Systemic Family Therapy concepts which may or may not be

transferable to organizational situations which this researcher
would like to see explored further.

Included in these are:

isomorphism (Are the patterns of interaction in the dealership in
Moab actually similar to those in the board of directors of G.M.?
If so, how does this impact the change process?), paradox (Can

paradox work in an organizational setting?
present

paradox to

a

a

If it can, how does one

large group which cannot meet in one room?)

and the function of the problem (Are organizational difficulties as

functional as family difficulties seem to be or are organizational

difficulties attributable more to lack of knowledge and training?).
There are many more such areas to explore.

merely

a

sample.

The above are

Future studies, therefore, could either be

broader than this one and include interventions and longer term

analyses or they could be more limited and focus attention on one
or two aspects of Systemic Thought.

Either way, there appear to be

many diverse avenues to explore and Systemic Thought presents

itself as

a

fertile field of inquiry.

Summary/Final Comments

At this point in its development Systemic Thought remains more

promising theoretically than practically.

This study proposes many

areas where Systemic Thought could contribute to the field of 0D.

.
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The practical demonstration was less than conclusive.
The research does not diminish the potential of Systemic

Thought.

Even the limited scope of this study demonstates that

a

Systemic Thought analysis, since it is so broad, focuses the

consultant's attention on areas which could be ignored by
traditional method.
provided

a

a

more

The Systemic Thought analysis questionnaire

basis for developing

a

picture of the organization which

allowed the consultant to understand what he did not know about the

organization's functioning proceses as well as what he did know.
By focusing upon and dealing with some of the same issues as the

Likert analysis the Systemic Thought analysis demonstrated that it
is,

in some ways, consistant with and supportive of traditional OD

perspectives
Much future work needs to be done in this area.

Many of the

limitations of this study can be attributed as much to the
inexperience of the researcher and the investigators as to the
intrinsic limitations of the Systemic Thought analysis perspective.
Future work needs to be done with consultants who are comfortable
with both organizations and Systemic Thought.

Future work needs to

focus on new methods of data collection for the generation and

testing of hypotheses.

Finally the whole area of strategies and

interventions is open for investigation.

Even when one begins to

understand the problems of work groups as

a

process of redundant

interactions, one must still devise strategies and interventions
which allow groups within organizations to change their ways of
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dealing with one another so that the outcomes of work group

relationships can become productive for the company and personally
rewarding for the workers.
Systemic Thought will ultimately succeed or fail at this
level.

If it can be developed into a tool which allows trained

consultants to intervene in

a

workplace in such

a

way as to allow

that workplace to be a more productive and more rewarding place for
its members to spend

a

large part of their waking hours, then

Systemic Thought will be

a

success in the eyes of this researcher.

It holds the promise of becoming that.

Whether or not it succeeds

depends, in part, upon the outcomes of many more studies like this
one which will generate many more questions and many more

directions for investigation.

.
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APPENDIX

A

CENTER FOR SYSTEMIC THOUGHT
October 12, 1982
Mr. Alan Stengler, President
Pioneer Mutual Inaurance Co.
44 Baatwest Highway
Baatborough, USA 12343

Dear Mr. Stenglar,
Thla letter la an Initial requeat for your co-operation In a study which
1 am conducting for ay doctoral dlaaertatlon.
The atudy focuaea on exploring
an Innovative approach to analysing the nature of blocks to the effective

functioning of work groups within organizations.
I would Ilka to arrange a tine when we can get together to discuss this
study and the possibility of Pioneer Mutual participating. In genaral, I an
looking for an organisation with a group of 10-40 people who work together
regularly but are experiencing sone sort of conflict. Inefficiency, or other
difficulty. The group nay be the entire nenbershlp of a Mall organization or
a relatively autononous part of a larger organization.
I can discuss these
criteria In greater detail when we neet.

The study will be designed to provide the participating organization with
an analysis of a current problen Including sone suggestions for possible solutions.
It will be conducted so as to be nlnlnally disruptive to oornal work
procedures. All Information gathered will be confidential. Neither the
organization nor the Individuals Involved will be Identified by nane In any of
the published research findings.
Please give sone consideration to the appropriateness of this project to
your conpany's situation.
I will be calling you within the next two weeks to
set up an appointment to discuss this proposal In graatar detail. At that
I look forward to talking with
tine I will answer any questions you nay have.
you.
Sincerely,

Joan Brandon

loan Brandon.

Human

Systems Consultant

43 Old Amherst R-ad, Sunderland,

MA 01 375

(

41

)

665-3085

y
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APPENDIX B

PROFILE OF ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Please indicate your level:

Upper management

_______

Supervision

Non-Supervision

Organization Variable
1.

2.

3.

How much confidence
is shown in subordinates by superiors?

How much confidence is
shown in superiors by
subordinates?

Very little

Very much

Substantial
I

llil

I

•

l

i

1

1

1

l

1

Very little

1

1

1

Some

1

l

1

1

1

1

Very much

Substantial

1

1
!

1

1

1

1

1

i

1

1

1

1

1

1

Sometimes

1

111'

,

1

|

1

,

1

l

1

Very much

1

i

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Almost always

Usual ly

.

,

l

1

!

1

Ra re y

1

Substantial

Some

till Siiii

Are subordinates' ideas
sought and used, if
worthy?

1:11

i

!

How free do subordinates Very little
feel to talk to superiors about their work? |_
i

4.

Some

i

1

i

1

1

1

1

1

irtrt:

5.

predominant use made
of:
fear, 2 threats,
3 punishment, 4 rewards, 5 involvement?
Is

6.

Where
1

i

.

responsibi-

is

1

1

i

1

What is the direction
of information?

Fai rly

i

i

1

1

1

9.

How

i

i

Mos 1

How accurate is upward
communication?

1

i

i

»

1

11

!

1

Copyright
R.

Likert.

i

1967 by McGraw-Hill,
Used by permission.

(c)

i

Inc.

1

i

l

1

l

Great

1

i

i

|

1

1

i

With
caution
1

.

i

•.

1

I

1

i

1

t

>

J

1

1

1—

1

l

1

Oown up
sideways
!

1

i

1

1

1

With an
open mind
.

.

.

.

i

t

1

Accurate

Limi ted

accuracy

1

,

till

|

i

1

up

1

wrong
j

i

1

At times

wrong
i

i

wi th susoicion

1

1

|

1

1

1

Down and

1

III..

Usual ly
|

1

1

Possible

:usp cicn

1

i

l

10.

1

1

1

.1

•

1

With

downwa rd

a

comnu-n cat on accepted?

i

1

1

downward

1

|

At al
levels

Some

|

L

Iltll

1

bee
1

rd

C

l

general

1

Little
1

i

1

|

1

1

l

1

A mos t
none
!

l

i

Top and
middle

till

How much cooperative
teamwork exists?

I

1

based on
group

1

j
1

1

1

1

the organization's goals|?

8.

1

Mos 1
at top

|

7.

little of
3 and 5

3

1

M,

a

4,

little
Of
j

1

felt for achieving

ty

4, a

1.2,3

occas ional ly
4

!

1

1

-1,-1

t
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11.

How well do supero rs know p rob ems
faced by subordinates?
i

12.

Kn oh
little

1

Some

.III

Do subordinates know
the operational pol Iciest
of the organization?
|_

11

,

|

1

1

1

1

Some

little

Very

We"

111

Know

Well
1

1

i

1

Well

1

1

1

1

Very
Well

1

|
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

J

l

1

|

1

1

1

1

1

1

irtot

13.

At what

Mos 1

level are
decisions made?

14.

delegation

111!

L
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APPENDIX C

Systemic Thought Analysis Questionnaire

General description of the organization
Include number of
2.
members,
relevant subsystems, functions and job titles, and status
in the organization.
Also include information about the
environmental pressures on this group either how it fits into the
larger organization or how the "outside world" impacts directly on
the
organization as a whole.
3.
1

.

—

Presenting problem . What is the problem which the consultant
is being asked to address?
Who does the organization identify as
being involved in the problem? Who do the various members of the
organization describe the problem?
4.

Patterns of interaction
What are the patterns of behavior
which
characterize
the specific mechanisms by which this
5.
organization operates? What are the patterns which surround the
presenting problem? What interactions seem to be preventing
resolution of the problem? What interactions hold this
organization and its members together so that they continue in
spite of the presenting problem (i.e., strengths of this
organization)?
.

Who is being helped by the
Function of the presenting problem
presenting problem? What other issues are not being addressed
while solutions are being sought to this problem? The problem
probably has a helpful role for this organization what is it?
.

—

Taking all the about information into
Initial Hypothesis
consideration, what do you suspect may be the central pattern of
interaction which maintains this problem for this organization?
What line of inquiry will you follow to test out this hypothesis?
.
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Boundaries . What is the nature of the boundaries around
subsystems? Are they clear, does information flow when necessary?
Do
7. members know to which groups they belong?
Are transitions from
group to group smooth?

Hierarchy
What is the nature of the hierarchy in this
8.
organization?
Is the interactive hierarchy the same as the stated
hierarchy? Are lines of command and decision-making processes
clear and mutually agreed upon? Do there seem to be several
concurrent hierarchies?
.

9.

Coalitions/ Alliances . What are the coalitions and alliances in
this organization? Which are overt? Which are covert? How do
they impact the functioning of this organization and the presenting
problem in particular?

10.

Estimate of the system ’s response to interventions
How
flexible does this organization appear to be? What were some
responses to the consultant's questions and attempts to introduce
new patterns of interaction? Does the organization respond best to
direct or indirect interventions?
.

Symptomatic behaviors
What behaviors are currently going on
which demonstrate or contribute to the presenting problem, i.e.,
what behaviors would the organization like to see different?
.

How does this organization
Structure and transitions
describe its structure? Is it a ''hierarchical” or "flat”
organization? Are actual practices consistent with the
organization's definition of itself? Is the current structure
well-established or is it new? Is this organization in a state of
transition? Is it defining itself differently but using old
patterns of behavior?
11.

.

How will the consultant and the
Define the solution sought
organization know when the problem has been solved? Who will be
doing what differently?
12.

.
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13.

Problem history
When did the problem begin? What else was
going on in the organization when the problem began? What
solutions to the problem have been tried? What were the results of
these solutions? What other '’experts” have been called in? How
have
they succeeded or failed? What behaviors seem to be.
14.
maintaining the problem?
.

Langauage of the organization
How does the group describe
itself
and
its
problems?
Are
there
any
recurrent phrases, myths,
15.
or stories?
How directly do members speak to one another
concerning toxic issues? What are some of the organization's
commonly held values and attitudes?
.

Second hypothesis .
After some inquiry and consideration of
the above information, how would you change your initial
hypothesis? What seems central now? How will you check that out?
What interventions might be appropriate at this stage of your
analysis?
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APPENDIX D

An Organizational Analysis Using
The Human Organization Perspective of Rensis Likert

William W. Barnes

In 1967 Rensis Likert presented a summation of his ideas and

his own and others' research done at the Institute for Social

Research at the University of Michigan.

In The Human Organization

he advocates for a system of what he calls "science based

management”

which includes as measures of organizational

effectiveness variables such as the extent to which the principle
of supportive relationships is used, group methods of supervision
are employed, and other aspects of his System

evidence.

Likert presents

a

management are in

continuum of management behavior which

(the worst) to System 4 (the best).

ranges from System

1

describes System

as Exploitive-authoritatve

1

4

Benevolent-authoritative, System

3

,

System

Likert

2 as

as Consultative, and System

4

as

Participative group supervisory methods.
After explaining the different management systems, Likert

asserts that given an equal and adequate amount of technical
expertise, high performance goals, and

operation, on the part of
System

4

a

a

well-organized plan of

business management, those who employ

management processes will, in the long run, achieve higher

employee productivity, lower costs, lower employee turnover, and
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greater profitability than those who do not.

The basic assertion

is that most businesses use accounting systems which do not account

for one of the company’s major assets, the people who do the work.

Likert has devised

a

scale for measuring the state of the company's

human assets, which he divides into sets of causal, intervening,
and end result variables.

Likert's scale divides the causal variables into measurements
to determine leadership processes used, decision making processes,

goal-setting, and control processes used.

Intervening variables

measured are motivational forces, interaction-influence processes,
and the character of communication processes in the organization.

The end result variables are the same as standard accounting

measures such as sales volume, costs, and earnings.
Using Likert's techniques of human asset accounting, an

organizational analysis was made of the Collections Department of
the Pioneer Mutual Insurance Company's Customer Service Center in

Eastborough.
a

The analysis was made over a period of three weeks in

series of five half-day visits to the company.

The data

gathering and analysis techniques used were individual and group
interviews, and having all department employees, unit leaders,

supervisors, and upper level management involved fill out

a

twenty

question instrument based on Likert's forty three item

questionnaire from his book The Human Organization
Appendix B for

a

copy of the instrument.

(

1967 ).

See
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Background Information

.

The Collections Department is responsible

for updating all insurance payments received which are exceptional
in some way,

computer.

in that they cannot be automatically processed by

Timely and accurate completion of this department's work

is critical to the company's functioning,

since sales data on which

salesmen's commissions, quotas, and bonuses are figured are based
on Collection's figures.

This is done twice

a

month, with month

end and year end figures being the most important for negotiating

purposes.
The department is divided into three units.

Processing, the

largest unit, has two unit leaders who provide direct supervision
to the nineteen employees.

These employees are rated

a

salary

grade above the other two units because of the complexity of their
work.

Each processing unit employee has assigned to her specific

customer accounts which she is responsible for keeping updated.
This often includes phone contact with field sales agents who are

handling the accounts.

All employees in the Collections Department

from unit leader down in the hierarchy are women, except for one
All employees from supervisor up

man in the Salary Allotment unit.

in the hierarchy over Collections are men.

The Salary Allotment unit, consisting of a unit supervisor
and seven employees, is responsible for the automatic payroll

deductions for insurance that is

a

feature offered by some

companies, primarily AT&T, who purchase group insurance plans from
Pioneer Mutual.

With the breakup of the Bell System companies this
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unit may be in for a radical restructuring or elimination.
The third unit. Survey Data/Accounting, consists of

supervisor and six employees.

unit

a

This unit serves primarily an

auditing role over the other two units and for some other

departments.

They have contact mostly with the other Collections

units, data processing, and other departments they audit, and very

little contact with customers or field agents.
The Collections Department was originally staffed by

manager, associate manager, and

a

supervisor.

a

The perceptions of

upper management was that they were overstaffed, so the manager was

transfered and the associate manager (who came up through the
ranks, as did the manager) took over.

Shortly before this analysis

was done, the current manager, Dave, was transfered and the

supervisor, Jim, was put in charge.

It has not been decided

whether or not this transfer is temporary or permanent, depending
on Jim's and the department's performance over an unspecified

period of time.
Prior to Dave's transfer he supervised the Salary Allotment
and Survey Data/Accounting Units,

Processing unit.

and Jim supervised the

All of Jim's decisions were subject to final

approval by Dave, but almost all Processing unit employees

interacted exclusively with Jim and their unit leaders.

Dave was

considered by other above and below him in the hierarahy as

a

"figures" man, who relates much better to numbers than to peopple.
His subordinates saw him as frequently unapproachable and

.
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unsupportive; happiest when figuring statistics rather than when
with people.
Jim's interpersonal style is more supportive than Dave's, and
he is perceived as being more friendly and approachable than was

his boss.
to one.

Almost all verbal communication in the department is one

There is one meeting of the entire department once

month, which is primarily

a

a

formal downward communications device.

No other meetings of either units or unit leaders are regularly

held

Employee's jobs are broken down into

a

set of closely defined

sub-functions, each of which is measured against

a set of

standards

(AOC) developed by an outside consulting firm about a year ago.

Although the department has continued to meet or exceed its work

quota consistently, there is the perception on upper management's
part that this department is resistant to change.

Non-exempt

employees readily expressed their dissatifaction with the AOC
standards, feeling that their duties are not sufficiently

standardized to have the new system provide any meaningful measures
of their productivity.

Analysis of instrument results

.

Each of the four units in the

Collections Department filled out the instrument with their group
after a one hour interview by the investigators.

except Salary Allotment the unit leader was

a

In all units

member of the group.

Employees were guaranteed that their replies would be kept
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confidential and reported anonymously.
The twenty survey questions used break down into seven

categories of organizational variables as indicated in Table

1.

Leadership, decision making, goal setting, and control are

considered as causal variable in Likert's typology.

Motivation,

interaction-influence, and communication are considered intervening
variable.

The mean score for each item was computed for each

group, and the results are shown in Figure

First some general observations.

1.

Pioneer Mutual does not have

an explicit or consistent style of management.

The company has

been using a Management by Objective (MBO) system for several
years, but the setting of objectives is exclusively

t

function of

Individual management styles range from System

upper management.
to System 3

a

1

and the norm at Eastborough seems to be a benevolent

authoritative one,

a

high System 2.

The physical environment, Job

security, pay and benefits are about average for the industry and
Other benefits such as

above average for the Eastborough area.
flex-time,

a

pleasant, company subsidized cafeteria, recreation and

lounge space, and

indications of

a

a

broad tuition reimburacement program are

generally benevolent company attitude.

There was also

a

high degree of consistency at all levels in

the company in reporting that all significant decisions are made at
the top, and that input from below is neither sought nor

considered.

Another factor indicating

a

System 2 management is the

performance appraisal system used, which operates on

a
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reward-punishment basis for eaoh Individual.

The Collections Department

showed

.

The Collections Department employees

high degree of consistency overall in measures used to

a

determine the causal variables of deoision-making (7.6), goal
setting (8.9), and oontrol processes (11.3), three factors whloh
are set by oompany polioy and not subjeot to ohange at the

departmental level.

The soores indioate

System 2 upper

a

management, and are also the lowest rated of any of the variables
measured.

The widest variations between units on any of the three

variables was less than two points.
The major variation between units is found in the other causal

variable, leadership.

The two processing units are in such close

agreement on all variables measured that they are reported as one
soore.

They are consistently higher than either of the other two

units by an average of over five points on this variable.

This is

consistent with the reported differences in leadership style
between Jim and Dave.

Jim is high task, high relationship manager

who has the trust and oonfidenoe of his subordinates.
two units whioh were supervised by Dave,

a

The other

low-relationship

high-task manager, report considerably lower soores where trust and

confidence are oonoerned.
the two units'

This attitude is also apparent between

leaders and their subordinates,

Jim must now oontend.

a

problem with which

All units in Collections were in agreement

that subordinage's ideas are only sought and used sometimes.
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In measurements of the Intervening variables of motivation,

communication, and the influence— interaction process the processing
unit again scores consistently and significantly higher than the

other two units.

More cooperative teamwork is reported; higher

motivation and less punitive methods of motivating are used.
Downward communication is accepted with caution and upward

communication has limited accuracy in all units, although

processing is again higher than the other two units.

Virtually no

lateral communication is reported.

Conclusions

.

Although Jim has many of the relationship skills

needed by a System

participative

a

3

or 4 manager, he is prevented from using as

style as he would like by company policy.

The

expectation for the Collections Department's future performance
under his continued management would be that the Salary Allotment
and Survey Data/Accounting units will improve on some measures of

intervening variables to more closely match those scores of
Processing, while remaining essentially

a

System 2 operation on

measures of causal variables under control of company policy.
No significant gains in productivity can be expected as long
as non-exempt

(non-supervisory) employees are excluded from all

goal-setting and decision making activities.

Further increasing

benevolent gestrures by top management will have little effect

without including employee input in decision making processes.
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Over half the Collections employees have over ten years

service with the company, most of that time in their present
positions.

The perception is that despite their obvious competence

and expertize at their work, upper management has no interest in

their ideas or in them as individuals.

Although over 80% of the

Eastborough employees are women, four out of five top management
spots and several key middle management positions are held by men.

Upward mobility in the company for women employees is not perceived
as being equal to that which exists for men.

Recommendations .

In order to effect any major improvements in the

productivity and job satisfaction of Collections Department
employees,

a

fundamental restructuring of Pioneer Mutual’s

management policies would have to be undertaken on
basis.

a

company-wide

Barring the corporate commitment to make this change, some

minor changes with the Collections Department could be helpful.
The primary recommendation would be to institute regular

meetings among unit members and leaders, and among the manager and
unit leaders.

A number of "personality conflicts" reported as

problems seem to stem more from misperceptions due to lack of any
The

lateral communications than from problem individuals.

supervisory methods of the Salary Allotment and Survey

Data/Accounting unit leaders need to be modified from
punitive style to

a

more supportive, cooperative one.

a

scolding,

However as

.
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long as the current AOC standards, centralized decision-making and
goal setting processes, and reward-punishment performance appraisal

systems remain in effect, no major productivity or attutudinal

improvements may be expected.

Consultant perceptions and observations
system of organizational analysis was
for me.

I

.

Using Rensis Likert's

a good

learning experience

found myself largely in agreement with his basic

assumptions about the need for more democratic, participatory

management styles as both

a

recognition of human needs for more

control and involvement in the working world and as
achieve higher worker satisfaction and productivity.

a

means to
I

also found

the framework helpful in separating out variables within the

control of the individual manager and those set by company-wide
policy.

Focusing on just one department was rather limiting in that
had nothing to compare it to on

company.

I

a

I

relative scale within the

also found Likert limiting in that

I

was led to look

neither at the organization-environment interface nor at

interdependencies among different departments within the company.
The approach seems to lead only to

toward

a

System

4

a

management style on

diagnosis of change more
a

company-wide basis, and not

to yield a great deal of information useful to smaller units of

operation

)
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My personal relationships established within the company

seemed comfortable and adequate to insure my getting honest data

from people.

The survey results were fully corroborated in my

opinion by the anecdotal evidence gathered in group and individual
interviews, as well as by my personal observations.
the willingness to make the kinds of changes

I

I

doubt that

would recommend

based on Likert's analysis currently exists among the top

management, and expect the situation to remain essentially static
in the foreseeable future.

The End
(whew!
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Salary Allotment
and Survey
Data/ Accounting
combined

Processing

Figure 10:

Results of the Likert Analysis

.
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APPENDIX E
Systemic Thought Analysis

George A. Lysiak

Introduction

.

This report represents a preliminary analysis of the

Collections Department of the Pioneer Mutual.

It attempts to

present observations and information gathered by this investigator
in what is referred to here as the Systemic Thought analysis

procedure.

Given the scope of the organization to be analyzed and

the time and physical constraints of this project, the author

concedes that much of his data is circumstantial and his hypotheses
are tentative.

Nonetheless, after

a

total of eight interview

sessions with various groups and individuals and the author’s own
’’natural setting’’ observations, the following report represents a

substantial map of life in the Collections Department of Pioneer
Mutual
After an inital meeting with the researcher and my fellow

investigator, where both pragmatic concerns and
game’’ were

I

rules of the

delineated, this investigator has operated independently

using my own style of information gathering.
process,

’’the

Throughout the entire

was not coached or guided except by the Systemic Thought

analysis protocal and my own understanding of Strategic/Systemic

Family Therapy interviewing techniques.

The interviews, although

somewhat structured initially, followed whatever course developed
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from subsequent questioning.

Formats and questions emerged over

time, with non-useful questions disregarded and other items probed
in depth.

Prior to the initial interview my sources of data on Pioneer

Mutual were

a

literature packet on the company history, employee

programs and other public relations devices and

a

brief interview

with the researcher regarding her notion of their current
situation.

This should have served to formulate an initial working

hypothesis for me.
time,
I

I

I

am struck now in retrospect that at that

had no clear notion of what the presenting problem was. All

could determine was that there was

a

problem with the Collections

Department and that hopefully this would emerge from my initial
interviews.

In part I ascribe this ambiguity to the researcher’s

not wanting to bias my perceptions before-hand.

However, in the

initial session with the management staff when no clear presenting

problem was offered;

I

developed the following hypothesis:

that

perhaps management was looking for ways to eliminate parts or to

divide this Division as part of some restructuring move to improve

efficiency company-wide.

The Division might have responded by

having an unclear "problem” which resisted resolution by the
management, who in turn might try to re-arrange this unit’s
functions as

a

way of resolving the ’’problem" and so on.

however, my first working hypothesis and as such

open and flexible to alternative hypotheses.
with

a

direction to pursue.

I

This was,

would remain

It did provide me
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In examining the Systemic Thought analysis,

I

have found it

useful to include certain contextual themes and issues or other

bits of information not readily attainable from the interview
format

I

have followed.

That is to say that they represent

variables of external forces in the environment not always seen in
the focus of viewing

a

particular system.

The most subtle yet fundamental context one views is the

geographic one.
to the south.

This a branch office.

During the interviews

I

Headquarters is 100 miles
was informed by various

employees (a cross-section of clerical and management) that they
often felt like "second-class citizens" when it came to speed of

information access, input into decisions and overall "status" in
the company.

This sense is further reinforced by

a

lower salary

scale for this office.

Another contextual cue is the arrangement of the physical

environment.

In the Collections Department,

the four units are

divided by files as partitions with two units on each side of
large room.

a

The Supervisor is situated behind and in the middle of

the four units, easily accessible to them all.

The desks and

chairs, as well, all face one direction thus inhibiting

communication and eye contact.
Perhpas just as obvious, but more subtle, is the overwhelming
presence of women.

This is true not only for the Collections

Department but the entire Division.

From casual observation,

would guess that over 90% of all personnel were women.

Upon

I
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further investigation we found that the men were mostly in

management or supervisory positions.

This obvious inequity, though

never actually discussed, remained an ever-present backdrop to all
our interviews.
As a family therapist and a seasoned organization watcher,

must admit that

Having worked in

I

have great hopes for Systemic Thought analysis.

I

a

number of organizational contexts,

I

found a

systemic perspective to be useful and often liberating especially
when recursive patterns emerge.

This new framework affords

different information from traditional OD methods and helps to
inform alternative and strategic hypotheses.

provides

a

This new epistemology

significantly different frame for problems, which in

turn predicate alternative resolutions to recursive problems.

Systemic interventions utilizing second-order change techniques
Systemic

hold the promise of self-corrective and long term change.

Thought presumes to offer

a

brief and less intrusive model of

organizational change and development.

The need for this is

self-evident.
The eight interviews were held in a fifteen day period.

varied in length from 45 minutes to an hour and

a

half.

They

The

researcher was present at only the first interview along with the
two investigators and the management team included the sponsoring

V.P., the Division manager and the Collections Department

supervisor.

Three of the remaining interviews were held with the

managers on an individual basis.

The Supervisor was interviewed

. 1
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twice, and the manager once.

The four units comprising the

Collections Department were interviewed as separate units.
sessions were held in the empty company cafeteria.

These

Both

investigators shared responsibility for information-gathering and
interviewing.

The sessions were all concluded with the

administration of the other investigator’s paper and pencil
instrument

Interview

//

.

Although earlier

be taken as a whole,

needs

a

a

I

I

indicated these interviews will

feel this first interview with our sponsor

little extra punctuation.

In some ways this was a

typical contracting session in an OD sense:

issues were clarified,

information disseminated, responsibilities delineated and agreement
reached.

Yet taken from a Systemic Thought perspective several

interactive meta-rules and messages were observed.
We were informed that a change had recently been made in the

Collections Department.

The senior manager was ’’temporarily”

reassigned to another department for an indefinite period of time
and the junior manager had taken over.

This may have been

management's attempt to fix the ’’problem.”

What is more, we were

not "encouraged" to interview the absent senior manager.

He seemed

to be regarded as the IP (identified patient) in this system.

This

radical change appeared to provide ample data for our analysis.

Another curious mesage, was that an attitude survey,

administered by an outside firm, had recently been conducted (June
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’

82 ) and its results were to be discussed with employees within the

week.

We were warned to dissociate our research from this attitude

survey, lest employees feel we were in

management.

a

covert union with the

To me, this conveyed a message about the lack of

credibility with employees of management-sponsored interventions.
My hunch is that management programming appears to change

conditions while relationships remain the same.

The employees

collude in this by not openly commenting on it.
Another message was that the end of the year period was

especially stressful for the Collections Department.

message appeared to be
Finally, there was

—
a

The implicit

do not probe too deeply.

myth circulated regarding the "family"

and "nurturing" environment in the company.

Much of the analogic

communication at that time seemed to disconfirm these statements.
Here was another area to explore.
The Systemic Thought model addresses itself best to problem

situations.

At the end of this session, no clearly articulated

problem emerged.

This posed a dilemma; does one pursue the recent

solution (management change) to try and ascertain what problem it

attempted to resolve?

Or does one assume a problem still exists,

yet is unknown or unspeakable?

other tact,

I

Rather than following one or the

entered the interviews with my working hypothesis

intact, my flexibility alert and with the hope of examining the

relationships between these two apparently divergent paths.
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Systemic Thought Analysis

1

.

General Description of the Organization

.

The Collections

Department is the largest of five departments in the Division.

It

employs 35 clerical (non-exempt) personnel and currently has one
manager.

The department's role is to process all premium payments

for individual insurance and agency accounts.

There are two

Processing Units with ten and eleven members respectively,

a

specialized automatic Salary Allotment Unit of eight and an

Auditing Unit of six people.

Each unit has a "Unit Leader" and the

work within the units is shared but not across units merely within
units.

Employee tenure ranged from one to fifteen years, with an

average of seven and

twelve year range.

a

half years and

a

large cluster in the ten to

Only seven employees have been with this

division less than three years.

This indicates

a

very low turnover

rate and builds the case for strong group solidarity.

level employees, while the other

Processing Units have Grade

4

units have Grade 2,3. and

level employees.

4

The

A position in this department is often sought after through

the posting process, yet Collections is regarded as somewhat

insular and isolated.

However the greatest source of environmental

stress seems from the individual agencies and agents in the field

throughout the country as Collections processes all their premiums,
which determines an agent's commission.

The 15th and 30th of each

month serve as deadlines for commission determinations and become
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periods of highest stress.
The current manager (officially the assistant manager) had

previously supervised the two non-processing units, prior to his
advancement, but was still directly responsible to the senior
manager.
2.

This obviously had changed.

Presenting Problem

.

As was previously indicated, the meeting

with management yielded no clearly defined problem in spite of the
fact that the context would seem to contra-indicate this.

However, in our interview with the Division manager, two

problem areas were identified.

The first was the management belief

that Collections was overstaffed

triggered

a

—

"Too Fat."

This apparently

strong response from them and has been an ongoing

problem since 1967.

As evidence, he pointed their consistently

meeting production standards at 100% of their quota, when 80% is
acceptable.

No other department is able to accomplish this.

Mere

fulfilling one's job requirements could mean getting more work for
the same salary.

The second but interrelated problem was the now absent senior

department manager who had been with the company 20+ years.

He,

as

all other department managers, had risen through the ranks of the

unit and "inherited" the manager’s position.

Calling them

"superclerks," the Division manager decried their lack of

managerial skills and the "inbred" culture they came from.
praised the new manager as being

qualified for the position.

a

He

college graduate and more

He said the new manager was a "people"
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person, while the former manager was

"figures" person,

a

a

technical genius, who had trouble dealing with subordinates

problems and often "lived with other people's problems" and
collected them "like monkey's on his back."

Although he made no attempt to relate these two problems,
would hypothesize that the senior manager's loyalty to

"grew up in" might be

a

a

I

group he

major impediment to departmental

restructuring or reduction.

An interesting aside is that the

Divisional manager felt that only 2-5% of all departmental problems
ever reach him.
In the group interviews a different punctuation emerged. All

the units agreed that the production standards program was

inaccurate and unreliable, even though their department was 100%,
they saw

a

great inequity in that their workload was increasing

while their jobs were being threatened for doing an "A-1" job.
They coupled this with their feeling that management "hears but

doesn't listen" and that they have no real input in decisions

affecting their lives.

They cited several attempts and credited

this lack of follow-through implying

management's part.

a

dearth of sincerity on

They also complained of lack of unity within

the department and cited irregular staff meetings and lack of unit

meetings as contributive to continued isolation.
The two processing units generally had few specific complaints
and seemed friendly and easy to get along with.

The other two

units presented colder and more rigid pictures.

In the Auditing

.
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Unit, after

a

particularly stiff session,

a

member lingered behind

to tell us that this was the unit where a grievance was filed
in

the past year.

The enmity seemed to still presist and has clearly

affected intra-unit communication.
subject for this group.

This was obviously

a

taboo

Unknowingly we colluded in this covert

rule
The other unit, Salary Allotment, was in a unique position,

their Unit Leader was absent (taken suddenly ill?).

The discussion

centered on some members feeling she was distant and "played
favorites" while others disagreed.

Some even interpreted her

absence as not wanting to hear this problem.
reached.

No consensus was

Most interviewees agreed they had trouble going to the

senior manager with their problems, although there seemed little
anger attached to these statements.

All agreed the junior manager

was easy to talk to.

Interestingly, this manager agreed with most of his staff's

concerns and voiced skepticism as to management's willingness to
address them.

He seemed to feel the intra-unit and unity problems

identified were conquerable and thus not critical.

He also

expressed concern over his own job status clarification and
security.
3.

Patterns of Interaction

.

It appears that the management has

tried to reduce the size of the Collections Department previously,
but with little success.

In 1969 they instituted a production

standards procedure which in part was designed to find the "fat" in
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the system.

However the unit reponded to this by meeting their

production quotas

—

100%.

In addition,

it would appear that a

stong and loyal (if somewhat "unloved") manager has helped
prevent
this management initiative.
In turn, when employees express needs that they feel are

unmet, management institutes studies and pilot projects without

commitment which either fail or are not completed.

Employees

grumble to themselves and maintain this homeostasis.

A negative

feedback loop appears to have been well entrenched here.
The move by management to institute a newer, "company-loyal,"

employee-oriented manager in this department seems ill-fated as
well.

His loyalty to the department appears as strong as his

predecessor’s.
4.

Function of the Presenting Problem

.

The presenting problem

seems to be of benefit to both "sides" here.

The management does

not need to institute any expensive or revolutionary new employee

benefits nor change its management style, decisions are still made
at the top,

with the bottom line being their profit margin

(presumably).

The employees do not expect things to improve

significantly and have not pushed for concessions perhaps for fear
that it would lead to reorganization which might mean loss of some

Employees maintain their high quotas as

a

protection from

management intervention, while management gets

a

self-professed top

jobs.

performance from this department.

This ambiance of slow change is

congruent with Pioneer Mutual's overall conservative image and the

.
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conservative image of the insurance industry.
rate and lengthy employee tenure ensures

workforce and the promise of
5.

Initial Hypothesis .

a

a

a

secure and stable

secure job and paycheck.

As stated above,

interaction have assured

The low turnover

these patterns of

stable workplace and workforce.

It

would seem that everyone should be quite content and yet, what is
the unspoken issue?

What has come to mind was generated when

I

read that over 85% of all women employees everywhere were

non-unionized.

Perhaps this recursive loop is serving to keep any

organized union movement from entering this workplace.
Historically, older workers feel threatened by such
fear

(perhaps rightfully so) that

a

a

change and

union's demands would force the

management to make such concessions, and that lay offs then would
be inevitable.

The rigid hierarachical structure and lack of

departmental unity seem to support this hypothesis.
the company myth of

a

In addition,

family, nurturing environment attempts to

deprecate any movement toward organizing.
Although this tact was not followed during the inquiry, it
seems consistent with other data reviewed so far and may bear
further investiagation
6.

Boundaries.

The boundaries between Collections and the other

divisions seems very clear and rigid.

By self-report, they feel

others see them as insular and "not very helpful.”

There was also

some indication that other departments were jealous of them, and
that a high level of posting into this department existed.

They

,
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saw themselves as attractive to others, inspite of their low

profile.

Within the department there also appear to be clear,

rigid boundaries although much less so between the two processing

units than the other.

This is demonstrated by the fact that even

when afforded the opportunity, most units do not eat lunch or take

breaks together.

When asked how difficult entry into these units

was, all new members with the exception of the the Salary Allotment

Unit, indicated that entry occured quickly and with much support.
In the Salary Allotment Unit the integration seemed to take four to

five months.

This was attributed by some to the "hard-nosed" style

of the unit's leader.

In general everyone expressed a very high

degree of support, friendship, and loyalty inside each unit.

So

much so, that when someone is out, they feel "guilty" for giving
their unit members additional work.

What was clear from our initial meeting with management was
that they (management) were not the locus of inquiry.

indicated that they would be supportive but created

boundary as to where the problem was.

a

They
firm, solid

The only exception to this

was the department manager.
7.

Hierarachy .

The stated hierarchy in this organization appears

to be identical to the interactive hierarachy.

There seem very

strong overt and covert rules to enforce this.

Communications

decisions, and problem-solving take

a

top-down traditional

perspective and violation must be stringently punished for it was
not even mentioned.

The one individual who took the grievance

s
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route has been seemingly isolated, ridiculed and demeaned
by all
levels of this Division.
No informal hierarchies were noted yet this may be influenced

by the interview format, time constraints, and lack of trust
in

outside interviewers.
8*

Coalitions/ Alliances

.

already been identified.

The overt coalitions within units have

Strong unit identity and to some extent

departmental loyalty precluded us from isolating specific
intra-unit or cross-unit coalitions.

Although the strong sentiment

against the former senior manager would indicate the presence of

covert alliances, since the situation has been changed, specific

evidence would be discerned.
The ironic position of the junior manager leaves him

triangulated between his supervisors and subordinates.

Although

his tenure is short lived and enduring patterns were not obvious,
it seemed that he treaded in a thin line between agreeing with his

staff as to management's lack of responsiveness, and managements

concern with Collection's overstaffing.

'

The situation would

indicate that he will quickly (if not already been) become the
detour of this conflict.

One mode of resolution might be the

development and maintenance of
another faction.

Clearly

a

a

covert alliance between one or

red flag for any further analysis

and/or intervention.
9.

System

'

s

Response to Interventions

.

Although no specific

interventions were attempted, our presence and interviews served as
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direct interventions in the patterns of interaction.

It is always

difficult to judge the impact of the context as an intervention

without the benefit of an observing team.
system often precludes
system.

a

a

systemic view of the patterns of this new

Nonetheless, it seemed that the employees at least,

grasped on to our presence as
unity.

One's own presence in

viable tool for maintaining unit

a

At least three units indicated this would be something they

would like to see implemented.

Again we were unable to view the

system's response to this and perhaps we were colluding unknowingly
in a measure to maintain the homeostasis.

All previous information seems to indicate that to the

management and employees work hard to maintain this homeostasis and
change of any sort is usually subverted or co-opted.

Again

sufficient observable evidence is lacking.
10.

Symptomatic Behavior

.

It is unclear as to what, besides 100%

production quotas, the management would like to see changed.

The

only individual whose behavior was pinpointed was the senior

manager who was described as being not

a

"people" person, moody,

unapproachable, and not good at dealing with subordinates' non-work
related problems.

The management seems to have tried to resolve

this problem by relocating to him to interface with the data

processing equipment (perhaps
11.

Structure and Transitions

a

.

better match?).
The hierarchical structure of this

company has already been described.

This follows in

a

tradition of Pioneer Mutual and the insurance industry.

long
It seems

.
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to practice and strictly enforce this doctrine.

If tansitions are

occuring within this division they resemble the movement of
glacier rather than he flow of

a

river.

a

Pioneer Mutual is guided

by principles of MBO and this is evident in their performance

appraisals, equipment requests, production standards and even their
lunch rotation system.

Workers are seen through Theory X lenses

and are treated and perhaps respond in like fashion.

QWL and worker participation is absent.

Talk about

As has been stated before,

the more things appear to change, the more they stay the same here.
12.

Solutions Sought

.

Since no specific problem was "officially"

articulated, no solution was agreed upon.

Our role was to analyze

the situation, complete the data gathering, and report back only to
the management
I

hesitate to speculate, but at this point in my lengthly

diatribe,
I

I

will allow myself some unsubstantiated hypothesizing.

suspect that to some extent, management wanted us to provide

"ammunition" for reorganizing or reducing the Collections
Department.

They also wanted us to confirm the wisdom of

"replacing" the senior manager to support, consult, and evaluate
the new manager; to convey to their employees their (management’s)

concern for employee needs; and to show the world how they

collaboroate with innovative and academicaly based advances in
organizational health.

The workers,

I

suppose, would like to see

us get management to meet their demands, support their current

staffing patterns and to assist them in establishing
sense of unit unity.

a

greater

.
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13-

Problem History

has been elaborated.

.

Much of the history regarding these issues
Little is known of what the internal company

consultants have tried and what results were achieved.

The only

other attempts at problem resolution we uncovered include the

performance appraisal review system, the production standards
protocals and the recent company-wide attitude survey.

To my

knowledge, little has changed in the basic struggle over the years.
Let me make two observations here.

Since overstaffing was not

the identified problem, gathering information proved difficult.

Often this issue was submerged in the details of the technical

operation and quickly submerged as the focus of attention.

Even

the manager who addressed this issue, provided little analogical

information to indicate any strong affect attached to this concern.
Much of everyone's analogic communication was carefully guarded.
It has only been in retrospect that I was able to identify in

my own mind what the dysfunctional interaction patterns were.

Given another opportunity

I

would pursue the tact of exploring

unsuccessful solution behaviors; their impact function and
consequences
14.

Language of the Organization

.

Aside form the technical jargon

of computer processing and insurance (which was virtually

unintelligible to me) little in the sense of specific metaphors or
myths emerged significantly.
The company's PR materials were permeated with the myths of
family, nurturing atmosphere for employees.

This however is

a

.

.
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generally disqualified either directly or indirectly by most of the
interviewees.

The subsidization of lunch, the institution of

flex-time, the celebration of birthdays and anniversaries, along

with other limited employee benefits failed to convince anyone that
this was

a

"family."

That Collections is resistant to change seems another myth

which is shared at least by management and maybe by other units and

departments
Finally the myth that the senior manager is "not good with
people problems" and the junior manager is, appears to be almost

unanimously held.
Toxic issues are rarely addressed and when they are the

negative feedback loops seem to swing into action enforcing norms
as was evidenced by one member’s use of the grievance system.
A

stable work force and

a

stable work site seem to be

inextricably intertwined in the culture and values of this
organization.

Theory X attitudes and MBO procedures enforce the

hierarchical divisions in this company.

Respect for chain of

command and unit loyalty as well as seniority are prized virtues.
The need for change and the ability to change were not evident in

these initial cursory interviews.
15.

Second Hypothesis

.

Since this report was written in

retrospect, my initial and second hypotheses remain essentially the
same

However, if

I

were to start anew or continue, there are
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several avenues

I

might pursue.

First,

I

would get the management

to clearly delineate the problem to be addressed.

Much valuable

time was lost trying to examine this "invisible" problem.

Secondly,

I

would also interview the absent senior manager.

A

whole set of valuable punctuations are missing from this analysis.
Thirdly,

I

would try and pursue further what this "problem"

maintaining behavior is protecting or replacing in the Division's
interactional patterns.

Further examination of past intervention

attempts must be exposed in order to truly inform the hypothesis.
Finally,

I

wish

I

had had a team of observors to consult with

and confer especially during the interviews so that
and systemic perspective could have been derived.

when

I

a

more circular

Also in times

got stuck (which might indicate isomorphic transactions)

team would be invaluable.

a

